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Synopsis 

 

 

In a hypothetical world, a tiny and remote country called Abkr comes to dominate 

scientific and economic achievements in just a hundred years. The secret of their success 

remains however while the rest of the world fears Abkr’s mysterious weapons. These remove 

objects virtually without trace. And Abkr will not share these. The stand-off lasts twenty five 

years. But when Abkr rescues the space station of other nations by the use of their own, 

there is a thaw in international relations.  

 A conference is held in the capital of Abkr, and the world’s governing council 

attends, along with representatives from other great nations. It is to be an eager rediscovery 

of the country. The council enlist the services of a retired professor, an expert in the culture 

and languages of Abkr, but he proves of little use. However, as he picks up the threads of a 

place he visited thirty years before, through old acquaintances, he slips deeper into the 

country without official permission. He is drawn into its internal politics, its regional and 

tribal factions, and their peculiar religion – Rsit – the worship of knowledge. He learns how 

these provide both the springboard for their impressive invention and discovery, but now 

also profound corruption and conspiracy.  

The Professor, as he is known throughout, travels from the front of the country, its 

prosperous plain, through a central administrative region of lakes to the back – the 

mountains of ‘The Abk’. There he sees how the furious dedication and rivalry of the rural 

tribesmen descend to comic and infantile levels, yet are carried to tragic conclusions. For 

these are the tribes ultimately sacrificed in Abkr’s enormous success. The Professor’s guide, a 

renegade militia leader or ‘private security consultant’, known as Rain Pleases, plots an escape 

for them, once their forbidden journey becomes known. They travel to Rain’s tribal land in 

the north eastern corner; the depressed mining towns of The White Clay tribe. From there 

they plan to cross the border over a final, high pass. But as The Professor’s personal motives 

become clearer and his suspicion and disillusionment grow, his participation falters. The 

story ends with a tragic/comic race up the icy slopes, as tribal members sing a traditional 

farewell. 

This is a satirical allegory on international politics and global policies, and the quest 

for a mythic ‘grass roots’ or local culture that support them. Issues including democracy, 

economics, advertising, law, education and religion receive comic treatment. A more serious 

theme is the importance of language, its preservation, translation and crucially, to differences 
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between written and spoken forms. Much of the secret to the title lies here. The satire 

accordingly extends to literary forms, to pastiche of folk and children’s tales, academic 

description and paraphrase, science fiction, surreal and poetic treatments of mythic and 

romantic elements. The world is thus summoned not only through a geographical journey 

but a literary one, commencing with the ‘flat’ prose of hypothesis, to end in the lyrics of folk 

song. 
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The Secret of World Domination 

 

1. 

 

Imagine a world where a tiny country with a population of three or four million 

begins to dominate achievements in the sciences, medicine, engineering, industry, commerce 

and finance, all in the space of just over a hundred years. It wields enormous influence even 

though it does not share its language or many of its customs with others, its system of 

government or religion, does not have especially vast or valuable resources, is not in the least 

conveniently or strategically situated, does not have an aggressive foreign policy or a large 

military force. How does it do it? No one knows for sure and no answer the country gives is 

completely convincing. 

This is the story of Abkr, a small landlocked country in a world much like our own. 

Abkr is now fabulously wealthy, although much of it is invested in other countries. Abkr is 

understandably a centre for learning but is now extremely exclusive and expensive for the 

foreign student. The very best and richest are accepted; very few of Abkr’s best ever leave 

for very long. So Abkr assumes an added mystique. But this rise to eminence has not been all 

smooth sailing. In particular there has been one long and deep shadow cast over the tiny 

nation by an international incident that led to a tense stand-off with the rest of the world. It 

lasted for twenty-five years. That period was known as The Freeze. 

The incident occurred when a small detachment of Abkric soldiers, participating for 

the first time in a World Council policing action in a remote country called Eplepe, 

massacred opposing forces with secret weapons that simply left no remains, apart from 

peculiar magnetic readings. The sudden disappearance of whole companies of enemy troops, 

their equipment and transport had no other explanation. No one saw the massacre; no one 

heard it. But nothing else could have happened; no one else could have done it. The enemy 

immediately fell back in outrage and terror and protested loudly. The whole situation took on 

a very different complexion. It was assumed the Abkric presence was mainly token or 

ceremonial, in a World Council action designed to prevent an ethnic cleansing. They had 

signalled as much on their arrival, parading nothing more than two dozen or so small, 

middle-aged men wearing their traditional cloaks, lambs’ wool caps and brandishing their 

short curved swords, in a strutting song and dance across the tarmac. It was understood they 

would actually perform communication and medical duties. But when the enemy suddenly 
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pressed World Council positions, the Abkrics seemed to vanish only to reappear eight days 

after the incident and some distance behind the front without explanation.  

After an official inquiry and vigorous media campaign, Abkr admitted responsibility 

but would not reveal the weapons or the movements of its troops. They never exactly 

apologised, but there was a hint that the actions had not been policy or an endorsed 

initiative. They withdrew from The World Council and there was fierce debate about steps 

that might be taken to prosecute them in some way. But no sanctions or embargos were 

agreed upon, instead a profound suspicion and fear settled upon the rest of the world. Now 

Abkr lead the world in weaponry as well and this could prove disastrous to challenge. New 

and discreet alliances were set in place while Abkr fostered a ring of buffer states. In truth, 

this arrangement was already underway at the time of The Freeze, but the process now 

accelerated and Abkr’s neighbouring states too became prosperous and modernised and 

inevitably home for Abkric populations of merchants, industrialists, financiers, advisors and 

experts. Their presence and influence were not always welcomed. 

The rest of the world tended to do business through these countries, to at least keep 

Abkr at one remove. The world learned of Abkr’s new developments and discoveries 

through these neighbours and this only increased the allure of the place. It had always been 

difficult to visit; now it was virtually impossible. There were no official diplomatic channels, 

most embassies and consulates had closed or been withdrawn as a temporary protest that 

became indefinite. If one met Abkric officials in one of the buffer states they were 

exceedingly courteous but evasive. They were generally witty and sophisticated, always well 

informed, yet notoriously secretive and devious, perhaps a little arrogant or smug. Some 

people wanted to like them but could not; others had to like them but would not. Abkrics 

conducted discussions in one’s own tongue, never theirs. Their language was difficult to 

learn in any case, but they seemed to guard it as a point of honour. Their system of 

government meant that no foreigner could ever meet their president, in fact only the inner 

circle of their government ever met with him or her. They were generally the oldest and most 

infirm one gathered, and it was extremely difficult even to meet any of the inner circle since 

they apparently never travelled outside Abkr. So one mostly did discreet business with lesser 

officials; often these were of uncertain status, fleeting and varied duties. It was not unusual to 

receive conflicting advice from Abkric officials, to find one’s efforts lead to a dead end. Yes, 

it was maddening, but one also sensed that this might prove to be their Achilles’ heel. 

Needless to say The Freeze saw a frenzied growth in stories about the secret behind 

Abkr’s success. The less cautious and considered elements of the media were quick to label 
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the mysterious weapons as alien death rays, building on the popular suspicion that Abkr 

owed its remarkable leaps in knowledge to communication with a more advanced world. 

Then there were the stories that it had been colonised by aliens, hence the secrecy of its 

leadership, or variations in which Abkrics were crossbred with aliens. Other stories favoured 

a radical programme of genetic manipulation enabling a population of genii, or perhaps a 

more primitive version of eugenics, simply ensuring matched parents of enormous gifts. 

There were religious stories that imagined that they were God’s choice at this time; that they 

were in some sense divine and to be worshipped. There were conspiracies in which they stole 

all of their ideas from other nations or kidnapped experts through an elaborate spy ring. But 

however one tried to explain their success, one thing the Eplepe incident had forcefully 

brought home was that Abkr did not share all of its inventions or discoveries, and that their 

ambitions were not necessarily benign. 

Obviously The Freeze triggered a new caution in public disclosures of learning 

throughout the world, and inevitably led to greater subterfuge. It set off a tacit arms race that 

included elaborate new satellite defence and warning systems, yet these would also provide 

the opportunity to end The Freeze. Abkr commenced a space programme from a remote 

base on the vast arid plains of its eastern neighbour, Maferia. In time it established a space 

station called The Kitchen, with two servicing crafts, called Left Mitten and Right Mitten. 

They could perform many tasks, manned and unmanned, military and civil. The Kitchen was 

not as large as the space station The World Council had assembled some years earlier, called 

World Hand One, but it clearly had many improvements in materials, power, propulsion, 

computation, communication, and presumably, weapons. Two other great nations then 

combined to place a third space station in orbit, the equal if not better of The Kitchen. It 

was called The Shield. Unfortunately as it neared completion, a servicing rocket suffered a 

misfire during docking manoeuvres and collided with the station’s main port, then recoiled 

powerless into an unstable and finally decaying orbit. The Kitchen immediately despatched 

Left and Right Mittens to rescue the crews of both the failing rocket and The Shield. The 

rocket was destroyed by conventional means, ensuring its fragments would incinerate upon 

re-entry, leaving little to damage the earth. This incident effectively brought an end to The 

Freeze. 

There was enormous relief the world over of course and it set in motion further co-

operation between the three space stations. But it did not entirely allay suspicion and distrust. 

At best it provided an excuse for other dialogues. The World Council invited Abkr to return 

and it graciously accepted. This was The Thaw. Everyone then awaited the restoration of 
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other diplomatic and commercial channels. By now it fell to a new generation to weave 

closer ties. Very few remembered what Abkr was actually like, the personalities, the places, 

the moods and needs. Those that did cautioned against expecting a return to those days or 

any greater openness. It would still be difficult to move around without an official guide, to 

arrange meetings rather than just attend them, to obtain anything other than official 

information. And it would now be even more expensive. Its capital, Salaneh was its largest 

city, and in twenty-five years of relentless progress had probably changed beyond 

recognition. What glimpses there had been of it throughout The Freeze showed little though, 

said more about a lack of pictures than a lack of progress. 

Dealing with the language was tricky, as noted. An Abkric immediately switched to 

one’s own tongue upon introduction. One’s origins were that obvious, by race, accent or 

attitude. If one asked to continue in Abkric one met with a polite but firm refusal. If asked 

why, the answer though graciously worded, amounted to because you do not speak it well 

enough to make yourself clear or understand properly. Sadly, no one seemed to find the 

opportunity to say as much of an Abkric. Obviously it saved on translators but one wanted 

to use their language, to grasp the culture, the place and people. Even to read it required 

some knowledge of its spoken use. At best one could practise with various buffer state 

teachers and translators, whose languages mostly belonged to the same family. Even they 

expressed frustration at dealing with their superior neighbour. 

So a wave of foreign delegations prepared to descend upon Abkr, full of curiosity 

and excitement. Diplomats, business people and scholars assembled at various airports, 

usually one or two continents away. Most of the other great nations were on other sides of 

the world and flights would take most of the day. There were four or five great powers keen 

to enter into closer ties and The World Council also despatched teams to forge closer links 

on certain issues, perhaps to shop for equipment or advice. The teams were supposed to 

make sure their deals did not spoil arrangements with the other great nations. In other 

words, they checked that if what they were buying might be matched or bettered by the other 

great nations. But the other great nations were loath to admit to the teams, one way or the 

other. Since this was also a way for the teams to gather sensitive information on a nation’s 

assets and interests. The teams were often made up of personnel from lesser nations whose 

use of the information was also suspect. So The World Council teams were pretty much 

treated as nuisances. Their presence on such a difficult mission only added to the difficulty. 

The World Council teams were well aware of the resentment but justified their 

actions as a means to restraining their budget. Everyone wanted to see The World Council’s 
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budget restrained. It was perfectly true however that they pried into the affairs of the other 

great nations by this, but The World Council reasoned that their interests exceeded those of 

any of its members. It was a delicate situation and The World Council knew it could not 

necessarily count on the co-operation or honesty of the other great nations or Abkr. For that 

reason one of the teams had tracked down an elderly professor whose knowledge of Abkr 

stemmed from an immersion in the culture some thirty years earlier. He was retired and lived 

in a comfortable and quiet village in one of the lesser nations. He was a widower without 

immediate family and had not kept up with developments. He had spent the past eight years 

of his retirement working in his garden and patiently compiling a dictionary of Abkric 

dialects from a wall of notes and recordings made in his youth. He is just called The 

Professor here, and he comes closest to revealing the secret of Abkr. 
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2. 

 

The Professor joined his team at the airport in the capital of the great nation that 

hosted the headquarters of The World Council. He was a tall lean man with a slight stoop, 

wispy white hair and glasses that slid down his nose as he dipped and cocked his head in 

careful conversation. He looked the stereotypical retired professor. He was rather 

conservative or old-fashioned in dress and speech, restrained in expression, melancholy in 

mood, given to introspection and few words, traits that had not helped his teaching career. 

However on the cherished topic of Abkr the team had been able to coax enough opinions 

from him to suggest he would be an invaluable asset. The team consisted of a leader, a short 

middle-aged woman named Mitti, her assistant, a boyish young man named Lu, and two 

researchers, Del and Dim. Mitti was an experienced civil servant, Lu a gifted academic and 

son of diplomats. Mitti was stout, bustling and inquisitive, Lu, cheerful, diligent but tentative. 

It had been Lu’s idea to consult The Professor. He had tracked him down, although they 

were not of the same nation. The Professor had occasionally been interviewed before and his 

opinions were not respected. Either the interviewers had not liked what he had to tell them 

or it had been at odds with consensus. The Professor was quietly surprised at Lu’s 

persistence, needed time to consider the invitation, to organise his departure. 

Mitti wanted The Professor from the moment he had explained how two factors 

drive Abkric culture, their traditional tribal structures and religion. These permeate their 

politics, law, economy and education and allow ruthless rivalry to balance against countless 

shifting alliances and extended even to their language. He showed her old recordings he was 

still re-formatting, that pictured just how violent and ruthless Abkrics could be to one 

another. Others demonstrated telling nuances in their dialects. Mitti was prepared to forego 

her researchers in order to include him in her team. As it turned out an accident and an 

illness in another team meant it was cancelled and she was able to co-opt some of its budget. 

So she could afford The Professor as well as her researchers, was convinced she could not 

afford not to afford him.    

The long flight provided the opportunity for more background. They all had 

questions for The Professor and he decided they must start from basics. There was firstly the 

geography of the place. The Abk (roughly pronounced ah-bkh the stress falling on the 

second syllable) was a range of steep mountains cupped around myriad valleys and lakes. The 

mountains essentially set the borders to the north, the east and the south. To the west the 
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land fell away to a rich plain that extended to the river Barcief, which set the border there. 

On the other side of the river was the nation of Cievr, a long narrow country that followed 

the river around a long curve until it met the sea. Their flight would be landing at the capital 

of Cievr, Dmaerek, since it had come to function as the default international airport for 

Abkr. The journey was then completed by train, back along the river to cross over into the 

old Abkric river-port of Sibiesh. According to their itinerary it would take about forty 

minutes, although The Professor doubted this, given the distance. 

The traditional view of Abkr divided the country into a front, middle and back. The 

plain was to the front and was where most of the commerce and industry were conducted. 

The Plainards were the most outgoing and direct of the Abkrics, had the weakest and most 

permeable of tribal ties, were the most law-abiding. Above the plain amongst gentle ranges 

of carefully preserved forest, was a central cluster of lakes. This was roughly the middle of 

the country and belonged to The Lakards. Perhaps six or seven families dominated it. Their 

extended clan connections drove finance, law and higher government. They were more 

reserved, even aloof; extremely subtle in their dealings, formidable in their plans, tended to 

make and exploit loopholes in the law, one way or another preferred to find ways around the 

law. The lakes contained islands with steep rounded peaks into which had been built 

medieval fortresses. These were the traditional seats for the heads of Lakard tribes. Around 

the lakes small elegant towns catered for the country’s elite banking and finance sector, for 

government and legal bodies. 

Behind the lakes was the back of the country. It was divided into a north and south 

by a short range of mountains that ran west to east and joined the encircling Abk. To the 

south of the divide ran a wide valley and easy slopes, to the north, a long narrow valley ran 

east with the divide, rugged slopes and smaller ranges gradually rose from this to assume The 

Abk, at the eastern end, a higher further valley ran north, into the north east corner. The 

back of the country belonged to The Mountainards, who were both feared and revered. The 

Mountainards were the descendents of hunters and fighters. They had been the stubborn 

defence to ancient invasions that never advanced beyond the lakes, and Abkr was inspired to 

resist colonisation ever after. The Mountainards were seen as preserving the true spirit and 

old ways, and they observed only tribal law. If one wronged a Mountainard anything might 

happen. If the tribe upheld the charge, redress was up to the plaintiff. Useful settlement was 

urged, but violent death remained a favourite option, no matter where, no matter when. 

Their tribal militias, when not hired for policing duties elsewhere in Abkr, were generally at 

covert war with one another. 
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Apart from an abiding love of weapons and violence, The Mountainards were known 

as the source of the national religion, Rsit, a worship of knowledge. It was not a matter of 

some special divine knowledge, rather the getting or making of all knowledge was deemed 

sacred and a wholly good thing. Because this was obviously integral to their approach to 

learning, the ancient Mountainard centres of education, tucked away in obscure corners, were 

part-monastery, part-university, and their medieval severity remained efficient. They still 

tended to dominate Abkric research and invention, to provide the magic well of brilliant new 

ideas and experiment. The great universities of the plains that ringed the capital may have 

been more renowned, closer to the model shared by the rest of the world, with greater 

resources and foreign students clambering for places, but often they only expanded upon the 

findings of the old Mountainard centres. This only reinforced the respect in which The 

Mountainards were held. Indeed it was common for Plainards to claim some vague lineage to 

one Mountainard tribe or another, even some Lakard families boasted traditional affiliations, 

although if accurate all this made The Mountainard population virtually the sum of Abkr. In 

truth, a Mountainard that left tribe and homeland for any extended time tended to be 

shunned, unless returning with considerable gifts. Those that did leave for long were rarely 

inclined to acknowledge their roots, much less return.  

The Professor was reluctant to go into more detail about their system of religion and 

learning just yet. For the moment he outlined the many tribes and territories of The 

Mountainards. The smallest in members but most numerous in kinds were spread across the 

northern mountains. The central and southern tribes were larger in members but fewer in 

kind. To the south and southwest lay two of the three old Mountainard universities. From 

monasteries they had grown into small, fortified towns over the centuries and these days 

specialised in medicine and genetics, biology and botany. These offered safer and more 

comfortable career paths than the traditional defence of territories and tended to siphon off 

much of the aggression and rivalry of its youth. Law and the arts were given more attention 

in the preparatory schools, where local versions were usually contrasted with rivals. They 

tended to be seen as preliminary studies. The third old university lay to the north of the 

dividing range and hard against the eastern slopes of the Abk. It specialised in mathematics 

and physics, something of a national bent, as well as chemistry and engineering and mostly 

drew its students from the central and northern tribes. It too offered career paths in a host of 

applications and inevitably exported graduates to the plains or beyond. But applicants far 

exceeded the number of places available and the bulk of the northern Mountainards 

remained on small collective farms, hidden away in a maze of narrow misty valleys, dark 
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forests and spare high pastures or crammed into old and fading mining towns in the 

northeast corner, living in grim austerity. There, in rough little halls, the principles of Rsit 

were pursued with renewed determination and fierce independence. There a fanatical self-

discipline and deadly rivalry played out. 

He began to explain how tribes or loose alliances of tribes tended to preserve their 

own dialects, to actively seek other ways of naming and saying things, as part of their faith in 

learning. Generally they could resort to more common forms or compromise with outsiders 

when necessary and this process was a vital part of their education. It was a kind of trading 

off of knowledge for power over language, and it held for the written as well as the spoken. 

It was therefore a culture that thrived on a plurality of dialects or linked languages. As a 

matter of course most Abkrics switched between at least four or five in their various dealings 

and it was not unusual for others to use twice as many. It was undeniably a culture that 

stressed the spoken and prodigious feats of memory, preferred the verbal to the visual. From 

an early age Mountainards gave great attention to games that playfully remodelled the 

language in rhymes, singing, puns, accents, elisions, compression and attenuation, pastiche 

and parody of exotic words. In turn it was a feature of their elaborate greetings, particularly 

between different tribes and of praise as well as insult. Any formal discussion was inevitably a 

lengthy and elaborate affair amongst Mountainards. 

By now their flight was descending. They touched down at sunset, amazed at the 

immense scale of the airport, the shiny novelty and efficiency. A female guide met them with 

customary courtesy and ushered them to an underground train and reserved carriage. She 

was a woman in her thirties at a guess, restrained but cordial. One wanted to immediately 

read as much into her appearance as possible, such is the way of arriving at a remote 

destination, but here more so, and so one snatched at the slightest of things. Thus her rich 

blue costume, modest but smart, seemed not quite old-fashioned enough to count as a 

retrospective look, nor as common as to count as merely passé. So one wanted them to be 

abreast of fashion or indifferent to it; but how much fashion was to be expected of a 

government guide anyway? And one wanted a fashion statement only because one wanted 

statements of any kind from the very first. But if Abkr made a fashion statement here, it was 

a guarded one. If one knew of the traditional severity of female costume in Abkr, one still 

sensed something of this in the long skirt, long sleeves to the short jacket buttoned to the 

neck, the little pillbox hat and gloves, hair worn up and the minimal makeup. If they 

followed world fashion, they did so within traditional restraints. Then again it was autumn, 

and may only be sensible dress for the season. Her name was Amboz and although not 
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pretty, carried herself with elegance and dignity. Still, her presence was a little stern, closer to 

that of a teacher than hostess. 

Two guards in long blue cloaks and matching curly, woollen hats, followed 

unobtrusively. The train consisted of just two carriages and seemed unusually wide and 

comfortable, so quiet there was barely a hum and so smooth there was no indication of 

motion apart from the view out the windows that confirmed the train was going extremely 

fast. This became more apparent once the train rose to ground level, where it swung around 

to follow the wide silver river upstream. The sensation was unreal, as if watching a picture. 

But the view slowly faded into their dark reflections as dusk fell and the train soared across a 

high bridge and into the lights of Abkr. Amboz stood for the most part with her back to the 

window her hands folded in front of her, explaining new details to tomorrow’s itinerary, 

asking after each of the team, as they remained transfixed by the glowing city beginning to 

slow and descend. In the background the train softly broadcast a lengthy traditional song of 

welcome. 

They arrived in exactly forty-two minutes. They were marched briskly to their hotel 

along a series of escalators through passages that seemed to confuse indoors with outdoors, 

above the street with below it, through covered and open courtyards and over pedestrian 

bridges. Suddenly they swept into a luxurious lobby. Architecturally, there was little that 

struck them as distinctive. In fact it was a replica of a famous national style of another 

country, hundreds of years old. Their luggage had magically reached their rooms before them 

and although the views offered no glittering panoramas, the wall screen could be set to 

provide just that, together with an informative commentary. Mitti was busy contacting others 

staying in the hotel and Lu sauntered to a meeting with an old friend serving on one of the 

delegations. The Professor returned to the lobby and slipped quietly out a side door and 

descended to what he hoped would be street level. When the lift doors opened a guide 

greeted him and asked if she might accompany him. He declined and left her looking 

puzzled. 

The pavement was plastered with wet leaves. The Professor closed his anorak and 

strode thoughtfully down the empty alley, towards bright lights and bustle. He had spent the 

day explaining Abkr and listening to questions about it from all sides and had probably 

spoken more and better about it than at any time in twenty-five years or more. He had 

literally talked himself right back into the place, and now, alone at last, found himself deeply 

stirred. At first he had paced around his hotel room overwhelmed by so many memories that 

were too personal to have mentioned. He had fallen in love and became engaged here, had 
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spent the finest nine years of his life slogging through mountains with his beloved Isel, 

doggedly recording a way of life while compelled to reconsider so much of his own. Now the 

memories moved him to tears as he looked from one end of a wide tree-lined boulevard to 

the other, utterly lost and craving a meal. 

The old river port of Sibiesh had greatly expanded in the intervening years and was 

all but unrecognisable. Its latest hotels were the equal of those in the capital and since that 

was only fifteen minutes away on the express train, the World Council teams and one of the 

delegations stayed there at attractive rates. Sibiesh was not yet a vast town, nor especially 

elevated but its new parts were extremely integrated or compact. Salaneh apparently was 

equally changed and presently full of officials from the buffer states that had come to 

observe the crucial conference. On the boulevard The Professor found the signs and 

advertisements were mostly legible. He wandered on until he reached a small empty 

restaurant with a glowing endorsement for an ‘international menu’ reeling across the front 

window in an unpractised hand. There he struck an Abkric that could not answer him in his 

own tongue. The waiter cast around for some lingua franca before The Professor ventured 

into official Abkric. But the waiter struggled with this as well until The Professor adjusted it, 

much to the surprise of the waiter. Eventually they established his order. He listened to the 

conversation between the other staff that had gathered at the counter, and concluded they 

were migrants or guest workers, their Abkric a crude version of Plainard dialect. 

While he waited for his meal he opened his recorder and went over his notes. The 

World Council were preoccupied with three issues – the secret to Abkr’s immense success, 

the structure of its government and the state of its weaponry. But the more the Professor 

thought about it, the more they seemed to be missing the point. It was less a matter of how 

they did these things, than why. Their religion and culture as he understood them did not 

entirely hold an answer but they seemed a promising place to start. The real question was 

what was Abkr going to do? What was their mission or agenda, their big picture? 

For the moment he was content to reject the standard views. As far as the meteoric 

rise of Abkr was concerned, The Professor still felt everyone was ignoring how gradual the 

development had been. The Eplepe incident had made Abkr’s eminence seem far more 

sudden than was actually the case. They had a long history of scientific and technical 

expertise and had always been proud of their variations and improvements on familiar 

weapons, long before anyone took notice. Then again their secretive nature would typically 

conceal the real potential to any publicised advance they might make. The sheer breadth of 

Abkr’s achievements likewise had a deceptively long history. Their quest for knowledge and 
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need to avoid rivalry had been driving an impressive diversity for hundreds of years. The 

popular impression that their rise was triggered by events one hundred years ago actually 

rested with the collapse of the colonial empire that had ruled over three neighbouring 

nations and effectively stifled the Abkric economy. Once its neighbours gained 

independence, suddenly Abkr seemed to take on a new regional prominence, but it simply 

had a more vigorous economy than its neighbours at that point. It was already famous for 

sending scholars to the great universities of other nations and as greater prosperity allowed 

for new universities to be established near the capital and their experts to return, the 

impression was of scholarship instantly acquired. But it was an illusion fostered by the 

politics of others. The speed of Abkr’s success was far less remarkable or suspicious than 

perhaps some old colonial powers were prepared to concede. 

Few accepted The Professor’s interpretation because it was too much like the official 

Abkric version and it was assumed that concealed the truth. But that was only assumed 

because Abkr had concealed deadly new weapons at Eplepe. Since then all of Abkr’s actions 

had fallen under suspicion, until the whole place presented an enigma. There was no way of 

drawing a line between lies - or strictly, their evasions - and the truth, but the line had to be 

drawn somewhere otherwise nothing made sense. Abkr did not lie about or conceal 

everything because that was impossible. And while they loved to plan much, they could not 

always avoid accidents; anticipate all consequences. Furthermore the lies or evasions they had 

used did not serve all of Abkr, all of the time. The Eplepe incident, their delayed 

acknowledgement and later The Shield incident all demonstrated cracks or shifts in the plan, 

if there was just one. So the first task was to narrow the charge against Abkr, by so doing 

draw a little closer to one’s enemies and to make allies amongst those that were not. 

The secret weapons remained a sticking point because The Professor did not have 

the expertise to argue about just how advanced they actually were. But he suspected this was 

also exaggerated. The accepted view was that great breakthroughs in knowledge occurred 

through free exchanges and that one step improved upon another by coming from a 

different environment. It made no sense that Abkr could suddenly do without the rest of the 

world in the quest for learning. That meant that there was an elaborate game of bluff being 

played. Abkr would not admit how advanced its weapons were, and the rest of the world 

would not admit how less advanced theirs were. The gap was probably a lot smaller than 

either side cared to admit. The fact that two great nations had recently launched their own 

space station to challenge that of Abkr showed that they were now confident the gap was 

negligible. 
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But he conceded Abkr had some temporary advantage, more generally. The great 

advances in the understanding and use of electro-magnetic energy, in its retention, release 

and projection for example, were slowly replacing older forms and transforming the use of 

gravity and light. This defined the age, their world. In a small country like Abkr this was 

more easily implemented and more visible. The new engines and transport, materials and 

techniques gathered an impressive momentum here, but it would carry them elsewhere and it 

could not last. For The Professor the task was now to gather evidence that would support or 

refute his view. He was ideally placed and yet he felt lost, helpless and old. 

He stepped from the restaurant back into the cold night, a little pleased by the first 

exercise of his World Council credit chip, if disappointed that a grilled fish in white sauce 

had proved a challenge the restaurant finally could not meet. Still, cuisine had never a strong 

point in Abkr. His wife used to say there were cuisines to die for, but in Abkr it was to die 

from. The walk back to the hotel was slow and rambling as he took in the layers of 

overpasses and pedestrian bridges, snaking in and around the great blocks of glowing 

buildings, the old fashioned traffic and the occasional new floating and flying kind and the 

thought that the last time he was in the country all this had been just cabbage fields. 

 

3. 

 

The opening address to the conference was conducted at the Plainard regional 

parliament in the heart of Salaneh. It was perhaps three or four stories high, set amongst a 

park and immaculate gardens. It looked a very old building, circular with a high roof, in the 

traditional style of a heavy wooden outer frame of struts with intricately carved ornament, in 

triangular combination and painted black, the supported walls whitewashed and topped by a 

steep prismatic roof of various spires. On closer inspection all was revealed as concrete or 

some synthetic moulding. In the main chamber the seating cupped around a raised platform 

with the presiding chair, before this a long table and chairs had been added and in front a 

lectern. 

A high curtain displayed Abkr’s constituent tribal colours in their customary vertical 

stripes. Each region formed a distinctive family of stripes usually worn on their cloaks and 

other dress on official occasions. The Plainard tribes favoured brilliant mostly primary 

colours, in broad bands, perhaps only one or two stripes. The Lakards had greater variation 

both in width of stripes and range of colours; theirs favoured rich secondaries, purple, dark 

greens and orange. The Mountainards, the eldest, owned the tertiaries, and used the most 
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stripes in thinnest combination, to the south they ran to faded browns and ochre, to the 

north they ran to grey, black and white with spare forays into cool or warm variations. One 

could usually tell at a glance to which region a citizen belonged, although individual tribes 

required closer acquaintance. 

The chamber was almost full by the time the delegations from the other great nations 

and The World Council arrived. They were surprised to find their numbers were equalled if 

not surpassed by those from the buffer states and these swollen by affiliated Abkric parties. 

The combined media were poised at the rear and sides but remained cordoned off. The other 

great nations were seated at the front and centre. A desktop curved around, providing each 

seat with a lamp, water, microphone and headset.  

While the chamber continued to fill, traditional songs of perseverance and inspiration 

played over the public address. Envoys and aides darted between parties; recorders were set 

on desks, screens flipped open, notes readied. There were three World Council teams 

present, their agendas hurriedly adjusted to divide the tasks of the cancelled fourth team. 

Mitti’s team were seated in the third row, toward the centre and she wanted The Professor at 

her side. The Professor had missed the train because of a gastric upset, but promised to 

follow on shortly, fortified by medication the hotel had provided. She began to plan on his 

absence. But he appeared right at the last moment, as The Plainard host speaker began his 

introduction of the official Abkric delegation. 

The Professor had been terribly embarrassed by his condition, had called Mitti at six 

thirty, his dishevelled appearance and the dark rings under his eyes alarmed her. She snapped 

the screen shut. The pills the hotel doctor supplied were effective, but he was warned there 

could be side effects if too many were taken on an empty stomach, a light headedness, slight 

euphoria might result. Still, he threw them down as he paced along the escalators, following 

the irritating icons to the station. They looked like an equals sign with five vertical strokes 

across it. He did not share their touching faith in the pictorial transcending translation. If he 

found himself at a picket fence, there would be hell to pay. He learned the train could be 

summoned or booked like a taxi these days, and his wait was only two or three minutes 

before another fat little express appeared. He shared the trip with two journalists from his 

own country, a smartly dressed young husband and wife also bound for the summit. On 

leaving Sibiesh the train burrowed silently underground. His official tag clipped to his breast 

pocket caught his companions’ eye, as they questioned his choice of tweeds. On alighting, 

recognition of the tag had the three ushered quickly to a lift that delivered them in the 

parliament foyer.  
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He took his seat with a certain amount of disruption, as the Plainard speaker warmed 

to his task, speaking the main language of international diplomacy, although translations were 

available via headset. The Abkric Minister’s address however was to be in official or high 

Abkric, and for this reason Mitti was anxious for The Professor to provide her with his own 

translation. The Professor felt hot and nervous and explained in a ragged whisper that 

simultaneous translation at this level was a demanding skill, and without the text or some 

practice after thirty years, felt unequal to the task. Clearly this was a considerable 

disappointment to her, so he promised to at least try. 

The speaker approached the lectern in a respectful swell of applause and he nodded 

deliberately in acknowledgement. He wore the traditional long cloak and its stripes indicated 

he was a Lakard and a member of the powerful Salmadri tribe. He was a tall handsome man, 

as Lakards tended to be, of perhaps seventy, with fine features, a pointed beard and a rich 

and mellifluous voice. Seventy was still on the young side for an Abkric Minister, seventy-

five closer to the average. He gestured with both hands as he spoke and he spoke 

wonderfully. Official Abkric was closest to the Lakard dialects, with its musical rise and falls 

over mostly long phrasing and excelled in these occasions. The speaker was the current 

Minister for Foreign Relations although the inner stripes of his cloak were not wider, 

indicating he was not of the Salmadric inner circle. 

He commenced with a long description and praise of each of the other great nations 

and The World Council teams; then shifted to common goals, values and benefits to closer 

co-operation. Yet the phrasing sometimes hinted at an irony, pretended much was 

coincidence or chance to present circumstances and rued lessons not learned. This was the 

equivalent of a cardinal sin in Abkr. The speech also made clever allusions to traditional 

songs or hymns in praise of dedication and perseverance, that were hard to translate, but 

moving. In parts the speech was laced with strings of assonance and alliteration that the 

Minister’s soaring voice relished, underlining a pattern of majesty, even defiance quite above 

any literal or particular assertions; that again eluded easy summary and yet thrilled the 

Professor beyond words. How feeble and barren the oratory of other world leaders seemed, 

with their trite slogans and stumbling delivery, their clumsy and mistaken choice of words, 

their ragged syntax, their stunted and timid powers of rhetoric. The Professor zoomed his 

recorder in on the speaker, hanging on the perfectly judged pauses, the careful rhythmic 

repetitions of key questions, the amusing answers delivered in impersonations of other world 

nation accents. His own translation trailed off as he became lost in admiration. 
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Mitti had glanced at him several times, eyebrows raised before turning away to switch 

her headset back to the official translation. Lu folded his arms, leaned back and eyed him 

narrowly. The Professor could only throw out his upturned hands and shrug apologetically. 

The speech rolled on for almost an hour and a half and was amongst the finest examples the 

Professor had ever collected. Yet, enthralled as he was, it was clear to him that the speech 

was not directed at just or even primarily the other great nations and The World Council. 

The many high-ranking Abkrics seated amongst the buffer state parties and the local media 

were taking it all in with conspicuously little pleasure or pride. The speech wound to a 

suitably stirring conclusion and for a moment The Professor forgot himself and leapt to his 

feet to lead a rousing applause. 

Unfortunately Abkrics were typically very restrained in their response, their first 

instinct always to mount a reply and surpass the preceding speaker. Spontaneous 

appreciation was not something that ever came easily to them. The rest of the chamber was 

cautious and happy to follow local custom. As a result The Professor’s applause remained a 

clarion amid dull stirrings, and briefly commanded the attention of the entire chamber. 

Recorders swung around, necks craned. Even the Minister raised his head as he backed away; 

cast a baleful glance in The Professor’s direction. Muted laughter issued from one of the 

delegations, where his enthusiasm was taken as a facetious provocation, tacitly admired but 

not joined. The speech was followed by brief replies from the other great nations and one of 

The World Council teams. Then there was a restatement of the itinerary, its subsequent 

forums and questions on the respective agendas. 

They adjourned for refreshments where The Professor could only offer abject 

apologies that were curtly accepted. He offered to provide a detailed written commentary as 

well as a translation but Mitti was unimpressed. He tried to indicate many of the nuances that 

may have escaped Abkric translation but this too failed to mollify. He quickly found himself 

shunned yet felt strangely indifferent. He strolled jauntily to a balcony that overlooked an 

inner courtyard, watched the myriad furtive meetings. He could see that, for all the fuss, 

Salaneh had not become a great world centre, even though larger and modernised, it would 

never compete with the great cities of the rest of the world. Abkr was too stubborn, shifty 

and suspicious, it could never make the rest of the world welcome, and the world would 

reciprocate. What leadership it showed would be indirect, a matter of inventions and 

discoveries, but the culture would remain quaint, guarded and obtuse. The new Salaneh 

reflected this in numerous ways.  
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He could see now in the fashions how they took up foreign ways with a mixture of 

indulgence and distain, made them into versions of their own traditions in cunning ways, 

could just as easily drop or exchange them but their own tastes would remain, implacable and 

assured. Thus they were as happy to rummage through past styles as current ones, major as 

well as minor cultures. Then again, what had everyone really expected of the place these 

days? People walking through walls? Two heads and telepathy? If they were the future they 

were at least reassuringly restrained. And the future was not without its hitches it seemed. 

Amongst the changes to the itinerary, the team’s meeting with officials from The Ministry 

for Trade had been deferred until tomorrow afternoon, so he hoped he might still have time 

to re-build a few bridges this evening, by presenting his annotated copy of the text. He 

collected his recorder and drifted out the front doors of the parliament. As he loitered there, 

his mood began to sink, his headache returned and he found he was out of pills. It occurred 

to him his medication might have influenced his judgement.  

 

4. 

 

He would return to the hotel to work on his translation with furious dedication, but 

first he had arranged a luncheon with one of his few remaining contacts in Abkr, a junior 

colleague from the time of his field research. Even he was now virtually retired. Phid was a 

Plainard ethnologist who had married well in the intervening years and now lived some 

distance to the south of Salaneh where the plain rose through rolling foothills, to meet the 

southern corner of The Abk. The Professor had kept in touch with him every few years and 

they exchanged recordings of themselves, their loved ones, homes and hobbies. Their fields 

of study were somewhat divergent now, less ardently pursued, but their youthful bond 

remained. Phid invited him to stay but the uncertainties of his itinerary meant a luncheon in 

Salaneh was easier. Phid and his wife Damadee took him in an old fashioned cab to their 

favourite restaurant. 

Initially the talk was of the choice of venue for the conference. The Professor 

wondered why the national assembly in the lake region had not been used and Phid 

supposed it was not large enough, lacked the amenities and convenience of Salaneh and that 

there were probably other, more inscrutable reasons. To say that politics was an especially 

murky business in Abkr, even by their Machiavellian standards, was still something of an 

understatement. In a country dedicated to endless intrigue, deception and betrayal, politics 

was pretty much a national pastime, even religion. It was also fair to say they regarded it as 
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war pursued by other means. Advocates of democracy were often uneasy with the Abkric 

system of government, since it had never held a general election, convened erratically, rarely 

disclosed cabinet or ministry posts and openly ridiculed the notions of individual freedom 

and civil liberties adopted by the much of the world. Yet it claimed to provide equal 

representation and justice for all citizens. But while multiple parties contested at all levels of 

the government, their policies were subject to rapid shifts and additional clauses, and while 

the policies often ran along tribal lines, tribes nevertheless tended to support multiple parties 

and were subject to new and secret alliances across parties or tribes. What was policy, what 

was party, what was tribe, were matters not easily discerned even by the seasoned observer. 

Abkrics regarded this as no more than adequate checks and balances preserving a fair 

distribution of favour. It was a matter of divide and rule equitably. Interestingly, lobby and 

campaign donations were rarely decisive, given the choice of supporting all or none, 

campaigns and policies tended to follow more long term dividends. Advocates of a two party 

system were dismayed at the lack of a clear and effective opposition, at the lack of 

transparency, accountability and loyalty. Abkrics pointed to inconsistencies in any political 

party, policy or membership, to decisions taken and shared before, during and after any open 

or closed ballot. If opposition, then for multiple causes and by multiple courses, they 

countered. Where did this leave the average citizen? Every citizen was obliged to participate 

in local elections, at variously a closed or open vote. A local council was responsible for 

maintaining national policies in schools, health, sanitation, transport, power, law and 

communications. A local council’s domain was determined by population and area, may be 

small but dense or large but sparse; was regularly adjusted. It mostly appointed its extensive 

civil service. Even matters of customs, excise and immigration were executed by local 

council. The local council also nominated and voted on proportionate membership to a 

regional council, reflecting party, tribe and locality. 

The regional council in turn maintained some shared utilities and infrastructure, 

collected taxation and allotted it to local councils as well a budget to the national council, 

which was mostly elected from and by the regional councils, in proportionate numbers to 

reflect party, tribe and region. The national council elected a government from mostly within 

its members, consisting of an inner and outer circle. The outer circle formed ministries, 

according to policy, set national and international policy while the smaller, inner circle elected 

one of its members as president for life. The president actually did very little, principally 

guided the nation’s spiritual needs through extensive meditation, seemingly based on a 

permanent retreat from everyone. He or she occasionally addressed the nation by a screen 
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broadcast, pictured in a white gown, not unlike a hospital smock, before a blue sky and 

drifting cloud, a slight breeze ruffling hair, the song of passing birds punctuating pithy 

epithets. 

So while Abkrics embraced plurality in policy and loyalty they nevertheless relied 

upon a monolithic structure in which to deliver them. It was not unknown for a local 

representative to also hold office at a regional and national level, but it was rare and difficult. 

Usually members of higher offices were elected from experienced officers in lower ones, 

who effectively stood down in order to run for promotion, when the timing was suitable. 

This was called ‘over-writing’. But parties and tribes would sometimes advance outside or 

unknown figures, repaying private favour. Thus by-elections were commonplace and council 

reshuffles and re-elections ongoing; but a general election had no place in the Abkric system.  

Individual freedom, tolerance and equality were downplayed, not so much to assert 

superiority of the group or collective, but to insist on relativity. An individual only existed in 

relation to some group or groups, could trade between groups, just as groups traded between 

themselves, for individuals and sub-groups. What freedoms were available varied with group 

and individual, but in practice liberty of speech and assembly were much as elsewhere. The 

largest group, being Abkr itself, as elsewhere, reserved the right to defend its system against 

invasion or collapse, but apart from this had little power to trade. Familiar ideals were thus 

conspicuously absent from the Abkric system. What rights the citizen or individual could 

hold or delegate and to whom, were clearly in dispute with other versions of democracy. But 

here representation itself was rendered far more complex if not deeply problematic. 

What had changed since The Professor had last visited the country was the 

enormous wealth accrued through trading via the buffer states. Fear and suspicion had been 

very good for business, but with The Thaw business arrangements were uncertain and this 

drove current political manoeuvres. Damadee a vivacious but plain woman, in more senses 

than one, was happy to enlighten The Professor. She had connections to important Plainard 

and Lakard tribes and predictably saw the conflict in those terms. During The Freeze 

Plainard enterprise had begun to seek ways around The Lakard net of banking, investment, 

insurance and law that was so expensive and stifling to Plainard entrepreneurs. Plainards 

fostered rival services in the buffer states and funnelled business through these, in an attempt 

to extract concessions from Lakard control in Abkr. The Lakards had countered by entering 

into manufacturing and trading in the buffer states, seeking to neutralise Plainard ambition 

and maintain the status quo. But as usual, there were those lesser Plainard and Lakard 

families willing to discreetly negotiate across lines, if it offered them promotion in the 
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pecking order. And then again all sides enlisted Mountainards to protect them against attacks 

by other Mountainards pressing their own advantage or that of other masters. The gap 

between war and politics could be very slender at times, as much a matter of tact or 

acknowledgement as other means. 

Phid and Damadee both viewed the Eplepe incident as a corruption of Mountainard 

power. The various militias fought between themselves over new weapons and defences, 

drew on Mountainard networks throughout the electronics and communications industries, 

right throughout Abkr’s scientific community in fact. Eplepe saw this rivalry reach the stage 

where it was prepared to ignore the rest of the world, much less Abkr. The rest of Abkr had 

to do something about The Mountainard grip on the military and law enforcement – the two 

were inseparable. Mountainards were happy to trade for concessions in government or 

industry, the law or civil service, banking or the media, but neither Lakards nor Plainards 

were much interested in surrendering power there, typically accused each other of 

intransigence. Instead they tried to impose a quota on Lakard and Plainard recruits to the 

military, or to cut Mountainard recruitment to something closer to a third. 

The trouble was local councils managed recruitment and where they fell short of 

local needs, had come to negotiate with councils that could afford to export numbers in 

exchange for other favours. These were inevitably Mountainard councils, and these were 

arrangements not easily undone by national policy without unravelling other, equally 

troublesome matters, particularly in the agricultural sector. Furthermore Mountainard 

penetration throughout the scientific and research communities would still resist any co-

operation on weapons or defence technology. The old tribal lines may have been many and 

fickle but they could not be entirely erased. Another plan was to export Mountainard militia 

to the buffer states as open services, but even their covert use there had been resented by the 

local powers and Mountainard efficiency meant they were never needed in great numbers in 

any case. What tended to happen was the older, vastly expert members of the militia, called 

Yno, - The Pure – now lost opportunities within Abkr (as token non-Mountainards were 

introduced into senior ranks) and either never received opportunities elsewhere, or rejected 

them. Instead The Pure became freelance instructors or ‘security consultants’, mainly based 

in the northern mountains where they were revered and found disaffected youth ready to 

follow them in private adventures. What desirable divisions they may have made to the tribal 

militia in fact only fuelled Mountainard grievance and determination. 

The Professor’s special interest in The Mountainards was obvious and Damadee 

could not help smiling as she asked if he planned to visit the mountains. He did not think 
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there would be time and he doubted he would be granted permission in any case. Damadee 

turned to Phid and suggested his university could arrange it. Phid thought that would take 

too long, unless they had some help from The Ministry of Regional Relations, and levelled a 

questioning look at her. She knew whom he meant. An old friend of her father was a senior 

official in the Ministry (and therefore a Lakard). She flipped open her recorder, looking for 

his number. The Professor protested that he had a translation to prepare, but he had outlined 

his situation earlier and Phid pointed out it would surely be of more value to The World 

Council to obtain an accurate picture of Abkr, in order to decide whom to deal with, how 

and for what. The Professor had to agree, and besides, the afternoon was rapidly slipping 

away. 

While Damadee made her call he decided to check with Mitti. His screen found her 

windblown by a roaring waterfall and in a better mood. She smiled down at her recorder and 

moved to a sheltered spot where they could hear one another. She told him to forget the 

translation; their next task was to make a presentation to The Ministry of Trade and she 

wanted him to conduct it in Abkric. They would prepare this tonight. He explained the 

contacts he had made and she seemed pleased. She could see over his shoulder a passing 

waiter with a bottle of wine and glasses and asked if they served alcohol there? He laughed 

and said yes, but officially only to foreigners. She could have done with a stiff drink; was cold 

and bored with official sightseeing. 

The Professor recognised the waterfall behind her, part of a famous chain dividing 

the lakes from the plain. Legend had it that in ancient times Lakard women disappointed in 

their marriages had leapt to their death there. Mitti gestured to her jocular Plainard guide, 

trying to get the party to pretend to be lonely Plainard men at the base, fishing for survivors 

with a long pole. She was indignant and he tried not to laugh. Abkric humour could be 

coarse. He did not tell her that in his day they had nubile young women diving from a 

platform on top, to the accompaniment of coaxed screams from tourists and guides. 

Damadee closed her recorder, disappointed. She explained that the official, Dufnut, 

could not enter The Professor on The Ministry’s record without their own scans of his face 

and fingerprints. He was willing to do this, but that meant a trip to his headquarters by the 

lakes. Dufnut could be difficult, but then he was a Lakard. Damadee was inclined to escort 

the Professor there herself, but Phid reminded her of the reception they had agreed to attend 

at the university at five. They would never get back in time. But someone had to accompany 

The Professor in order to give him clearance and Damadee wanted it done today. She was 

like that, when she started something, it had to be seen through. Phid finally suggested asking 
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Ornosh, a Lakard woman in his department, she would probably be at the reception. The 

Professor wondered if it would not be too late in the day by then but they both replied with 

some relish it was never too late for Lakards. 

They cornered Ornosh in a crowded hallway, Phid and Damadee nodding toward 

The Professor, a little further away, in conversation with staff that knew of his pioneering 

work and were surprised to discover he was still alive. Ornosh was a tall redhead around 

fifty, known for her humour and parties before her publications or lectures, often quite 

literally. She was a widow with a daughter who was a famous singer and son an anonymous 

tax consultant. She was very erect with a long neck and bright eyes, a somewhat bird-like 

manner that saw her incline slightly toward those she addressed. She watched The Professor 

as Damadee chattered in her ear. They all consulted their watches and then began to make 

calls. Finally all was decided and they moved toward him. 

Ornosh advanced an extravagant Lakard greeting to him, much to the amusement of 

the surrounding throng. But The Professor was able to return it in kind, to even greater 

delight. She laughed and linked arms, announcing it was time to return to the homeland, 

brother. The Professor was a little embarrassed by the attention but could still summon a 

gracious farewell to his hosts. He also gestured to Phid that he would call later 

 

5. 

 

In the underground station Ornosh stood before the gate lens and keyed in their 

tickets. One hand swung out behind her and wiggled fingers, beckoning. He stepped forward 

and she clutched him to her and without taking her eyes off the lens kissed him on the cheek 

quickly, then yanked him through the opening gate onto the platform. The train was more 

like those he remembered, narrower, slower, a little noisier but still very comfortable. It 

circled back under Salaneh before swinging east, deep under the hills and lakes. There were 

few passengers by this time, and they were mostly acquainted. The many stations were 

underground, small, luxuriously appointed platforms, serving private estates or select 

communities.  

They were joined by two young Plainard advertising executives on their way to a 

meeting – or a ‘mealing’ as they called it – with bankers and investors. They were dressed in 

smart dark suits, much like those in other great nations, except that the pattern of thin stripes 

would periodically shift in formation and colour, discreetly indicating a tribal alliance or 

several. The effect was quite subtle but striking to The Professor. He alone found it a 
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novelty. After a while he found himself watching it almost mesmerised by the mysterious 

technology, although this much seemed to typify the profession, when he thought about it. 

The young men launched campaigns, not for current products or services, but for speculative 

or hypothetical ones.  

They called it projective branding and aimed to establish a ‘market landscape’ for 

novel items and accompanying arrangements of services and financing. The campaigns also 

crucially competed with rivals for desirable exposure, succeeded even by denying these to 

rivals, all depended on timing and research. They sold shares in a campaign that might rise 

with demand for some such product, be sold then at a profit as brands supplied a product 

more closely matching that offered in the campaign, and/or as customers supported brand. 

Brand or brands might buy more of a campaign to secure it, or rivals might buy into a 

campaign to cease or subvert it. Then again rival campaigns may prove more attractive, the 

share price may drop. The investors would recognise the risks. The enterprise provided 

advertising with more scope, to represent both supply and demand to the market, to double 

the competition. 

 They were smooth and winning speakers and demonstrated their projects on screens 

for The Professor and Ornosh, who found them highly entertaining. For the first time the 

Professor had a sense of living in the future. All four alighted at the famous central station to 

the region, deep beneath the island of Uzuk. The Plainards were to continue to the regional 

capital, Nabasiesh on the far side of the lake. Ornosh and The Professor would take a train 

north, mostly along the bottom of a further, long lake, in ingeniously constructed pipeline. 

Abkr was renowned for its underground railway, even in the old days. A long and none too 

productive history in mining had honed their tunnelling skills; demonstrated the advantages 

of a railway, even as they had less ore to transport. Finally it just made the best use of 

resources (scarce land, difficult terrain) and probably appealed to their sense for subterfuge. 

In the intervening years the underground network had only improved and expanded.  

He marvelled at the map on the wall of the carriage, listing so many new stations and 

lines. He knew he would be late for his meeting with Mitti and if he turned his recorder on 

there would probably already be messages. But he had turned it off because there was 

nothing he could do now and he did not want the trouble. Besides, he was enjoying himself. 

They alighted near the end of the lake, on its western side. They ascended on swift escalators 

to reach a quiet street at the lake’s edge, opposite an imposing island. The journey had taken 

an hour and a half. The sun was setting and long cold shadows flooded a narrow quiet street 

and stately buildings backed into steep wooded hills.   
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The elaborate wrought iron entrance to the station was another pastiche of a foreign 

style, as was much of the architecture. The occasional costumed servant or schoolchild 

hurried by, somewhere a traditional song was broadcast, welcoming rest at the end of day’s 

lessons. The impression was almost of a theme park or movie set, far more so than he 

remembered. The place did not quite seem real or lived-in, more like a playful re-creation, 

preserving a tasteful appearance of a half-remembered town. A black vintage car sped past 

them noiselessly, its wheels hardly touching or turning on the cobblestones. He said he could 

not believe what he was seeing and Ornosh only laughed.  

“Are these cobblestones real?” He asked, himself as much as her, pausing at the curb. 

“How real do you want them?” she teased. 

She drew him through a large wrought iron gate to an elegant yellow villa three or 

four stories high, its split-level foundations deceptive. She checked her appearance, tugged at 

her smart black velvet jacket with flared waist and puff sleeves, her long straight skirt in 

burgundy and black stripes, a coy relation to her Ebbelyr tribal colours. She donned a broad 

beret from her bag, with a matching radial pattern, adjusted its angle several times. 

“How do I look?” She asked, clearly expecting compliment. 

“Most attractive, how do I look?” He mimicked. 

She took a pace back and considered him for a moment, then threw up her hands 

and turned to identify herself at the door. The tweeds had not found favour today. The door 

swung open and a recorded voice ushered them into a grand lounge. This was obviously 

Dufnut’s private residence, but private and public life were notoriously blurred amongst 

Lakards, which was why no one seemed bothered by the hour, The Professor realised. 

Presently Dufnut’s wife, Mishog appeared and greeted Ornosh. They evidently knew 

each other vaguely, were cordial but cool. Mishog also wore a little striped hat. She was a 

large shapeless woman who flapped her arms listlessly. The Professor was introduced and his 

business explained. Dufnut had been called away and they were invited to join her family for 

a meal. They proceeded to a spacious room, a long table flanked by columns, a blaring wall 

screen to one side. They were introduced to her son, Emra, his wife Nfti and their three 

young children, who performed a pretty song before abruptly returning to a squabble over 

the wall screen. The meal was a leisurely affair and a pleasant surprise for The Professor. The 

youngest child returned repeatedly to complain they had not taken off their shoes. 

The talk was of The World Council and the conference. Emra was perhaps twenty-

five and tried too hard for a statesman-like dignity. He leaned back in his chair at the head of 

the table; toying with a glass of wine for which he obviously had no appetite, measuring his 
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words a little too carefully. The effect was pompous and patronising. He was tiresome and 

yet the reason The Professor had agreed to the visit was partly to learn about Lakards these 

days, to gauge some general attitudes. Whether he travelled to the mountains or not, he 

needed to know more about Lakard views. Ornosh had briefed him that they were a minor 

family, the father was on the board of the pharmaceutical firm controlled by Damadee’s 

father and had gained similar favours through more powerful tribes. His principle leverage 

was through policy on transport licences. Her people, the Ebbelyr, with their extensive 

dealings in insurance and investment, were of course beyond reproach. Coincidentally, the 

pharmaceutical firm made the pills The Professor had used that morning. 

Emra seemed to think The Professor’s years made him a senior official for The 

World Council and that his visit was a pretext to sound out his family’s business connections. 

He clearly saw himself furthering this line with some panache. It was flattering for The 

Professor and tempting to see just where it might lead. One way or another he could not 

quite bring himself to disabuse the boy of his folly. Several times Ornosh caught his eye with 

a questioning look and Mishog noticed. Mishog then launched a cross conversation with 

Ornosh about her daughter’s singing career. Emra never noticed, he tossed his head back 

and laughed theatrically at the thought of The World Council out-sourcing the work and 

maintenance of its space station. 

The hilarity was interrupted by the appearance of two guards. The return of Dufnut 

had been delayed and they had been sent ahead. They wore Mountainard caps pulled down 

over their eyes and long heavy cloaks that concealed their arms, in more ways than one. If 

one imagined powerful, imposing figures as Mountainards, their appearance was a 

disappointment. They were of slight build, generally smaller than Lakards, square, impassive 

faces, deep-set eyes. There was a famous news-clip from the time of the Eplepe incident 

when one of them was interviewed as they departed, the interviewer asking boldly how such 

small men acquired such a fearsome reputation as fighters? The reply was a terse burst of 

Mountainard dialect accompanied by a dismissive wave as he turned and walked away, The 

Plainard translator left giggling, finally adding, “That’s why we have the weapons, string-

bean”.  

The Professor noted their cloaks, the high collars; they were not ceremonial. They 

hung differently, moved with a slow and eerie fluidity.  They were central tribesman, perhaps 

Raven or Trout. Emra was decidedly displeased to see them, pulled himself slowly from his 

chair, glanced to his mother. Nfti gathered her children for bed and Mishog invited Ornosh 
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to accompany them and admire her collection of native embroideries. Ornosh cast a final 

forbidding look at The Professor as she followed them out. 

While the room cleared, Emra tried to stare down the guards. Finally, he invited The 

Professor to adjourn to the office. The four trooped up a long flight of stairs to enter a large 

dark room overlooking the lake. The scene was faint in the darkness now and lashed with 

rain. The room was filled with bright, flickering screens of all sizes, babbling at one another, 

untidy desks and sundry office furniture. Emra loped around turning on desk lamps. All the 

while he conducted a terse interrogation of the guards in Mountainard. They had been told 

not to let the old man out of their sight. The mother had told them this. He had offered 

them a bonus for this. Had the old man gone to The Plainard whore? They raised their caps 

from their eyes and answered no to that one, they thought it was to gamble. Emra hammered 

in a number on a keyboard but the screen did not respond. Where had they left him? They 

had left him at the palace of the Salmadric Choapac. Who guarded him now? He wanted to 

know with upturned hands, exasperated. There was a pause. The master had A Pure came 

the sullen reply.  

“Where did The Pure come from?” He asked after a pause. 

“The nephew of Choapac escorted him. It is likely Choapac runs him”. 

 Their fighter’s names were And Then To Know and Avalanche. Mountainards gave 

themselves new names when they graduated into the militia, usually some clever or obscure 

reference to tribal legends, thought to protect their given names. Ranks were never 

announced, remained intimate matters to a tribe. They could often tell from the names which 

region a fighter served. And Then To Know had done the talking. Actually, it was extremely 

unlikely that A Pure would officially serve a Salmadric executive, or anyone else for that 

matter. They all knew this but it was the guard’s way of disparaging The Pure, if in fact he 

was A Pure. Dufnut had sent them home and they were shamed. Emra told them he would 

get to the bottom of this later. He wanted to do business now. Later they would talk with the 

mother. 

He came and sat beside The Professor on a couch, turned to face him. He wanted to 

sell a new vaccine in enormous quantities to The World Council for their health programme. 

It was superior to rivals although it had not been released on the market as yet. It would be 

quite cheap by trading prices, but the quantities would make it a fair deal. The Professor 

studied him for a moment and replied that he could not do deals for the health programme. 

They did their own deals. Emra nodded deeply but impatiently, rubbing his hands. But the 

World Council budget must pay for all programmes must it not? If The World Council saved 
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money doing a combined deal with other needs, such as the lease of Bumblebees or satellite 

time that provided new information on many interesting parts of the world, their budget 

could do more, he supposed. 

The Professor remained poker faced. He did not know about Bumblebees, he said. 

Emra rocked back and forth as he responded, his hands now clenched together. It could not 

hurt to learn a little more about some satellite coverage now available, he suggested, since 

The World Council had still not completed its space station and could not afford to replace 

its old and weak satellites as well. He paced over and sat down at a large screen, asked if he 

might introduce a colleague, gesturing to the screen. The Professor came and stood behind 

him. Emra’s fingers danced across the keyboard. 

A smiling young man wearing a headset and tiny microphone beamed up at them 

from a similar office of many screens and babble. He was handsome with a spectacular 

hairstyle and earring, very self-confident and if anything, younger than Emra. They 

exchanged a long and exuberant greeting, yet the formality was not quite proper, there was 

an adolescent, mocking or teasing quality to their compliments and standard phrasing. They 

were clearly close friends having fun, but The Professor could also sense that the lad on the 

screen was subtly condescending. He evidently considered himself both the smarter and 

better placed. The Professor was introduced to Zathro, the son of The Minister for 

Communications and a leader in the Parabatur tribe. Emra explained his deal. Zathro rolled 

his head and spun around in his chair. 

“Emra, Emra, Emra, Emra, Emra, Emra, Emra,” he sang in rising and falling tones 

of alarm or impatience. “You know we can’t talk about this here,” He pointed with both 

hands to his screens. At most Emra could ask for a meeting in real space and Zathro would 

need time to find somewhere suitable. Emra wanted to close this deal while he had the 

chance and that meant tonight. Afterwards it would have to be accepted, as usual. Zathro 

understood but he could not drop everything to help his friends. They would have to give 

him time. 

Mishog appeared at the door looking concerned, Ornosh behind her. She glanced at 

the guards and told Emra they must talk. Emra swung around in his chair and introduced 

Zathro; she waved maternally to the screen and told Zathro it was past his bedtime. Emra 

turned back to the screen but Zathro had already switched to other screens, could be seen 

talking in other directions, without sound. Emra explained evenly that they were doing 

business. Mishog asked The Professor if they could have a private moment. The Professor 

joined Ornosh outside and they closed the door. 
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Ornosh drew him down the corridor a little to ask in a low voice what he was doing? 

She had taken off her beret, jacket and boots, now stood in pink blouse, black slippers. She 

wanted to know why he was playing this game and could he not see the trouble that must 

come? The Professor said he had not agreed to anything, would not agree to anything, could 

simply defer at any point and walk away without offending anyone. But he stood to gain an 

insight into Lakard power, so the pretence was more than fun. She eyed him closely and 

concluded the pass to the mountains was only a pretext and that he had misled her. She 

could tell him more about Lakards than that idiot Emra. He apologised and explained his job 

for The World Council again. She reminded him it was nine o’clock and that she had to work 

tomorrow and so had he, that Dufnut could make good his promise tomorrow. He had 

taken his game far enough. 

Before he could answer Mishog joined them, her mood brighter, once more the 

gracious hostess. She understood The Professor had important business that may take some 

time this evening so she had instructed a servant to prepare a room for them. She led them 

to it, turning a corner and shuffling down another corridor, toward a brightly lit doorway at 

the end. 

“For us?” He queried, but Mishog padded on, unanswering. It was a spacious room 

with a large bed, dead screens and décor in tribal colours.  

“But you carry no luggage, I think?” She asked coyly, casting a forgiving eye over the 

tweeds. “So the servants have prepared…” 

She opened the wardrobe to check it was stocked, and then the dresser. They were. 

She turned to Ornosh with a little smile and Ornosh tapped her shoulder bag, looking 

uneasy. A servant appeared in the doorway and Mishog thanked her darling. The servant told 

her the son Emra asked for her. Mishog excused herself and followed the servant. The 

Professor repeated his question and Ornosh smiled and shrugged. Where had Mishog got the 

idea that they were a couple? Ornosh could only laugh guiltily. 

“Well I’m allowed to pretend as well.” 

“And just what have you been pretending?” 

“That we are…. together.” She made a small sweep of her hand. He sat down on the 

firm bed. 

“Are we sleeping together?” 

“Of course not. Not at the moment.” 

“What are we doing, at the moment?” 
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“Well we’re going through a rough patch. You have had pressure at work and your 

clothes were stolen at the hotel, and my daughter wants to tour again, but…” 

“My clothes were stolen?” 

“So you had to borrow those at the last moment.” 

“And what exactly am I doing here?” 

“Well you have asked to stay with me tonight so Mishog must make sure Emra does 

not keep you much longer. I have my own apartment in Nabasiesh so my family will not 

know of this. But I have spoken to your mother who blesses us and The World Council 

means to give you an office on Mount Uzuk.” 

“My mother has been dead for twenty years.” 

“I was only pretending, besides the blessing works for Mishog”. 

“Do you really have an apartment in Nabasiesh? 

“I used to; I’ve rented it out now. I’m back on the estate.” 

Avalanche appeared at the door and announced that all was arranged and they must 

leave for Olpot now. Olpot was the island. 

“But it’s dark and raining! And he is an old man!  And he might… die… or 

something… And I…” protested Ornosh.  

Avalanche held up an umbrella. 

“And what good will that do me?” She sneered, fumbling in her bag and withdrawing 

her hat. She marched over to The Professor and jammed it firmly on his head, standing back 

to adjust it several times. They looked at one another. 

“Now you are an Ebbelyric, at least.” 

He kissed her and left. 

 

6. 

 

The Professor followed Avalanche down to a large garage, empty but for a small 

flying craft to one side. Emra, now wearing a cloak of The Borodlin stood before it 

unhappily questioning And Then To Know.  

“What do you mean it’s broken? I thought Mountainards could fix anything?” 

“Well we can. But how much time do we have?”   

“How much time will it take?” 

“Hard to say. I’ll have to run a diagnostic, if I can find the right one, and then if the 

problem is soft or hard I’ll have to see what tools are needed and if…” 
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“Know, I said we’d be there in half an hour.” 

“Half an hour is maybe…” 

“What am I unlearnably supposed to do now?” He spun around in despair and 

caught himself up as saw The Professor approaching. 

“There’s the launch?” suggested Avalanche, reaching them. 

“The launch,” He pondered the launch option. “The launch… is so… old-

fashioned…”  

“Traditional, though” offered And Then To Know, delicately. 

“It is traditional, isn’t it?” He began to see the launch as a suitable option. 

“Very dignified,” added And Then To Know. “Zathro wants to keep it dignified”. 

“But it’s raining and its so…” Emra strode to the garage door and looked out. He 

tugged up the hood on his cloak. “The launch is open and it’ll be…” 

“It’ll be about ten minutes around to the old club landing.” 

Avalanche offered the umbrella handle to The Professor across his lower arm. The 

two guards brushed at the high collars of their cloaks and they gripped firmly around the 

base of their woollen hats. The party hurried into the wet night, the garage door rattling 

closed behind them. They passed up a narrow alley, across the main road and along the lakes’ 

edge until they came to a landing. The family launch bobbed in the choppy water under a 

tarpaulin. Emra threatened to kill everyone if it did not start. But it did. His hood kept 

blowing off as the launch swung around and made for the island, where dim lights could be 

discerned at various heights. The Professor’s umbrella turned inside out and he and Emra 

huddled under it in the buffeting winds. The Professor explained about Ornosh’s cap. 

Olpot was about three hundred metres away but the launch followed its shore 

around to the north, bound for what had once been a dance hall. It was set back above the 

shore with lawns that ran down to a stone retaining wall. Landings were set into the wall, but 

there were no lights and they were hard to see. Emra realised he had not told Zathro of the 

change in plan and tried to call. The line was engaged and he cursed mightily in Plainard. 

Lakards preferred to curse in Plainard. 

The launch bobbed and weaved in the rising swell as it neared the wall. The guards 

glanced at one another, the rain bouncing off their cloaks. And Then To Know leaned over 

the windscreen and trained a little searchlight mounted on the bow across the wall. 

Eventually they found a landing. And Then To Know sprang to the steps but could find 

nothing to moor against. He dragged the line up and secured it to a balustrade at the top. 

Emra told him to go on ahead quickly and explain, turn on lights. He tried to follow him 
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with the spotlight up the lawn. They could just make out a figure appearing from the 

shadows to meet And Then To Know. The two spoke and And Then To Know hurried 

back to advise Emra that he had best come himself. Emra scrambled up the slippery steps 

cursing, his cloak soaked and clinging. 

Avalanche and The Professor watched them disappear into the darkness. Suddenly 

the mooring rope was tossed back onto the launch with a slap, followed by a figure landing 

lightly between them. The launch rocked but he deftly kept his feet. Avalanche and the 

stranger looked at one another for a long moment before Avalanche asked what happens 

now. The stranger said out. Avalanche obediently flipped into the water and sank up to his 

chin, keeping his eyes on the stranger. The stranger took the controls and reversed the 

launch, swung around and churned away from the island into the moonless night. The 

Professor sat behind, wrestling with his umbrella. He looked back at Avalanche’s head amid 

with waves, watching after them. 

The rain eased as the launch headed toward distant lights on the far side of the lake. 

The Professor could barely make out the figure at the wheel; the wind made it hard to hear 

and he sensed it was not yet time for introductions. Presently they reached the lights of the 

far shore. The Professor calculated this was Quanzok, on the north-western tip of the lake. 

Tall, stately buildings came right to the water’s edge here, were lit but mostly deserted. They 

appeared centuries old in style and condition, but that was no guarantee. Jetties and landings 

led straight to private terraces and balconies. The launch continued under an arch, along 

perhaps a canal or tributary. The lakes were often linked this way. The motor echoed 

portentously through the long tunnel. They emerged, probably the other side of a road and 

buildings. Various floodlights showed him a footpath either side, more grand old buildings 

and high walls. Finally the stranger drew to the bank and jumped off, signalled to The 

Professor to follow. 

He knocked quietly on a small, unlit door and waited. He flipped his cloak collar 

upright, away from his hat. The door opened carefully and an old servant woman in a bonnet 

shone a small torch upon him and whispered a long and gracious welcome in Mountainard. 

He replied in kind and she showed them through to a small apartment behind the main 

building. The Professor was not introduced, and the old woman seemed incurious. She 

withdrew to find them some warm food and drink. Finally the stranger turned to The 

Professor and suggested that he take off his wet clothes and wrap himself in the bedding. 

The old woman would dry them for him. He said this in the Professor’s tongue. 
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The Professor replied in Mountainard, courteously thanking him and asking to whom 

he spoke. The stranger replied again in The Professor’s tongue, but supplied The 

Mountainard phrase for his name, which translated variously as Pleasing Rain, Rain Pleases, 

Pleased by The Rain or Pleases The Rain. The Professor asked him in Mountainard if he 

might translate that for him and he smiled, and allowed The Professor to choose. The 

Professor replied that if The Mountainard could not translate his name then he had failed to 

learn the language fully. The stranger countered that the language allowed interpretation of 

names, The Professor, that many names must allow more than one language. The 

Mountainard acknowledged the point with a gracious nod. They both recognised their 

dialogue as a variant on elementary Mountainard schooling. They duelled on though, The 

Mountainard asking that if you say for me, whose language do then I use. The Professor 

replying with if you will not say, whose language do I use? The upshot of it all was that they 

agreed to divide their conversation between their languages, having first rejected any middle 

ground, such as official Abkric or the accepted language of international diplomacy. It was to 

be either or nothing.  

However this soon proved so confusing each would lose track of what they were 

trying to say, or had started to say, would stumble over syntax and vocabulary and surrender 

to laughter. Translation inevitably modified meaning. The tension gradually released with 

growing amusement. Finally they relaxed the rules and let the conversation wander between 

the two by mood or topic. Rain Pleases, of just Rain, as he shall be known, was in his late 

forties, greying hair cropped and trim beard, heavy dark eyebrows on a lined face and brown, 

penetrating eyes. He obviously enjoyed their novel exchanges, in a restrained, Mountainard 

way. The Professor peeled off his wet clothes and wrapped himself in the bedding. He had 

assumed he was a hostage in dealings between The Salmadri and Parabatur, but of course it 

was unlikely to be that simple.  

Rain explained that The Parabatur had moved against The Son Zathro because he 

had been warned once. This time they had to act. Emra was part of the problem and had 

embarrassed his father’s links with The Salmadri. Dufnut would have to pay them 

compensation of some kind. The Parabatur controlled policy on space utilities. Satellite 

information had been re-routed before and cost The Parabatur. To straighten out such 

irregularities, The Parabatur liked to consult Northern Mountainards. They circumvented 

their standard security. Rain’s team found the source of the problem where Zathro acted as 

his father’s deputy. His private deals jeopardised bigger deals and could not be tolerated. 

Zathro’s associates included Emra and some within The Salmadri. The Salmadri were not 
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pleased to hear of this, nor entirely convinced, but allowed Rain to inform their associate, 

The Borodlic Dufnut. Dufnut in turn was obliged to grant him access to his guards. And 

Then To Know and Avalanche, while averse to dealings with a Northern Mountainard, much 

less A Pure, under the circumstances agreed to inform Rain of any further dealings Emra 

may have with Zathro. 

As fate would have it, The Professor’s visit coincided with this plan. Rain had moved 

quickly to alert Parabatur security upon being informed, for it was better they be seen to 

make the move on Zathro. Yet Rain suspected there were also elements amongst the security 

that would sabotage the move; alert a flying craft approaching or engineer some mishap there 

at the last moment. It had happened previously. Then again their zeal or clumsiness might 

alert Emra or Zathro upon meeting and allow them to escape somehow. So he told And 

Then To Know to make sure Emra did not use the expected flyer, to come by boat instead. 

It was slower, more easily prevented or caught. The security surrounded the ballroom once 

Zathro arrived and waited for Emra. Rain meanwhile slipped down to the landing to make 

sure And Then To Know and Avalanche would know where to deliver Emra. He did these 

things with all due respect for Parabatur security of course. At the last moment he decided 

The Professor was too ripe a fruit to let them pluck. So he had been removed from harm’s 

way, for the moment. 

The Professor asked where the rest of his team were and Rain explained they were 

not part of the raid and not needed at this stage. The Professor asked why Avalanche had 

jumped into the lake like that and Rain had to admit he had no idea. He suspected Avalanche 

would rather have come with them, did not want to meet Parabatur security at any rate. They 

were also Central Mountainards. What would become of Zathro and Emra? If it were up to 

Rain, they would both die, and two or three colourful options immediately sprang to mind, 

but since they were Lakards – and he allowed himself a rare expression of disgust – they 

would probably be exiled. But wherever they were sent they would still cause trouble for 

their families. It only delayed the problem. 

The old woman returned with two large bowls of steaming broth of diabolical colour 

and consistency, bread that could best be described as coarse, cheese that was hard and dry 

and tasted like bark and pressed meat that one would only call meat if pressed. Rain attacked 

it promptly and silently while The Professor had the courage to do neither. Instead he took 

the opportunity to explain his situation. He related his story up until Ornosh’s gift of the hat, 

which had drawn special attention from the old woman as she took away his wet things. Rain 

listened intently or was too engrossed in the meal to interrupt. When his bowl was scraped 
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clean, he set it aside and remarked indulgently that The Ebbelyr were actually half Plainard 

anyway. As to discovering the secret of Abkr, he was certain the rest of the world would 

never learn whom they were really dealing with until it was too late. Abkr had long ago 

learned that this was the only way to do business profitably, and business had been very good 

for Abkr.  

The Professor asked what was to become of him. Rain grunted what counted as a 

Mountainard laugh and confessed he asked himself the same question. They must wait for 

word tomorrow. The Professor laid his head upon the pillow and pondered whether an 

analgesic was needed. Rain rose and put his cap on, as the old woman returned for the 

dishes. He explained he was not tired and would use the house screens for a while. The 

Professor noticed Rain’s cloak and boots were bone dry now, and catching the direction of 

his gaze, Rain gave the cloak a little menacing swish. They all noted its serpentine languor. 

The old woman nodded to The Professor mischievously, dangling a wet cloth between her 

fingers, suggesting a bat suspended upside down. Rain replied that this was his aunt Cena 

and to pay her no attention. The old woman shook with silent laughter as he ushered her 

from the room, still swinging the cloth between her fingers. 

In the morning The Professor was awoken by Rain announcing it was time to leave. 

He struggled into his clothes sleepily and found a heavy cloak draped over the foot of the 

bed. It was not the peculiar material of a fighter’s cloak, but it was built for the mountain 

climate, woven with the tribal stripes of Rain’s people, The White Clay. He was thrilled to 

draw it over his shoulders and then adjust Ornosh’s hat. They stepped into the back garden 

in a heavy fog, rounded to a door in a high wall and found themselves in a lane that led back 

to the main street of Quanzok. The town was still stirring with the eerie clarity of noises in 

fog. They headed toward an underground station entrance several blocks away. Rain 

apologised for the sudden departure but had decided that it was safest. The Professor still did 

not feel quite awake and rubbed his eyes, asked where they would go? Rain told him he 

would go back to Salaneh and Rain would go to the mountains. The Professor frowned, 

waiting for an explanation. Rain eventually added that he had not reached a deal with The 

Lakards. They wanted The Professor all right, but they would not give Rain what he wanted. 

So Rain would do no deal. The Professor was set free. 

And what was it that Rain had wanted? Rain would only say sarcastically that was 

part of the big secret. Even his inscrutable face turned away. They descended to the platform 

gate where Rain purchased a ticket to Salaneh and identified The Professor with himself. 

They had several minutes to wait and The Professor felt both relieved and disappointed. 
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After a pause he said that Rain had not got what he wanted, but Rain could still help The 

Professor get what he wanted. Rain asked why he would do that? Both understood it would 

be a very un-Abkric thing to do. Why not? The Professor countered. Perhaps it would then 

bring Rain what he wanted; perhaps it would change everything. Rain shook his head and 

grunted. The Professor shrugged and looked along the platform. Rain started to say that he 

could not see how that might happen but then suddenly he could. And he paused there, lost 

in the insight for a moment. Finally he said that The Professor was right but that it did not 

matter if he was not. Rain would do it. He would help. 

This time it was The Professor that was dumbstruck and could only stare back at the 

fixed grin and narrowed, penetrating eyes. It had been no more than a last ditch remark, the 

kind of banter one makes when filling in time for an awkward farewell. Now he could not 

believe his luck. He tried to summon his wits by asking where they would go in Salaneh? 

Perhaps Rain had contacts there? But Rain ruled out Salaneh completely. If he helped The 

Professor, Salaneh would be too dangerous for both of them, and it would not help. If he 

helped The Professor, the only place they could go was into the mountains. For The 

Professor to understand properly, he would need to show him the mountains. The Professor 

experienced a strange churning feeling, an oscillation between panic and pleasure. There was 

a lot that Rain was not telling him and a lot he seemed to be promising to tell, but once in 

the mountains he could not see what use it would be, could only wonder about the harm. He 

was after all, doing this for The World Council. At some point they would have to come out 

of the mountains again. But he decided he could cross that bridge when he came to it. 
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7. 

 

They repaired to a tearoom some blocks away. The Professor idly hoped it would 

turn out to be a longstanding favourite with a superb breakfast menu and many delicacies to 

be firmly recommended. But it was dark and steamy and drab and Rain had no opinions on 

the menu. The Professor was not surprised. Rain drank his dark spicy tea between calls to 

the mountains and settling arrangements with him. Like most Mountainards, he ate in almost 

a trance, a distracted reverie or reflection. But between courses there were often long 

discussions. They agreed they would not take the train northeast to his homeland, although 

that was the easiest route. They may be intercepted that way. They would go the long way, 

overland, through the northern mountains. The journey would be strenuous and Rain 

wondered whether The Professor was capable? 

In his youth The Professor had relished the challenge of the climbs - at some speed - 

and Mountainards placed great store on walking – for reflection as much as transport. Many 

local distances were calculated in paces and times for distances were also given according to 

walking speed. Classes were often conducted on long circular rambles. Most routes between 

villages or compounds were no more than footpaths, worn into hillsides, forests and stone. 

The Professor knew his feats of the past must remain there but felt he could still cope with 

the altitude, with shorter, slower walks perhaps. Rain nodded and promised that it would be 

worth it. He would show him the things that explained Abkr, that would tell him what Abkr 

would do next. When they reached his homeland they would either have enough of a team to 

return to the plains safely or the two of them would cross The Abk and leave via Eppia to 

the north or Maferia to the east. One way or another they would carry the secret of Abkr to 

the rest of the world. 

It was a pointless question but one The Professor could not help asking. He wanted 

to hear if it would be dangerous? Rain replied without hesitation that it most certainly would 

be, adding that The Professor knew that much about Mountainards surely? And he did. But 

somehow the answer made him feel timid and old. Why did he shrink now, he wondered, 

what would he sacrifice anyway? The sight of the Hollyhocks come spring, to trim the 

Camellias and Chrysanthemum? What else awaited him? Rain listened while consulting his 

screen, glanced at the Professor’s cap and asked if he was correct in understanding that The 

Professor was prepared to delay discovering the secret of world domination for the sake of 

ornamental gardening? Put like that of course The Professor instantly realised he was being 

selfish. He saw now it was a matter of duty. 
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Rain left to arrange transport. The Professor watched the wall screen give stock 

market figures and pondered the harm that might befall the preparation of a meal as 

innocent as eggs and bacon on toast. The town busied outside the misted window, the fog 

persisting or disguised. The screen switched to a debate between a Plainard business man 

and two Lakard economists. The Plainard had come to Nabasiesh to lobby for a reduction in 

tariff duty on imported fruit and vegetables and some dairy produce. He owned substantial 

holdings in these industries outside of Abkr and saw the duties as an unfair impediment to 

his profits. Abkr stood to gain more and cheaper food, yet the government spoiled the deal, 

impeded individual initiative. He was part of a team, but preferred to appear alone as a tactic. 

Nevertheless the economists pointed out The Plainard was not alone in his dealings, had 

other shareholders, employees, extensive loans and regional alliances behind him and 

partners from a mix of nations. The Plainard did not want to deal with larger groups, but was 

happy to take advantage of smaller, poorer and weaker ones, elsewhere. The Plainard replied 

he wanted the freedom to deal in a fair exchange of goods, nothing more than the 

government to allow that. 

The Lakards asked if he would allow services in free trade, and The Plainard accepted 

that services were open to trade. Would he allow group labour in trade, and he was less 

certain, but labour was services was it not? No matter how skilled. The Lakards then added 

that the government traded its services as well, on behalf of the nation. The Plainard 

complained that this made everything more expensive, reduced growth; discouraged 

international trade. The Lakards denied the measure of the economy. Their economy was not 

to be measured against others. No economy was without favours and loyalties because no 

economy was without people and there could be no economy of just one. Services gained by 

trade in goods, made for other trade and other assets. The Plainard argued that wealth could 

only be measured in translation to a common currency, and that there was a far more 

profitable game to be played in anticipating its circulation.  

The Lakards accepted circulation of wealth, but pointed out that money could not 

stay money either – resources could be replaced, supplemented, exhausted, consumed, 

sometimes one could take it with one. Money could be neither the starting nor stopping 

point, if currency, then multiple and manifold. The Plainard begged what the difference 

between government and business amounted to, and the reply gave it as one of degree. A big 

business was short or small government or vice versa. But a big business could not expect a 

government to behave like a smaller business; a government was not obliged to treat smaller 

business as government of a country. Size changed the rules. And where a business mixed 
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governments or nations, it could not expect either government or business on their terms. 

The Plainard was insulted and said he spoke for the rest of the world, now more than ever. 

The Lakards laughed at the rest of the world’s choice of spokesman. 

Rain returned on a trail bike, much like those of his youth, the deep suspension on 

the front fork, the high mudguard. Now of course the engine had been replaced with a new 

electric one. The power source sat where the petrol tank had been, although battery hardly 

did justice to the means and capacities now stored. It apparently remained efficient for the 

life of the bike. The tiny engine beneath generated immense torque if not speed and left the 

frame somewhat open, more like a moped or bicycle. They were commonplace throughout 

the world now, this one notable for the addition of a pillion passenger seat and panniers, but 

the Professor’s curiosity was as much nostalgia for episodes from his youth. 

He straddled the seat behind Rain and realised the main difference was the lack of 

noise. There was at most a low buzz. They swept down busy streets leaving the lakefront and 

moving through more modest districts, smaller houses, apartments, schools and retail strips. 

It was not so very different from anywhere else and yet The Professor still sensed some 

falsity or pretence. Perhaps it was the fog. Perhaps once one was alerted to a conspiracy 

everything looked suspicious. 

The bike passed through an elaborate archway and into a beautiful park, a stately 

arrangement of flowerbeds, ponds and fountains, perfectly maintained lawns and exotic 

trees, all on a ghostly grey morning. They sped along paved paths past strolling pensioners 

rugged up and school groups arriving for sport. Joggers and dog exercisers complained in 

ragged white breaths as they disappeared into the distance. The park went on forever, the 

ground slowly rising into smooth hills with band rotundas, children’s playgrounds, a golf 

links and clubhouse. After about fifteen minutes they sped toward a high hedge with a small 

opening, passed between two posts blocking the path to wider vehicles. Outside they met an 

empty road with orchards on the other side. The hills grew steeper and the road wound 

sensuously through farmland, soared up and out of the fog, into warm sunshine. On the 

crest of a ridge Rain pulled over and dismounted, took in the view of cloud beneath them.  

He had wanted to show The Professor how Quanzok had spread, how the lake 

region slowly ate away at the mountains, but they could see none of it. The concern was a 

familiar one however, growing urbanisation reducing available agriculture, shifting 

populations, economies and politics. But here the change had other implications. The 

negotiations were typically long and difficult, a Mountainard district or tribe might strike a 

very favourable leasing arrangement to compensate for loss of agricultural income, but jobs 
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were lost, loyalties tested. Votes and status as a council or tribe would also be lost if the 

population were dispersed or displaced, so in the end Mountainards had to be paid to do 

nothing but stay in their cramped compounds. The Mountainards had traditionally stabilised 

their population through deadly feuds and this only accelerated with loss of lands. New 

jealousies and resentments, in fact were tacitly encouraged. 

In the north, the result was a drop in farm production. Southern Mountainards liked 

to joke that the north were great fighters because they were poor farmers, but in the north 

they always claimed the reverse. They now had to spend time fighting to keep even the 

poorest of land. The region did not win new growth in educational facilities or militia and 

security positions, because the lakes and plains wanted these as well now. The Professor 

noted the differences here with Damadee’s version. For her, these were measures to curb 

Mountainard power. Here, The Northern Mountainards in particular were the big losers, just 

when Abkr shaped as a very big winner. They were being paid just to kill one another or stay 

out of the way. Publicly, the mountains exploited a certain guilt amongst the lakes and plains, 

manoeuvred policies and funding to their agricultural sector, but wisely did not invest much 

of it there. Privately however, the mountains practised a ruthless divide and rule of rival 

regions. Their experts and information could play off one region against another as easily as 

between tribes, shifted findings, fundings, follies and friendships in manufacture, commerce 

and law. Surveillance and counter surveillance actually became The Northern Mountainards 

principal industry. 

Some Mountainard councils now invested their wealth overseas rather than 

acknowledge it in displays within their districts. They had appearances to keep down, and 

appearances were just about all that remained. There were real losers of course, there had to 

be, and there were always going to be more losers than winners. The endless feuds and 

betrayals that now seeped into the lakes and plains cost more than Mountainard lives, talent 

and trust. The cost of buying Mountainard land, it seemed, was actually to deal with 

Mountainards over everything else. 

They continued their ride higher and higher, occasionally passing a small bus or 

truck, crossing spare alpine pastures dotted with cattle, their season up here almost at an end. 

Then they commenced a patient winding descent into a long narrow green valley. There were 

no drive-in lookouts or kiosks, no sprawling tourist motels, no taverns or petrol stations, no 

one-stop drive-thrus, billboards or even lines on the road. On both sides enormous spruce 

and cedar loomed, dark and dripping, and at various points Rain would slow to salute these 

with one hand held out at arm’s length, a tribal formality, then at the end of a long meadow 
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the road was swallowed by a traditional Mountainard compound. The circle of tall wooden 

buildings with steep roofs extended right over the road, leaving only an ornate archway. 

Inside it was paved with cobblestones and open. The centre perhaps served as a tarmac these 

days, around that, benches, troughs, the occasional shrubbery, a few small shops, archways 

leading off to smaller courtyards. All buildings were whitewashed and supported by the 

characteristic black beams in various triangular arrangements, doubtless demonstrating some 

principle of geometry. 

It looked pretty much as The Professor remembered, although he could not be sure 

he had visited this particular compound. The smell was a good deal more pungent than he 

recalled, although everything was scrupulously clean and tidy. The cobblestones were 

unquestionably authentic. Rain looked around, uncertain as The Professor opened his 

recorder, deleted a long list of messages and pictured the scene. The inhabitants paid them 

little attention apart from a group of small children and dogs that gathered quietly to watch 

from a safe distance. At last a little old man, around The Professor’s age, with a long white 

beard emerged from an archway in a cloak; followed by several ladies in caps and shawls and 

a tall, heavy young man in overalls and rubber boots, clearly of a different race. They carried 

themselves with a stately grace, carefully groomed, faces bright and expectant, but there was 

nothing ostentatious about their appearance, Mountainards observed strict formalities, but 

they would as promptly return to their day-to-day duties. Such greetings were another 

opportunity for doing business; that was all. As they approached, the children burst into the 

traditional song of welcome in an exquisite four-part harmony, an open throat vocal style 

accompanied by intricate clapping and stamping at various points. 

The greeting announced that the visitor was in the land of The Smooth Stone People, 

who were quite well known for their learning and courtesy, their tasteful tribal colours of 

fawn and grey, grey and fawn, fawn and grey! Hey! What do you say? This year Smooth 

Stones will go all the way! Yea! And of their many attractive compounds, this one was 

probably the finest: Pognaglam! Resplendent Pognaglam! In the most beautiful valley ever 

held, beside the happy waters of The Conyak, with a distinguished record in administration, 

its own scholarships in good years and a lot of good decisions made to help others. The 

Smooth Stone had learned practically all there was to learn about this land and God were 

they ready for just about anything He could throw at them next? Of course they would never 

let ignorant people stay here, long or alive, and looked forward to any gifts the visitor may be 

bearing. The visitor was reminded that this was an alcohol and smoke free zone, that other 

recreational substances would be confiscated, yes, that’s right, confiscated, that the playing of 
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loud music, partaking of gambling and any behaviour deemed unseemly were strictly 

prohibited and that penalties obtain under District Council Regulation 0471 as of last June 

and that any gifts found about the visitor’s person on departure were subject to excise duty 

and could get broken. On behalf of the assembled dignitaries and The Smooth Stone People, 

sponsored by the Imwa District Council and in conjunction with affiliated consultancies, 

they thanked the visitor for visiting, wished the visitor a happy stay and looked forward to 

meeting the visitor again, real soon. 

 The children bowed and backed away. The old man then stepped forward to 

perform the intricate welcoming ceremony. 

“Hi Rain, Long time no see.” 

“Brnik, looking good.” 

“Funny, Evrilli was just saying the other day it’s been a while since we had Rain 

down.” 

“Evrilli, looking lovely as ever. Have you lost weight?” 

“Don’t shit me Rain.” 

“The wit still keen too. And the ravishing Cousin Beov, Goodness, do I feel a funeral 

coming on?” 

“Oh wow! It’s The Pure with a sense of humour; that should make it so much easier 

on everyone. Must be about time for your own, wouldn’t you say?” 

“Oh beware the tongue of those Smooth Stone Women!”  

“Tell me about it, hee hee hee”. 

“That lower pasture looking good Brnik” 

“Can’t complain”. 

“Like hell.” 

“And you?” 

“Been down the lakes a lot lately.” 

“Keeping you busy huh?” 

“It’s a living.” 

“Yeah. Did you see the numbers for AYXN this morning?” 

“Up four points.” 

“Up five points!” 

“Makes up for that lemon Zenop.” 

“You win some you lose some.” 

“Not that you’re gambling.” 
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“Not that you’d know.” 

“Not that I care a fuck.” 

“Not that you’d show.” 

“So who’s this week’s guest inseminator?” 

“This? This is Biron.” 

“Biron?” 

“Uh huh. Biron and his lovely wife Gudnis, who is… not here at the moment. But 

they’re now part of the tribe, in case you haven’t heard.” 

“Fuck me, more aliens!” 

“We’re not allowed to use the A-word here Rain, you know that.” 

“Where are you from, Buy-Wrong?” 

“Cossica.” 

“Long way from home, big guy.” 

“This is our home now.” 

“Just you keep telling yourself that, champ.” 

“And you have to be extra nice to Rain Pleases because this is one fucking mean 

Pure, as all real Smooth Stone know, and he’s got a editor that’ll spread you to the fucking 

moon before you can say doctorate in Herd Dynamics and Breed Dissonance. 

“You want to answer to the council, go ahead.” 

“Oh we’ll go more than a head, son.” 

“Is that a threat?” 

“No we’re just pleased to see you.” 

“Haven’t you got cows to service or something, By-Road. This is grown-up talk 

here,” 

“I’m also a compound deputy for your information, The Pure Rain Pleases. I have a 

duty to remain present at official visits.” 

“Oh you think this is an official visit? No, see those kids were just practising and I 

didn’t bring a gift.” 

“Am I relieved to hear that, for one. We’ve got too many of those damn bikes as it is 

and what is this, are we going to be on the fucking Education Channel or what? Hey nosy 

old alien fucker, heard of permission? 

“As I said on the screen Brnik I am accompanying this visitor on a tour of the 

Northern Abk, and I take full responsibility for him.” 

“Oh yeah? And since when do we have tours up here?” 
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“Do you have council clearance?” 

“Well of course I do Buy-Rot. But if you want to see how the fucking Imwa council 

stacks up against A Pure of The White Clay, go right ahead.” 

“You want to get a real lesson in Mountainard culture sonny, here’s where you start.” 

“Rain dear, I don’t know if you’ve noticed, but the old duffer is wearing a Lakard 

woman’s cap.” 

“And that antique recorder. Is he for real?” 

“Ladies, please.” 

“I know things have been a bit rocky since you and Din split, sweetie, but think of 

your reputation at least.” 

“On A Pure’s fees, this is probably about as good as it gets.” 

“This gentleman is a professor with The World Council and as a matter of fact he 

can…” 

“Kiss my arse and buff my boots. He can walk in the mud and crawl through the 

cowshed. And Biron will show him how it’s done.” 

“Okay go ahead, insult my guest. Insult me.” 

“Like we need an invitation.” 

“Like we need a motivation.” 

“Rain, do you think maybe you’re taking your job too seriously? When was the last 

time you took a break? 

“You could use a life Rain.” 

“There are plenty of nice Mountainard widows Rain, you just have to give yourself a 

chance sweetie.” 

“Evrilli, I went out with Beov twice, Okay?” 

“Yeah but that was to funerals. You can’t begin a relationship with funerals, dear. 

They set such a harsh example.” 

“I’ve moved on, Evrilli.” 

“You’ve moved on Evrilli? She never told me.” 

“She doesn’t tell you a lot of things.” 

“That much she tells me.” 

“And you moved on to this?” 

“I told you, he’s from The World Council.” 

“Rain please. Look at this loser. He’s old enough to be my father. And he’s wearing a 

Lakard woman’s cap. What does that tell you? What tribe is that anyway?” 
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“It’s Ebbelyr.” 

“They’re Plainard, aren’t they?” 

“They think they are.” 

“Rain, you need to get back to some sort of normality. Why are all you White Clay so 

fucked up? 

 “Well thanks. You know I was wondering why it’s been so long since I was around 

this way.” 

“This is not a dignified line of work for a man of your age.” 

 “Evrilli, this is probably the most important thing I’ve ever done in my life.” 

“Rain will you listen to yourself? You are taking this poor old thing through the Abk 

on a trail bike. Get it? This is not a promotion.” 

“You’ve never really approved of my line of work, I know that. But this poor old 

thing happens to speak excellent Mountainard for one thing.” 

“Oh really? Well I don’t hear him jumping right in here, do you?” 

“The last time we had an alien who could really speak Mountainard, and I mean pro-

per-ly Biron, would have been, let’s see… 

“Thirty five years ago.” 

“God was it really that long?” 

They all turned to The Professor astonished, stared straight at the screen.  

 

 

8. 

 

Later Rain made The Professor promise never to wear Ornosh’s cap in company 

again. The crucial introductory ceremony had been cut short by a rainstorm, appropriately. 

They had retreated to the doorway of the dining hall to watch the downpour. The Professor 

had been re-introduced to Brnik, although neither recognised nor strictly remembered 

meeting each other from all those years ago. Brnik made light of his preceding remarks and 

assured him that Rain was deeply respected among The Smooth Stone. They were invited to 

luncheon although Brnik confided that Gudnis ran the kitchen this week so they could not 

expect too much. Her judgement was not really up to Smooth Stone standards, but it was 

their way to be tolerant for a little while. He shut his eyes and shook his head slowly, 

wondering if a year and half had been enough? Rain placed a hand on his shoulder and 

consoled him by pronouncing him impoverished, aged and illegitimate. 
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The long benches were at most half full when lunch was served. Biron explained to 

The Professor the main team were still bringing herds down from the high pastures, autumn 

had been late that year. The young men and women were away at school camps, up in the 

forest. A party of women had taken vegetables to the Spamloc market to the east – a town 

by mountain standards. The remaining adults and children sat glumly. The Professor thought 

Rain a little disappointed with the way the introduction had gone, but his mood went 

undetected by others throughout the largely silent meal. The Professor found their dialect 

gradually came back to him; he could make sense of new words and constructions at first 

tenuously then more confidently. He could make himself understood a little stiffly or 

obliquely at first, then slowly grasped more of their world, began to move further in it.  

Gudnis was from a country respected for its cuisine amongst the rest of the world. 

She served marinated pork ribs on a bed of fried rice, mixed with prawns, shallots, bacon 

and egg. She offered The Professor a glass of red wine amid dark looks from the rest of the 

hall, and what he suspected was a tinge of envy in old Brnik’s eyes. He could not resist 

raising his glass to him. Rain steadied the old man’s wrist as it clenched violently at his 

cutlery. Later, much pleased by the meal and emboldened, The Professor toasted Gudnis and 

Biron also raised his glass of water. Gudnis took a modest bow, impulsively snatched up the 

bottle for a quick swig then hurried back to the kitchen with it. 

After the meal the rain still showed no sign of easing and Rain and Brnik fell to 

discussing the planned route and the state of relations with his neighbours, The Treeline, 

Half Cloud and Steep Walkers. Deep respect had to be shown at all gates, test bridges and 

ford streams slowly. They used even the slightest pretext to cut down the competition. Rain 

was looking for the easiest grades to carry a passenger on the bike. They mentally went over 

slopes, tree by tree, the slippery beds of dead pine needles, the steps worn into roots, the 

number of steps for long slopes, longer detours. The weather grew darker and finally it was 

agreed they would stay the night. Brnik joked about more of Gudnis’ cooking and Rain 

recalled the days when they had eaten pickled donkey’s liver in cold sour dough, waiting in 

lookouts in the trees. They laughed about the old days. 

Biron reappeared in cords and plimsolls to show The Professor to a guest room, up 

narrow stairs, along dim passages, boisterous laughter and argument seeping through the 

ceiling and walls. Apart from the kitchen and dining hall very little domestic activity took 

place at ground level. Feed and equipment stores, garages, workshops, barns and poultry 

pens occupied it. Higher levels had more windows, long snaking balconies and fortified 

portals, in places even ramparts. In olden times sieges were defended from up there. The 
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Professor had forgotten how small the rooms were, how low the ceilings, thin the walls, all 

the furniture homemade and careworn. Yet new gadgets and screens were strewn 

everywhere. Biron showed him a tiny bathroom, new, but airliner size. After a shower, shave 

and change of clothes he was ready to concede there was room for progress, even in the 

mountains. 

Biron had come to Abkr on a Mountainard scholarship for aliens – as foreigners 

were called – to study agriculture. On graduation he was obliged to work for some years to 

repay their charity. It was an increasingly common arrangement across a number of 

disciplines. His wife Gudnis had laid aside a career in accountancy at home, to join him. 

They had an option on Abkric citizenship although some hurdles remained. Biron found the 

work challenging and urged caution and patience at all times. His Mountainard was heavily 

accented but his official Abkric was satisfactory. In their compound there were in fact three 

alien couples variously working in engineering, health, sanitation and forestry. Those with 

children experienced the most difficulty because the culture in schooling was so different. 

The Professor compared notes from the past, found the alien’s present acceptance; 

such as it was, still unthinkable in his day. And yet from what Rain had told him, this now 

figured as a political necessity for the region. It was significant that Biron and the other aliens 

urged distance from the fighters, even at some personal cost. Their example had won quiet 

support amongst the bereaving, even as they too often served in the militia. The Professor 

suspected this friction had something to do with the status of the aliens, explained Rain’s 

barbed greeting of Biron. 

Biron showed him over one of the notable upper extensions to the compound, the 

new P&A – planning and assessment room. It formed a new tower on the roof. There, a 

bank of screens and consoles monitored stock placement, down to each member of herd or 

flock, projection for supplies and produce down to the minute, soil and crop analysis 

through sensors and reports from service teams on their rounds. They could also arrange 

additional satellite pictures when needed. But their problems were mainly sabotage from 

rivals within the tribe as well as other tribes in the area. Again the militia often served both 

sides and more, so that some might resort to private security at times, such as Rain provided. 

Unfortunately this quickly became the focus of the compound’s youth. They coped easily 

with the tasks and equipment of the P&A but enjoyed far more the defence and attacks upon 

rivals, remotely or virtually as well as closely or actually. There were family and tribal feuds 

that went back centuries, and no-one was about to lay them aside any time soon. 
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The evening meal was a more animated affair, Gudnis working valiantly on the 

traditional black stew, a brew of blood, various offal, carrots, cabbage, and sprout-like natives 

called erokl, followed by molten cheese over stale bread with raw turnips and cabbage, and 

rounded off with roast chestnuts. There were the traditional rhyming riddles after dinner and 

more gentle teasing of Rain from Evrilli and Beov and other ladies well apprised of White 

Clay gossip. Rain was somewhat pressed to remain gracious. 

Later, in the Professor’s room Rain paced around as best he could, still in his cloak, 

furious and apologising for The Smooth Stone. He regretted coming there, had 

overestimated their ties to The White Clay, although these were long. He felt they had 

belittled him before a guest and wanted to kill them all, not literally of course not literally, but 

with his bare hands and starting with that old crow Evrilli. It seemed he could never bring a 

guest there without them failing to be impressed, to drag the whole thing down with a lot of 

disrespectful sniping. Mountainards were like that and he hated it. He had become A Pure, 

but that had not made a difference. The Professor listened patiently, later decided that Rain 

could not have it both ways, could not expect the favour of the tribe without conceding a 

certain amount of levelling, could not be one of them, while still expecting to be recognised 

as something more. 

A Pure had come to mean a fighter with great expertise or experience, who when 

denied opportunities for promotion or employment elsewhere, turned renegade or freelance. 

They were variously based in the mountains and existed uneasily alongside official tribal 

militias. But the word had originally meant something quite different. A Pure used to be 

someone whose studies were so all consuming and extensive that the person was profoundly 

transformed for the better or cleansed by the experience. They emerged as a new or ‘pure’ 

person. It was always a rare honour. Of course to the rest of the world, examples of any 

number of brilliant and dedicated researchers demonstrated them to be as deeply flawed as 

lesser minds, if not more so. And to this the Abkric answered that the dedication had 

therefore not been deep, wide or long enough. The surrender could not be complete under 

any one discipline, and mere results were not enough. This was a central tenet of Rsit, and in 

the old days A Pure, when so judged by the tribe, was then fit to judge others, was advanced 

to councils, where more immediate achievements or mere seniority may not have permitted, 

guaranteed a comfortable income, sometimes married or started a family, was even allowed 

to stay up late, smoke inhalants and drink alcohol. Not that many did, the habits of a lifetime 

held by then and there was the example to set for the tribe. For The Pure were their highest 

of teachers. So it marked a further stage in adulthood or citizenship and usually was not 
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achieved until middle age, since it encompassed a formidable range of disciplines. Not all 

scholars cared to become A Pure of course, and many that did eventually abandoned the 

quest. 

A Pure might be required by the tribe, upon vigorous bargaining, to study 

mathematics in depth and then medicine, then chemistry and electrical engineering, biology 

and then psychology or physics and then law of one kind or another and all interspersed with 

military training and minor policing duties. Mountainards tended to be the ones with the 

staying power and to profit from it most and so the honour became more closely associated 

with their region. And while typically unprepossessing in stature, all Mountainards trained for 

extreme agility and stamina, and these were often taken as the chief virtues of A Pure. At just 

what point the tribe awarded the distinction had always been controversial and by no means 

consistent, but with the increasing social strains and disaffection brought about by The 

Freeze, the honour became fatally corrupted, progressively ignored, only to re-emerge as the 

badge of an adamant rejection of all but a local identity, all but a ruthless application. 

A Pure was therefore always linked in some way with the military and law 

enforcement, although not necessarily on the front line. But A Pure would have a thorough 

knowledge of weapons and other equipment, would be tested by their own modifications 

and improvements to them. Weapons were never in mass production, since Abkr had never 

engaged in open warfare or invasion; had no extensive unified army and had always defended 

itself more or less by guerrilla tactics, so weapons and other equipment remained a cottage 

industry and a highly secretive one. This approach to equipment had spread to many other 

areas of research as well. The workshops and facilities were widely believed to be in the caves 

and abandoned mines in the Eastern Abk, although this was unconfirmed. At most, the old 

universities would acknowledge only that they used some of these, and that there were 

extensive. To learn more or share in them remained a perilous undertaking. Immense loyalty 

was demanded, and as often fatally betrayed.  

Rain had spent his years prior to becoming A Pure in aeronautics and space 

equipment. He had been in orbit on missions that led to the construction of The Kitchen. 

Before that he had worked in advanced genetic research in the south and before that had 

been part of pioneering work on ‘bio-ware’ and new super-dense fibres. The tribe had 

wanted to move him into executive programming, a directorate, by so doing would have 

recognised him as A Pure, in the old sense. But a Lakard had finally been given the position. 

Rain could have gone to lucrative positions in the buffer states through tribal connections 

but he refused. Instead he quit, and was reluctantly recognised as A Pure, in the new sense. 
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The Pure were popular amongst the disaffected and abused, but trouble for councils, 

embarrassment for tribes. 

Rain’s fiancé Dinal, broke off their long and patient engagement. Both families could 

not persuade either of them to change their minds. The whole tribe took sides. There was a 

lot riding on their marriage for many parties. In Abkr marriage was mostly arranged and in 

the mountains women tended to have the last word on the matter. Like everything else it was 

only settled after long and fierce bargaining. Alliances, favours, duties, debts and plans took 

precedence over personal preference or current mood. A wife might take her husband’s 

name but family loyalties remained divided and foremost. Dowries were token, often mutual, 

might amount to no more than a week’s holiday in Salaneh. Both partners were expected to 

conduct the marriage as a business, love would come and go, like fair days and foul, but at 

the end of the day they had higher duties. They did not deny love, but saw it more as a way 

of doing the deal, rather than the deal itself. All the same, it was rare for a marriage to 

proceed without the consent of bride or groom, and there were often doubts and misgivings, 

but perhaps no more than in other cultures or for other ventures.  

Much of a couple’s relationship was initially built around their experiences in 

reconciling families. Social duties meant there was little time for a life of just the two of them 

anyway. There was also the feeling that formality, the lack of intimacy, made for a certain 

sexual excitement, that an intimacy gained, secrets shared, were the goal sought rather than 

the starting point; that marriage was a path to love rather than from it. There were unhappy 

marriages and infidelity and divorces and there were couples that lived together without 

family approval, eventually to win it or leave the tribe or separate. To bear children out of 

wedlock was to enforce a de facto marriage. Tribal law determined that where paternity was 

established, the father’s family were responsible for his share of the maintenance if he did 

not pay, and did not pay enough. To flee the responsibility would be to leave punishment to 

the plaintiff. That was not a good option. 

So there was immense pressure to maintain a marriage even without name, and more 

advantages to giving it one. A forced marriage was not the end of the world in any case. 

Many Abkrics would argue a marriage could as easily start badly to end well as start well to 

end badly. The preferred restraint in marriage fostered this long term view. Although Abkric 

women it seemed, were more likely to believe this. Men on the other hand defended 

infidelity for similar reasons. Custody of children in divorces was as troubled as anywhere 

else. So couples or singles planning children generally looked to a wider family prosperity 

before proceeding; often waited in turn. 
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For Rain the wedding itself had been delayed for about twelve years, although they 

had lived together with enough approval from both families. Marriage was to have been a 

house in the Tralfa Valley, under the Eastern Abk, not quite to themselves perhaps but with 

new freedoms. They would live in one of the new little towns not far from the famous 

university of Rsiodmat. Rain’s position would bring wealth and new opportunities for both 

families. Uncles, aunts and cousins had helped them over the years, anticipating a return. But 

then he had refused it all because he had been cheated of what he had rightly won. This was 

a betrayal and he would no longer play the game. The whole deal was off. He would sacrifice 

Dinal, both families and the comfort of a position in a nearby country just to deny them his 

part in their game. It was so typically Mountainard and they could not forgive him for it. He 

was too pure.  

The enforced distance between marriage partners found an equivalent in a certain 

amount of sexual segregation in Abkric society. Women were given equal opportunities in 

education, Rsit demanded this, and marked out some career paths as their own. Women 

controlled basic teaching, health and social services. Certain laboratory research, media, sales, 

professional and administrative positions remained almost exclusively female, extended to 

executive ranks. Even positions in the militia were open to women, but this was not a 

domain they controlled or especially desired. Did they wield as much power as men? Women 

were quick to insist not and men as quick to counter but not by much, but since they were 

Abkric neither really believed the other and the interested observer did well to discount 

appearances. 

The truth was perhaps more a difference in how they exercised power rather than in 

what power lay at their command. Inevitably women used their network to outflank 

strictures of immediate family, tribe, district or nation in one common cause or another. That 

was the Abkric way. Where direct pressure failed, indirect means beckoned. They knew what 

buttons to press, strings to pull amongst fathers, brothers and sons. There were laws and 

there was love, official channels and friendship, services and favours, obligations and debts. 

Power was not always a matter of obvious wealth or strength. The Mountainard’s traditional 

war cry was “Show Nothing!” and it did not go unheeded by the women, as many 

Mountainard men lamented. In fact their women were the purest exponents. Where power 

was expected to be exhibited, they showed none. And when they were prepared to appear 

defenceless was only when another’s defences needed to be breached. Theirs was not a 

costume that often flattered the figure, nor a manner that often invited closer acquaintance, 

for one thing. And when it was, there was no saying what would be demanded in return. But 
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it was not simply a matter of politics of the bedroom, but politics of the kitchen, dining 

room, bathroom, nursery, classroom, waiting room, surgery, station, shops, reception, office 

and boardroom. There was no escape, no relief for foe. As soon as a man opened his mouth 

he played into their hands; once they were within earshot they were within striking range. 

This is not to say women there did not betray other women, or looked firstly and 

always to the interests of more than one woman, or used their means equally as much or as 

well. It is only to say that while their network was not as strong as male counterparts, it was 

yet twice as fine. And if women could not always resist using it for its own sake or lacked the 

imagination or skill to use it quite as precisely as they would have liked, they nevertheless 

recognised their means were capable of much, if not anything.  

So Evrilli and the ladies of The Smooth Stone gossiped and sniped and the targets 

were small and negligible, but this was the way the Abkric fought, and Mountainards fought 

hardest. They fought so hard they killed each other. The ladies may not bring Rain Pleases to 

heel but he would have no peace or approval for their part and they would gently persist, 

obliquely deflect him, content in having done their bit, in being right by the mountains and 

the tribes and in the long run. 

 

9. 

 

The Professor was awoken by the sound of children chasing one another along the 

balcony outside. He drew open the curtains to behold a clear blue sky; below in the courtyard 

the day well underway. Suitably refreshed, he redressed in his tweeds and cloak, slipping 

Ornosh’s hat into an inside pocket, exchanging his trusty brogues for a pair of hiking boots 

provided. He descended to find the dining hall empty, but a breakfast still to be had from the 

kitchen. After a cup of local tea and a bowl of warm cereal, he ventured into the courtyard 

where Rain conducted earnest discussion with Brnik and Evrilli from astride the bike. The 

child choir launched into the tribal song of farewell - a slight variation of the welcome - as 

The Professor drew near, skirting puddles. Hands were raised as if to halt the proceedings, 

but in fact signalled goodbye. The Professor made a suitably gracious farewell in a tongue he 

hoped The Smooth Stone would recognise and mounted the bike. Rain started the engine 

and they wheeled around to depart by a small archway to one side.  

They crossed a soft bright meadow and forded a shallow stream to then follow a 

meandering herd path. It was lightly wooded with beech and elm and autumn leaves fluttered 

like tickertape. Rain called over his shoulder that they would not be passing the compound’s 
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cemetery, an increasingly prominent feature, much spoken of in the preceding evening’s table 

talk. He did not think it showed The Smooth Stone at their best. He may have said rest, for 

the two words rhymed in Mountainard as well, and The Professor thought it witty. 

Further along, they met a herd of enormous cows returning to their winter residence. 

The Professor was astonished at their size, around two metres high and three metres long, 

their hooves the size of a man’s head, their heads the size of a chair. Around their necks 

hung electronic chimes that played a jaunty tune and seemed to be controlled by the handsets 

of the herders, a dreamy man and his shy daughter. The herd was perhaps a dozen beasts and 

they moved with the majesty of a slow road train, their pied, long hair bedraggled, lank 

fringes hung over their eyes like a weary pop group. The man exchanged greetings, had been 

told of their visit and was honoured and pleased. May they learn the lesson of the day; he 

offered in farewell, head bowed. The little girl changed the tune of the herd with a squeal of 

delight. 

They re-crossed the stream and began to climb the valley wall. The path weaved back 

and forth rising slowly through open pastures in a cold wind. They followed a ridge ever 

higher, Rain pausing at certain peaks to check offerings on stone plinths and consult his 

recorder. The Professor pulled on Ornosh’s cap and looked back down at the valley and then 

up at the snow capped peaks before them. They watched two flying crafts pass low and 

silently overhead, ringed with coloured lights, one suddenly accelerated to veer away to the 

north, the other continuing toward the plains. They were just ambulances, Rain shrugged; he 

thought one had gone toward the land of The Clear Path or Late Shadow. The path grew too 

steep in places to carry a passenger safely so they walked the bike up with little revs, skipping 

up the worn footholds and muddied tufts. The Professor puffed and tried to settle into a 

steady stride. As they reached the top, Rain called from behind to shorten his stride and 

make one more step. They had to complete it in one hundred and thirty-seven steps, rather 

than one hundred and thirty-six or thirty-eight. The Professor had forgotten the 

Mountainard superstition for prime numbers. 

During summer, the paths were busy with a steady stream of pilgrims on a great 

round of feasts and revels at communities throughout the mountains. There were special 

songs to be sung on different paths and at different points, much improvising and joking. 

The pace was leisurely. Originally, they provided help with harvests, repairs, storage and 

despatch and there was an agreed sequence to when a community played host and then 

visited others. The custom also provided a time for families to strengthen tribal and business 

ties, the opportunity for one to represent others on a formal footing, to take up common 
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issues, promote goodwill, entertain, survey future marriage prospects. In those days it was 

really the one time in the year when Mountainards allowed themselves to move beyond their 

immediate community and see the world. Travelling parties might number up to thirty or 

forty and their round of visits might take up to two months. The distance between any two 

communities was rarely more than a day’s walk, usually around three or four hours. 

But the custom had evolved and relaxed its schedule. Nowadays a community could 

afford to host and visit others throughout the summer months, and pilgrims moved in dribs 

and drabs, pursued more private and diverse agendas. Although a smaller community would 

still bargain and carefully plan around those remaining to provide hospitality and those 

needing to undertake The Pilgrimage, as it was called. There was always a certain amount of 

tension in the arrangements, and while the mood was generally festive, misunderstandings 

and friction could arise. Some communities were always anxious about their defence.  

The Professor recalled once meeting a small group on a sunny afternoon as they 

forded a roaring stream, he and his fellow students heading in the opposite direction. A 

pretty young woman, no more than a teenager, rode a donkey flanked by an older woman 

leading one packed with goods and three grim guards. The girl was probably bound for the 

household of her betrothed in another compound. She wore an exquisite traditional 

costume, almost certainly an heirloom, the tribal stripes deployed in an array of directions 

and ornamented with many buttons of polished bone. Her head was covered in a light veil 

and she wore heavy, almost mask-like make-up. As they passed and exchanged greetings he 

could no more than glance at her but caught her stern, cold eyes, pursed mouth and jutting 

jaw. Even at her age all this was business and she would drive a hard bargain. Her chaperone 

and guards would see to it she, her family and tribe were not disappointed. The guards were 

courteous but vigilant; two youths and an older man, as usual one or both arms were tucked 

inside their cloaks. Some paths and pilgrims invited ambushes. 

As agriculture had grown more mechanised and communities more affluent, the tasks 

for the pilgrim became more diverse and often token. Dances and fetes became more 

elaborate, an opportunity for a host to boast and to invite more distant acquaintances. It was 

still considered respectful to make the visits on foot, to camp on the prepared grounds 

adjoining a compound or town’s walls for several days, and to bear suitable gifts, usually 

food. But now, The Professor learned, lavish feasts might fly in prestigious entertainment 

from the plains on the day or night, pilgrims from the lakes or plains might arrive at the 

more accessible communities by a touring coach and depart directly after. Some destinations 

were even advertised nationally, needed special teams to prepare grounds and facilities for 
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the ‘Pilgrimage Season’. The smaller, more remote communities remained closer to tradition 

and modest in scale, were restrained but gracious hosts who recognised most of the pilgrims 

from neighbouring tribes or families, had sundry rebuilding and renewing tasks all could help 

with and leisurely meals accompanied by lively conversation, singing and games. There was 

rarely much to get over-excited about. One generally stayed one or two nights and moved 

on, on a circuit of perhaps half a dozen surrounding communities. 

They continued over the rise and the path wound east around the side of the next 

ridge toward a forest of dark soaring conifers. Rain pointed to a line of figures in the 

distance, heading along the path in the same direction. They were schoolchildren on an 

excursion, Treelines wearing little cloaks of beige and muted green, their hoods pulled up 

against the wind and fine rain. They stopped as the bike caught them and their teacher 

moved to the back to offer a ceremonial greeting. They knew it was Rain and The Professor 

and were excited. The teacher, a young woman, had always wanted to meet Rain and the 

children were keen to speak to the alien with a good tongue. Rain explained that he would 

cross peacefully to the land of The White Clay and made a gift to The Treeline of several hot 

stock tips. The teacher announced that her best performer lately had been AYXN and Rain 

advised that it was time to sell and go big on SMPEED. The teacher and several of the 

children consulted their recorders, frantically working keypads. Tele-carriers would go 

through a reshuffle and SMPEED would be a big winner over the next three quarters, he 

intoned. One small boy told Rain he was a star without looking up from his screen. 

The teacher ushered Rain to the front of the procession while The Professor walked 

the bike along at the rear, fielding questions on sleeping arrangements at The World Council. 

The headquarters were pictured as a skyscraper that served as a concert hall and refuge for 

aged travellers. A description many of those that had visited would broadly accept. He 

encountered a common confusion over the numbering of the floors in the building. He 

claimed the first floor was above the ground floor, they believed them to be the same thing. 

If the ground was a floor then it was the first, if the ground was not a floor then why was it 

so called? The Professor answered that the ground was the zero floor; that they must start 

from zero as they did in setting a counter. But apparently, most of their counters started at 

one. They replied that his counter, if set at zero, did not count until it moved from zero. Zero 

only set the counter before counting. One had to start from nothing, he replied, having a 

pretty good idea where all this was leading. But nothing comes from nothing came the 

implacable reply, to which he added slyly and something counts on nothing.  
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“Then show us nothing!” they cried triumphantly. He pointed to the empty pasture 

below and asked how many children they saw there? They replied they did not see children 

there, but that was not what was there to be seen. 

“If I take one away from one, how many do I have?” 

“You have one in two places – but then you started with one.” 

“You think zero comes after one?” 

“Can come nine after, decimally.”   

The children were then eager to supply The Professor with a lesson in Abkric 

arithmetic, using one of their schemes that dispensed with absolute zero. Additions were 

absolute; subtractions were relative. Rather than zero their counting ran backwards from one 

in fractions so …1/4, 1/3, ½, 1, 2, 3, 4…. Thus zero was avoided in a Zeno-like regression. 

In fact zero and infinity then virtually amounted to the same thing. So if one really showed 

nothing, then presumably one showed everything. Not that this helped him a great deal. Just 

what use they found for this scheme remained a mystery. Perhaps Classical or ancient 

civilization would welcome it, but it was hard to imagine anyone else. It did, however, 

perfectly demonstrate their determination to reject an accepted system or set of rules, just to 

be different. They did not care where it led, so long as it was their own. They took these 

things personally and would not part with them. Happily their discoveries and inventions 

found applications more often than not through the same blind stubbornness. Was this 

attitude part of their secret? He suspected so.  

By this time they had reached the magnificent forest of conifers. They soared to 

enormous heights, the ground dim but open between them. The teacher called her class 

together and began to recount the historical defence of the mountains against ancient 

invaders. The class knew the story well. The Professor parked the bike and strolled toward 

Rain. He had gone some distance away to make a quick gesture of supplication, pressing his 

palms against the trunk of a massive specimen, around three metres in diameter. He turned 

to The Professor and asked if he recognised these trees? The Professor had seen ones like it, 

but he did not think he had seen them as large. Rain asked if he had visited Uzuk, a famous 

island in the lakes region. Legend had it Mountainards in the service of Lakards had 

defended it for months hidden high in the trees. They had needled away at the enemy with 

arrows and spears, rocks and stones and softer materials, unwelcome fluids and hurtful 

words until they withdrew. The enemy tried to set fire to the forest but rain prevented them. 

They eventually retreated back across the lake and were forced to keep going by bolder feints 

and skirmishes. Eventually they retreated to the plain. 
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The Professor knew the legend, had visited the island many years ago in a tourist 

party. He also noted how Mountainards referred to it as an island, while Lakards called it a 

mountain. It was of course a mountain of an island or an island of a mountain, but it did not 

meet The Mountainards’ standards for a mountain, and Lakards thought it too high for just 

an island. So it was variously known as Mount Uzuk or the island of Uzuk, depending on 

region. And The Professor conceded these trees were very like those of Uzuk. The two of 

them climbed a set of wooden steps onto a lower branch, so broad they could comfortably 

walk along it for perhaps ten metres to a further set of steps leading higher. Rain informed 

him these trees were not just similar to those on Uzuk, they were exact replicas, right down 

to every branch, leaf and root. The Professor assumed it was an impressive feat of cloning, 

but Rain assured him it was much more. The trees had only been planted fifteen years ago. 

They had additional genetic factors that were deeply disturbing to Rain. Such experiments 

were usually restricted to the south or applied in other lands. It marked another grave 

transgression for such things to be permitted in the north. That much they had not learned, 

concluded Rain. They stood at a railing, perhaps fifteen metres above the ground, The 

Professor slumped forward, perspiring and fighting for breath, looking down through gaps in 

the foliage and listening to boisterous children playing. Rain was lost in thought and 

eventually remarked that Rsit had followed the invasions and must do so again.  

The Professor sat on the steps to the platform for a moment, his legs feeling weak. 

Rain strolled around other vast branches, disappeared in the foliage. What he had said about 

Rsit and the invasion was true, but not quite the whole truth. In fact there had been a 

number of invasions of varying duration and success in the dark ages of Abkr. None of them 

had ever reached the mountains, true, and most had only held the lakes briefly, but it was at 

least a hundred years after the last of them that the first recorded use of Rsit as a religion 

arose. 

Its formation could more accurately be traced in the gradual rejection of the creeds 

brought by successive waves of invaders. The invaders fell into roughly into three waves. 

The first proclaimed God’s set of rules for His favourites, but these needed interpretation by 

the initiated. The second claimed they possessed amendments to the rules, made by God’s 

favourites that eliminated the need for interpretation. The third claimed the rules did not 

matter as long as one was one of God’s favourites. For them, interpretation was everything, 

or spirit triumphed over the letter in law, in fact strictly triumphed over even death. 

The first found their rules covered all grievances only by inconsistent interpretation, 

encouraged corruption and rewarded the influential. The initiated became businessmen, their 
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qualifications doubted. The second found their amendments covered everything for a while, 

but contingencies meant they too eventually needed interpretation or additional 

amendments, but God’s favourites were not then forthcoming, since additional amendments 

were heresy, had proponents ruthlessly eliminated. So they found themselves increasingly in 

the same boat as the first invaders, or else pressed to extend the latitude to interpretation 

enjoyed by the third invaders. Theirs was a middle road, may seem the best or worst of the 

three. The third found they could not agree on what rules might be set for interpretation, 

needed to appeal to an ever earlier set of rules to still call their decisions interpretations and 

not amendments, but found no rule there that did not need interpretation and no 

interpretation that was quite happy with any such rule. 

The first made for a harsh and venal culture; that tended to the market and courts. 

The second made for a more relaxed culture for a while, but increasingly resorted to 

technicalities of interpretation and trade, became liable to factions, intolerance and greed. 

The third was prone to profound doubt, over the rules for interpretation and which rules 

were to be interpreted and it attacked others to allay these fears or distract them. Afterwards 

they were always eager to demonstrate their compassion and charity, for the ruled if not the 

rules.  

So the first held that so long as one did no wrong, one must do something right. The 

second that so long as one agreed to do no wrong, and the rules matched current wrongs, 

then much must go right. The third held that so long as one did only no wrong, one never 

did enough right. The spirit fought the letter, the letter would not stay interpreted; the 

initiated would not stay in favour. Thus Abkr found no easy or convincing model for the 

worship of God amongst those seeking to dominate them. 

Prior to the invasions Abkr was largely pantheistic and whether they had one spirit 

with many guises or many spirits was not a question that detained them at any length, and 

even in this one detects perhaps, the first sly appreciation of duplicity. If He worked, then 

He was indeed versatile, if They worked, then They showed remarkable cooperation. So 

monotheism proved no real obstacle to some revision in their cosmology, but one suspects 

already there was also a profound instinct to compete, to come up with their own version. 

Leaving aside the thorny question of which language God might favour for rules at any stage, 

and how it might translate, they accepted that if God’s rules and written, then interpretation 

was ultimately needed. But once interpretation, then differences arose among readings. If 

they did not, then they were no longer interpretations but new rules, if they did, then it was 

unclear in what ways interpretations were consistent, or more than arbitrary judgements. 
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Interpretations rapidly over-ruled the rules, or rules finally ruled out interpretation or 

initiation. 

The first monks of Rsit decided that Man’s efforts to understand God’s word could 

not fully be separated from God’s work; were its inevitable continuation. God’s work was 

never done, if Man did not complete it; or if one started making rules, there was no rule by 

which they stopped. So they allowed amendment and interpretation freely, were happy to 

document history and trace precedent variously, soon found they were librarians much of the 

time. Their first churches or monasteries were not so different from those of their invaders. 

They still celebrated with the recitation of texts and commentary, although could scarcely 

distinguish between them, invoked spirit through song and dialogue, charity and 

commission. A faith stressing unconditional benevolence and forgiveness one senses was 

never going to really find favour with Mountainards, nor sincere submission and sustained 

gratitude. They were too obvious, too ingratiating. God would not like goodie-goodies either.  

Man had to stand up for himself, deal with God. Otherwise God would not respect 

him, could not expect to be respected. So no gifts, no calling cards under pain of death, there 

was time for all that afterwards. Then again, the idea of a God catering only for His 

favourites seemed elitist and divisive; hardly seemed a God at all. There was the ticklish 

question of why God would require notes, if He truly had the ear of his favourites, for 

instance. The whole business of a set of written rules looked suspiciously like a ploy by some 

of the literate over lesser favourites. For the word after all precedes the letter. There was also 

the conspicuous ban on representation other than the verbal or written, rather neatly 

excluding competition for the literate. Did God really benefit from that, or just the literate? 

And if God was literate, what did that make the illiterate? As a selling point it had to be a 

bluff. The idea of an initiated surely had some appeal, but the sticking point was their 

appointment and services. The text alone could not qualify or guarantee the initiate anymore 

than it could rule on interpretations. The initiate while literate was never quite legitimate. 

Of course Rsit’s textural promiscuity quickly led to successive expulsion or rejection 

by all three rivals; but since their number was few and affiliation tenuous, this virtually passed 

unnoticed. So they proceeded in medieval isolation. Being small and remote has its beauties 

and an especial asset for Abkr was the ancient rule by oligarchy rather than monarchy. No 

tribe or family ever appointed a leader with much in the way of a divine right, and no leader 

ever inherited any. Nor did tribal territories rest upon divine distribution. The land was 

indeed sacred and much of its wealth secret, but residence there had always been up for 

grabs. No God or Gods sanctioned the tribes’ rule or places – that was Man’s work – but 
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this also meant that the church of Rsit was not called upon to reinforce any one regime or 

for very long. So Rsit did not have to do much for their rulers and their rulers were happy to 

do as much for Rsit. In other words it made for convenient worship, became the agreed 

church, and worshippers found government congenial. 

For Rsit – which meant literally to re-write, trace over or copy - God’s rules could 

not be restricted to conduct between the faithful, for this soon invoked certain belongings, 

occupations, places and occasions and their necessary instruments and all required greater 

definition and understanding. Good work properly became not just the adherence to the 

rules but to their amendment and making with further knowledge. Ethical legislation soon 

required scientific investigation. To know and to learn was to be good and with God. Rsit 

increasingly encouraged science and soon had more texts to derive history through, more 

reasons to look forward than back, and slowly less interest in tracing one or another origin 

along one or another path. 

The church in effect became a school, just when rivals accepted a division between 

God’s word and Man’s, arrived at the separation of church and state. Yet Rsit’s religious 

impetus made for two peculiar methods in education. The first was an intense self-

absorption with a topic, with really the need to teach oneself, and as result with the need to 

research one’s immediate surroundings first.  This created a kind of educational pressure 

cooker for Mountainard tribes, the need to remain within a few small valleys, and yet still 

learn new things there. If nothing else, it nurtured a fierce self-discipline. The second was the 

exchange of knowledge and the need to maintain more than one topic or area of interest. 

Coupled with this emphasis upon versatility was the importance of running counter to 

standard approaches, to proceeding ‘against the grain or current’ a metaphor that recurs 

throughout their texts, and the discovery or invention of unexpected links between topics. So 

Rsit wanted knowledge to be self-discovery, literally, and then various, counter and shared. 

Members of the tribe negotiated, tribes negotiated, drove each other into hard bargains; 

proved themselves to themselves. Translation and transaction guaranteed science. 

So Rsit did not look like other schools anymore than it had looked like other 

churches. The traditional congregations and services, the singing and recitations were not so 

much abandoned as redistributed within the social fabric and institutions, along with law and 

some functions of government. The stirring oratory of politicians grew directly out of the 

rhetoric of sermons, subtly confirmed the belief that in Abkr politics was the true religion. A 

lot of what might count as the arts elsewhere, carried some of the traditions from the early 

church, particularly in music. But Abkric art was generally dull and derivative for it. Unlike 
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their science, lessons in art were learned by wholesale imitation of foreign models and an 

aimless eclecticism. They took anything and made it someone else’s. 

Why this should be, was puzzling, since they took such care over their language for 

science, and by this indicated the vitality they attached to symbol or representation. What 

they learned clearly depended upon the means with which it was learned and communicated. 

Yet no such attention to ‘form’ could be detected in any of their arts. Plainards often found 

them hilarious for some reason. Perhaps they saw it as ‘so bad it is good’ or had lower 

expectations because of the special attention given to science. Either way the disparity was 

striking. It was not something The Professor had so far fathomed however and he did not 

think that it held the key to the secret he sought.   

What remained of a recognisable place of worship or a familiar church was mostly to 

be found in rural areas and in particular in the mountains. It was a spare, solid building of 

traditional construction, usually circular with four entrances in polar directions. Inside it was 

much like a community hall perhaps; often a central platform or stage, tables and chairs, 

offices to the perimeter and other walls devoted to a library and associated screens. It 

variously served as local court, concert hall, counselling centre and gallery, did most things 

except serve refreshments. For that reason perhaps Mountainards with typical perversity 

called it a kitchen. It was maintained by the local council and tribe and appointed ‘priests’ 

who functioned much as agents or middlemen, salesmen or councillors, entrepreneurs or 

raconteurs. Occasionally policing or militia duties were conducted there but for the most part 

these were reserved for a separate, although similar building, some distance from a 

compound or village, usually in high, isolated places. These were also larger and more 

formidable. They housed as well as instructed young men and women, contained those 

apprehended and provided extensive reference resources. The tribal council would meet 

there on certain business but much of it remained secret. Like so much in Abkr it had no 

easy corresponding office elsewhere. To say it was a police station or headquarters captured 

some of its uses, others suggested a martial arts school, a bunker or barracks. The 

Mountainard term for them translated literally as a fist, sometimes as mitten or bandage. 

It was Rain’s plan to shelter at one such fist that night. It was something he thought 

would be of interest to The Professor, in light of their quest. The fist lay at the eastern end of 

the forest and belonged to The Treeline. But he was uncertain how The Treeline stood to 

The White Clay at the moment. The Treeline were pretty tractable on most things but The 

White Clay were unpredictable, everyone knew that, he, better than most. There was no 

saying what they got up to behind his back. Their reception was by no means assured or a 
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formality. The Treeline owed him no favours; he brought them no gift, apart from some 

advice and he was loathe to surrender that unless necessary. The Professor imagined that this 

meant more investment tips, but Rain shook his head, confident he had something a good 

deal more interesting. His upturned palm clawed at the air and made a short jerking motion 

as he said this.  

 

10. 

 

When they returned to the ground they found it darker and the light rain turned to 

sleet. The school children had gone and could be seen in the distance hurrying across the 

meadow, disappearing into cloud.  Rain did not think the weather would stay. They mounted 

the bike and rode slowly by the headlights deeper into the forest, further east. The path was 

no longer a herd path but well worn and meandering between massive trees, patiently 

rambling up and down. Occasionally the steps were so deep between the tangles of gnarled 

roots they dismounted to walk the bike. Progress was slow and they paused to eat sausage 

and fresh bread, sip hot tea upon the soft bed of brown needles and gaze into the gloom. In 

summer the forest was often overwhelmed by clouds of gnats, as he remembered. Perhaps it 

was too late now or they had eliminated them somehow, although they were scrupulous 

about preserving ecology. The Professor listened for wild animals, for he knew bear and wolf 

roamed through many of these forests. Rain again consulted his recorder, made calls and 

calculations. 

Once they continued they could make out flashing lights below them through the 

trees, crept closer to find a series of militia vans and cars, a flyer and long trailer parked in a 

small, recent clearing. There were bands of broad red tape stretching around the perimeter 

trees announcing a crime scene, the usual squawk and bleeps of poorly amplified calls, 

officers addressing them too loudly and with their distinctive broken grammar and extended 

“Umms”. Rain asked an older Treeline guard who recognized him, what had occurred and 

learned that a gang had been caught logging a protected forest. Some of the gang were 

Treeline foresters, there to protect the forest; others were Lakard arboreal experts working 

on a competing project in the southern mountains. It was a tricky apprehension – tribal law 

presided but in the case of the Lakards, the tribe extended the benefit of the national system, 

as a favour. Lakard militia and legal counsel were flown in and set up conference rooms in 

the long trailer, hauled in overnight. The negotiations from the outset were expected to be 

lengthy, for the accused Lakards nominated Plainard counsel. This was considered virtually 
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an admission of guilt. It also meant The Lakard officers would have to play by the rules and 

so everything had ground to a halt.  

The accused were offered a deal whereby for cooperation with the law, in further 

inquiries, their penalties may reflect corresponding leniency. Tribal law of course would leave 

the penalty up to the victim, The Treeline in this case, but Lakard law preferred a range of 

penalties, as suited their needs. So the crime seemed to be certain but a penalty not. If the 

accused was unhelpful, they would press for the heaviest penalty, if the accused provided 

additional information about the unlawful activity or an associated crime that subsequently 

led to prosecution, then their part in the crime was reduced – the crime then subject to a 

wider accusation, possibly a revision of charge – and the accused could reasonably expect a 

proportionally lighter penalty. Of course the officers offering this condition could not be 

judge or jury in the case, could not even conduct the prosecution, could only present their 

case to a further office of the law. So there was no real guarantee for the accused; and since 

there was no definite penalty for the crime, according to the defence, the accused was 

entitled to consider if there were then a definite crime.  

For a difference in penalty obviously reflected a difference in crime. But to make the 

crime conditional upon subsequent conduct by the accused; left the crime fatally open-

ended. To prosecute with only some or any penalty necessarily diluted what had occurred 

with what next occurred and what might then occur. It confused the action with its 

consequences. The conditional plea must be to a conditional charge. Either the accused had 

done a certain crime or crimes, or, if this was still in train or open to negotiation, in other 

words if they were still doing it - in cooperation with the law - then there was no way of 

knowing definitively what they would do, whether in fact it would even constitute a crime, 

since it was completed in cooperation with the law. One could not arrest someone for 

something they had started to do, intent and intension were not enough for crime; thoughts 

alone could not be criminal, on precedent as well as logic. Nor could prosecution co-opt 

intention to half a crime, for half a crime was not a crime. The Plainard ruled out 

quantification, insisted on precedence of the letter over spirit. So arrest was at best 

premature. The militia ought rightly to defer arrest indefinitely; pending further inquiries, if 

further inquiries were really the name of the game. One could not, after all, judge from part 

to establish whole where time or probability were concerned; a notorious gambler’s fallacy.   

If the accused were to provide additional information it could only be to assist the 

immediate inquiry, but again this was only to beg the bounds of immediacy and inquiry. It 

could not meet the certain crime of which the accused was charged, since this was 
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conditional upon the information. The charge may be altered or dropped, might become 

trespass, a minor oversight in permits, industrial sabotage, reckless environmental abuse or 

any combination of these and others and to varying degrees. Too many charges became 

available as hypothetical, counterfactual evidence mounted. How was Lakard law to 

determine the immediate inquiry? If the crime was conditional upon further participation by 

the accused with the law, crime and law became fatally confused. If a criminal was to abet the 

law, this also meant that the law abetted a criminal. A conditional plea soon had more 

conditions than the law desired, provided defence with accusations of its own.  

The difference between bribery and cooperation could not be drawn along 

immediacy and/or inquiry either, since the law had been the first to overstep these. So 

defence would not be satisfied merely in declining the law’s offer, and the law could not 

retract. It began to look as if it were up to the criminal to maintain the law, for the law to 

settle for some corruption and hope that more did not follow. At best it could hope that 

further legislation might be better legislation. This was a prospect Lakards cheerfully 

welcomed while Plainards remained disgusted. Lakards denounced Plainard idealism, 

claiming they would have a perfect system of use to no-one, while Plainards countered that 

Lakard realism held with no system, of perfect use to all. 

The negotiations were screened around the clearing for the attending Mountainards, 

drivers, foresters, guards and clerks, who appreciated the manoeuvrings, although, hoped 

either side might lose patience and resort to a more prompt resolution. That did not come. 

But there was still enjoyment in watching Lakard and Plainard clash, in the spectacle of rivals 

weakening one another. The Lakard officers complained that they would never apprehend 

anyone if they had to always remain with the law. They appealed for two standards, one for 

those enforcing the law, a second for those under it. There must be indulgence for their side 

first. But if this were to be a law in itself then they surrendered to infinite regress, two 

standards gave way to any number. Then they justified their dealings as a pragmatic or 

efficient step. One small crime or criminal might be negotiated in order to apprehend a 

bigger one, it was surely better to prosecute more criminals or a bigger crime than a lesser or 

smaller one, a murder was worth more than pilfering or vandalism, many murders or 

murderers worth more than one?  

But again The Plainard pointed to the incoherence of the proposition. The law itself 

was damaged when one ignored some laws in order to prosecute others, allotted penalties 

accordingly. To make a crime conditional upon other and further crimes meant any crime 

could be forgiven if and when one gained prosecution against a bigger or worse one by it. 
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But the law was not made for just the biggest crime or the most criminals, the most crimes 

or the biggest criminals. The law had to hold for all crimes and criminals. To say that some 

crimes were less so while there were others and worse then to be prosecuted, and that 

penalties were thus in accordance, was to surrender to the folly of trying to swallow one’s 

own tail, or some anatomical equivalent. Laws changed, granted, but that was a separate 

matter to their application at any given point. Similarly, arguments for prevention of a greater 

crime lacked the necessary logic. 

Of course The Plainard knew that if they went to trial, Lakard bias in the judiciary 

would carry the day, but Lakards also knew Plainard influence in the media would target key 

figures as a consequence, embarrass individuals and create other problems. The law was also 

a business after all and they both understood what that meant. So the ritual of the mid-crime 

arraignment was best conducted right there at the scene of the alleged start of the crime, 

amongst those of least influence. When Rain thought The Professor had observed enough of 

Abkric justice, they quietly departed.  

They continued cautiously, Rain stopping at various key trees or cleared spaces to pay 

his respects to the land of The Treeline, to signal to any hidden guards that they were 

friendly Mountainards. The guards might be there; they might not. It would only take one to 

alert all. Often the guards were no more than adolescents posted high in trees all day, 

instructed to learn weapons and concentration. A mistake could mean their life. Elsewhere it 

may be only a matter of sensors, a screen or system somewhere registering the incursion. 

Occasionally the bike reached a clearing that afforded a view to distant peaks, the snowline 

now creeping closer. Both closed their cloaks and sometimes on paying his respects, Rain 

would turn from The Professor to draw something from under his cloak, pull his woollen 

hat over eyes and then pause as if studying some area in the distance. The Professor gathered 

the rim of hat offered some kind of additional vision, a screen of some kind perhaps, but he 

did not question him. 

Rain seemed in no hurry, and at a sheltered spot beneath massive branches, paused 

to unfold his recorder severely, plug it into the bike’s power and study several large screens. 

It was clearly no standard recorder. He then asked The Professor to come and stand over 

him, to raise his cloak and obstruct any prying eyes. But The Professor could not keep his 

arms outstretched for more than five minutes or so, and Rain had evidently encountered 

difficulties also. The Professor could make little of the flashing texts and sliding frames, 

although once or twice calls appeared from what he glimpsed as members of a tribal militia. 

He thought he caught the stripes of The Smooth Stone, for one. But more than the contents 
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of the screens, the Professor could not help noticing Rain’s gestures. His hands constantly 

hovered over the screens and keyboard, fingers trailing around frames, caressing texts and 

images, even where no touch-screen interface occurred. Both hands played before the 

screens as if conducting or manoeuvring the data. It was hard to tell when he actually did 

something, as opposed to reacting but it was clearly part of an intense communion Rain 

needed.  

The Professor was reminded of an old Mountainard adage ‘One must love one’s 

tools if one expects love from them’ and there was a sort of tenderness, a sensuality to Rain’s 

gestures, his nods and rolls of head, the little grunts and groans. It was not unlike watching a 

musician in crucial recital he realised, but it was also of a piece with their intensely personal 

approach to knowledge, an almost psychic or magical engagement with their tools. Later 

Rain would say no more than that some things could only be known this way, that these 

abilities enabled great discoveries. For the moment however Rain snarled at responses in the 

texts, at one point confided that codes had been changed so he must go and find the 

codebook. He said it as if reproving a child. When The Professor told him he could no 

longer hold his cloak out, Rain nodded, told him to drop to his knees. The Professor obeyed 

and suddenly Rain’s cloak exploded over them. For a moment The Professor was stunned, it 

was if they were caught in a collapsing black tent, the screens glowed in the darkness but 

seemed impossibly remote, even beneath him he felt the peculiar slippery fluidness of the 

cloak surging and sticky. The air had a sharp chemical smell that he soon found 

overpowering. 

When he came to, he lay upon brown pine needles. His head ached but he felt 

strangely refreshed. Rain offered him some tea and he sat up, leaned back against a tree 

trunk. The work had obviously gone well for Rain; he wore a familiar grim grin The 

Professor recognised amongst Mountainard fighters. They were ready. But he did not wish to 

disclose any plans just yet, not even to explain a little about his cloak. Instead they fell to 

discussing The Professor’s life, his youthful visit to the Northern Abk, his recordings and 

adventures. He mentioned his wife and Rain asked after her. The Professor hesitated to say 

her name, had hoped the topic would not arise until later in their friendship, when they 

might be on a firmer footing. For her name was a heavy hint of her nationality, Oblish. The 

Oblish had been the great colonial power that had surrounded and stifled Abkr after failing 

to colonise it. The Oblish were still widely disliked in Abkr. One heard things. Many held a 

grudge. So at the mention of her name The Professor tensed, noted the squaring of the jaw, 

the flared nostrils, anticipated the rearing of the head and a rolling of the eyes in dark 
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guttural oaths, then the head pitching forward to deliver a massive expectoration upon his 

boots. Instead Rain steadied himself, concluded at some length that she must have been 

pretty.  

And it was true; she had been pretty. It was not something The Professor cared to 

admit, preferred to think of her as clever, compassionate, bold, amusing, inventive and 

determined, but pretty was in there as well. There was no denying that. Obland lay across the 

sea from Abkr’s neighbours, but Isel’s family had made their fortune in its surrounding 

colonies, retained links there after their independence. She had grown up with annual 

holidays in Cievr, had always been tantalised by her family’s stories of neighbouring Abkr. It 

loomed as the forbidden fruit. When The Professor had commenced his field studies, as 

doctoral research in a team from a distinguished university, she had been attached as a 

foreign exchange student in Abkric history. The rumour was that her wealthy father had 

bribed the department and she only encouraged it, revelled in the undercurrent of tacit 

disapproval. But once in Abkr and the mountains the team quickly realised the other 

problem. 

But Isel remained implacable in the face of open insult, would not be cowed by 

threat or slight, hurt by neglect or sabotage. She stared them down with big green eyes, from 

beneath a fringe of straight brown hair, dared them to kill her on the spot with some 

impatience, hands on hips, one hiking boot tapping beneath oversize camouflage fatigues. In 

the mountains, this was an invitation more likely to be accepted than she perhaps realised. 

The enmity actually worked in The Professor’s favour, Mountainards taking him to one side 

to explain the affront of including an Oblish woman in his team, correcting his Mountainard, 

inquiring about his liquor supply, warning about the savagery of other tribes, all other tribes, 

commenting on his recordings, suggesting further inquiries. 

Isel did not have a high opinion of The Professor’s nation, or that of the university 

he served. She found them timid and stuffy and immature, would wander off to organise her 

own interviews, knowing they would end in blazing rows and probably with the team’s 

equipment broken or thrown off a cliff. She would fold her arms and treat them like 

children, watch the simmering fury stir, then draw a deep breath, turn on her heel and retreat 

to the compound ramparts. The children called up insults and she thanking them loudly and 

kindly. They then shouted everything they could think of, and she would grade their 

ingenuity, correct and suggest variations. They came nearer. Gradually they began to ask her 

about the ways of The Oblish, about the women of The Oblish, their clothes and hairstyles, 

their red mouths and perfume, their cheroots and the shape of their sunglasses, their games 
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with the recording equipment. Slowly the young mothers drew behind the children to listen; 

slowly the questions would come from them, about the loud voices and laughter in their 

tents and rooms at night and the rift with the nervous young men. 

The Professor thought she slept with a Plainard professor named Alvig, their 

supervisor from Salaneh. Alvig liked to give that impression, with his heavy lidded eyes and 

ready smirk. There were two other women in the team, one middle-aged and married, the 

other not. Not was a workaholic who rose at dawn to join the morning song, took so many 

notes she needed to borrow supplies from others, always carried an armful of books, even to 

the toilet, drew up charts to track her projects in three different colours and always called 

home on a Sunday evening. The four young men dreamed about Mountainard women when 

their liquor ran out. But without their faces they mostly looked like a sack of potatoes in a 

party hat and the men could only roll over, whimper with despair. The Professor 

remembered seeing a Plainard whore’s phone number in a call booth in Salaneh. He 

wondered about sending a runner back for it. 

He took to wandering over to the cemetery after dinner to read the latest funeral 

poems pasted on the posts of those that had served the tribe well but briefly. He would pass 

through a small apple orchard, the last rotten fruit providing ammunition for the 

compound’s youngest pranksters. Their mothers called out in the dusk. Elsewhere, exultant 

cries and shrill cajoling signalling the presence of Isel. He treaded carefully, wondering 

where. He had spoken to her about her conduct, she knew he disapproved and had laughed. 

Now he had decided to just ignore her. He heard apples thudding in front of him and the 

swish of small boots in long wet grass, he looked away, admired the mist rising off the river 

behind the cemetery. Another apple bounced past him, as impish rasping laughter retreated. 

He paused to inspect the bird-pecked specimen with his boot when another thumped square 

into his back. He spun around, alarmed more than hurt to see her approaching.  

She was wearing a Plainard cloak and a blackberry-stained sweatshirt that declared 

the wearer loved Salaneh. There was a battered boater with sunglasses perched on top of her 

short hair, a cheroot hung from the corner of her mouth and she wore lipstick. Lipstick! In 

the mountains! Did she think she was going on a date or something? She walked right up to 

him and he could think of nothing to say. He had lodged all his polite complaints and 

suggestions; they knew where they stood. She stood on tiptoe and breathed on his glasses. 

“What do you think you’re doing?” 

“What do you think you’re doing?” 

“I asked first.” 
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“You’ll never ask anything first.” 

“I’m going to the cemetery.” 

“I can see that.” 

“Well why d… Would, would you like to come?” 

“I’d be glad to, are we visiting anyone I know?” 

“Some of the new inscriptions are very beautiful.” 

“Ha ha ha.” 

“What’s so funny?” 

“Ha ha ha.” 

“They’re authentic. They’re an authentic folk verse form.” 

She linked her arm in his and he could say nothing. 

“In this light, I can hardly wait.” 

“You know, that cloak looks like Alvig’s?” 

“It’s a Plainard cloak, yes.” 

“And there have been rumours” 

“Oh really?” 

“Probably not true of course.” 

“Probably.” 

“But…” 

“But no smoke without fire, eh?” 

“I was just wondering…” 

“And I was just wandering…” 

They stopped and faced each other long enough to know they were in love. 

It changed everything and everyone noticed. The work got easier, quieter, equipment 

lasted, so did liquor. Isel’s dialogues progressed to the old women. The Professor was taken 

places, shown things, warned that good times do not last, that he must prepare. The old men 

took off their woollen hats and scratched their bald heads, knowing there was no real answer, 

no avoiding some things. When it came time to finally leave the tribe and head further east, it 

was Isel the women bestowed a tribal cap upon. Even then The Professor could see this was 

done as much to irk the men of the tribe as honour the different Oblish woman. But still, he 

was proud. 

It did not change Isel much. She still had to prod and prompt The Professor to open 

up, take a risk, think again, find what he had not looked for. And although he got a little 

better, he knew he would always rely on her. But for some time she would not accept this. 
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She could be harsh on his weaknesses, reckless in her conduct. She dared him to save her for 

a change, to find his way in her world. She took up jumping off suspension bridges, 

restrained only by shrewdly judged lengths of sturdy elastic, bound around her ankles, which 

brought her to rest only metres from rocks and roaring river. He could not even join her 

much less surpass her, few could. He tried but he had limits. And he wanted to, so much. 

At The Festival of The Four Goats he saw a chance. The Smooth Stone, White Clay, 

Treeline and Half Cloud played games and feasted in a convening valley. There was the 

annual race up Mount Walfawig. It was a steep and imposing path of seven hundred and one 

steps up a bald monolith and only the bravest or most needled fighters tried this. The 

Professor entered, to some surprise. He was head and shoulders taller than the rest, but 

known as a steady and courageous climber. He had good technique, so he was not without 

form. It came as news to Isel, listening to gossip at the clothing stall. He hoped she was 

watching, but he would not look around to see. 

They raced at a bouncy lope up the small stone steps zigzagging up a cliff face. His 

stride was long enough to take them in twos. There were eleven entrants and it was firstly a 

question of staking a place on the path, as there was little space for overtaking. He jostled for 

fifth and soon there was a gap behind him, the runners wearing down, and a gap in front, 

opened before the runner ahead of him. The Professor was patient, kept at his heels. The 

runner felt the pressure from The Professor, knew he was slipping behind and then struggled 

and slipped at a corner, went to his knees. The Professor skipped over him and doubled his 

pace. The three in front saw him close and could not draw away. By the time they neared the 

top where the slope eased and steps widened, all panted and staggered, slipped on wet moss. 

The Professor’s final lunging strides saw him finish second. The news was called in and by 

the time they had descended to collect prizes, Isel stood in the crowd at the foot of the steps 

applauding. When he accepted the prize of a plastic bag of boars’ offal, she came forward to 

embrace him and tell him he was hers. 

Rain enjoyed the story and complimented The Professor on his telling. But he 

wanted to know what had become of the pretty Oblish Isel? They had married eventually 

and returned to The Professor’s country, lived there by a fine university, had no children 

sadly but led a comfortable life. Then at sixty-three Isel had died in a freak accident aboard a 

bus along with several others. She broke her neck and died in hospital of head injuries. Rain 

was silent then asked who cared for The Professor now? The Professor explained that his 

brother and sister were both dead and Isel’s family had grown remote over the years, so he 
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had no close family. He cared for himself. “Then you’re with The White Clay,” concluded 

Rain, “And we will always care for you.” 
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11. 

 

The afternoon slipped away and Rain fell silent as they continued steadily east. They 

followed the crest of a long ridge with the sun sinking behind them. He halted at an 

impressive view of The Abk, pulled his hat over his eyes and dismounted. He urged The 

Professor to wait and walked slowly forward, to the edge of the bluff, paused to then take 

one final step and look down. The Professor sensed a mounting suspense. Rain straightened, 

gathered himself and began a stirring war cry, repeating it over and over, both arms swinging, 

fingers pointing accusingly, feet stamping, head dipping and swaying from side to side. The 

announcement directed as much to the mountains as to whom or whatever lay below. 

“Know! That this is The Pure Rain Pleases! And he is for real! And now this is war 

and this is to the death!” 

His voice worked up in volume and pitch, the stress and dialect shifting with 

repetitions, low and grating on the closing phrases, stretched with dark snarling threat, then 

shrill and wavering, wrung with suffering and rising to a screaming insistence that was at 

once utterly raw and supremely operatic. Each chorus grew more strident, more menacing, 

the feeling seesawing disturbingly between furious defiance and plaintive resignation, anger 

and misery. The Professor stood transfixed, unable even to reach for his recorder. He was so 

moved he could not move. It was a spectacle that stripped him of his world, for a moment 

left him in ancient, savage times, chilled and alone. His eyes watered and he was afraid. 

Suddenly he knew this man was leading him to his death and this was goodbye. 

Finally, Rain stopped. His head raised proudly, his shoulders heaving under his cloak, 

the last faint echoes returning from the blue valley and the distant icy mountains. The 

Professor edged toward him, drawn irresistibly, but was stopped by a weird churning in the 

very surroundings. A fallen tree trunk, two small boulders and a rise of long grass around 

him all erupted into rising columns that then melted into figures with raised cloaks, the 

surroundings not falling off or away, but morphing back into cloaks, which then assumed 

tribal stripes with a mysterious twinkle. They dropped their arms and raised their heads, 

looked only to Rain, who remained at the edge of the bluff, looking away into The Abk. 

“Take it easy, Rain,” the first said, gently approaching him, “The team is here.” 

“That was beautiful Rain, real old-time,” said the second, “Calm down though, it’s 

show time.” 

“Should do the trick Pure”, said the third, “Some scary shit or what?” 
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“That was optimum, optimum devastation and then re-load, Clay” said the fourth 

and tallest. 

Rain composed himself and turned to introduce The Professor. These were his team; 

Mouthful of Snow and Hears Pines were Half Clouds, in their late twenties or early thirties, 

typically lean with beatific expressions. Nothing Happens and Square Milk were Smooth 

Stones, younger and trying not to be excited. Square Milk was unusually tall for a 

Mountainard and the youngest of the team, perhaps only included for this occasion. They all 

nodded reverently and raised their arms from their sides, greeted him as a White Clay.  

They had received his orders the previous evening, had marched by night upon The 

Treeline forest, scouted the Treeline fist below and made sure no Treeline lookouts told of 

their arrival. They were quiet and eager, perhaps a little pleased with themselves. They had 

seen two flying craft arrive, the first to deliver a team of Steep Walkers led by Rain’s old 

deputy, Five Stars. The White Clay woman councillor Manid and two White Clay fighters 

followed in the second. Manid had once been on the same team as Rain, in those days she 

called herself Whole River. The team thought there were no more than eight Treelines in the 

fist. Things were not busy there. Things were never busy with The Treelines. Rain just 

nodded. 

He asked if any of the lookouts had died and Snow said just one, he had fallen out of 

his tree. Rain had asked for no deaths and they had done their best. He was nervous about 

telling this. Rain began to explain the plan to The Professor, who was still quite shaken. He 

was to change cloaks with Square Milk, give him Ornosh’s cap. Square Milk lay face down 

while the others carefully unhooked the cloak from the back of his neck. It had a series of 

fine threads that were embedded there under pads and left small wounds when peeled off. 

Milk was cold when he stood up unsteadily, shivered as he donned The Professor’s cloak and 

Ornosh’s cap. The Professor added his glasses, then lay down and let them attach the 

fighter’s cloak.  

At first he felt nothing then a warm surging feeling took hold. Someone pulled Milk’s 

cap over his eyes and he could see several screens in one corner of his vision, hear their 

sound somewhere inside his head. He could adjust them with buttons along the bottom of 

his vision, by concentrating upon one, could enhance his vision in various ways, and change 

it to infrared. At first he reeled unsteadily, could not trust what he saw, but gradually he 

adapted. Rain took him to the edge of the bluff and pointed out the fist a hundred metres or 

so below. It was two-storey, circular, with balcony and veranda, surrounded by a parking lot 

with floodlights mounted high on the four corners. It stood on a bare plateau, perhaps once 
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mined, around seventy metres wide. The two flying craft rested at either end, a series of 

battered cars and vans opposite the front door. A narrow paved road trickled away down 

through the trees. There were official signs at the high wire gate with offerings and flowers 

draped over them. The fist overlooked a valley now dissolving in blue mist and beyond that 

to the north east laid the land of The White Clay.  

They would descend to the fist, leaving Snow and Milk on the bluff. Milk was tall 

enough to pass for The Professor at a distance, The Professor would hunch a little, keep his 

hat pulled well down and let others do the talking. That would be easy. He would simply 

remain in the background, shielded by Pines and Happens and let Rain hold the attention. 

This part of the plan was just a precaution for Rain, he would explain no more than that. 

They climbed down following the trees to one side, without much difficulty, entered the 

open gateway and walked straight up to the front door in a line. There were lights on by now 

and it was getting cold. A voice asked playfully who was there and Rain replied that he and 

his friends would like to talk to them about God. 

The door swung open and two Treeline ladies turned and retreated. Rain stood in the 

doorway, awaiting greeting but none came. He announced loudly that he was grateful to The 

Treeline for this opportunity to discuss some matters of interest to all Northern 

Mountainards and that as usual the wisdom of the councils would benefit from the shrewd 

judgement everyone had come to expect from The Treelines. Then he followed the women, 

his team some paces behind. They reached a large lounge. There was a roaring fireplace at 

one end and everyone sat in plush furniture, Treeline youths waited on them. A blue 

aromatic haze hung over the room. Someone turned off the background music and there was 

a tense pause. 

Five Stars was seated with his back to them, rose slowly and turned wearily to 

approach Rain. They knew each other well, had worked together on many projects. Stars was 

twelve years younger, a little taller with a thin face and close set eyes. He had gained by 

Rain’s resignation, wore his promotion stiffly. Stars said they thought they had heard Rain 

calling and that he was in fine voice this evening. Word had reached them of his journey and 

they were grateful he could take the time to drop by for a bit of a chat. It was time they set a 

few small matters to rights. Rain was surprised a scientist as important as The Steep Walker 

Five Stars had been sent on an errand as minor as this. His new position was obviously a 

flexible one. Stars said as much to Rain. 

Rain complimented The Treeline leader Too Much Sky on her décor, the drapes 

were new were they not? She was leader only in the curious absence of the renowned Night 
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Scent. She sat across the room with Manid and said that they were imports that had cost a 

fortune and were a bastard to clean but made the right impression. A good fist had to get 

these things right, fights started right there. Rain agreed, that had been his impression, but 

his eyes remained on Five Stars. Stars gestured to an armchair and Rain took Stars’ seat, 

pretended to decline on behalf of his team, who would remain standing. Their business 

would not take long. The team remained by the door. 

Stars walked deliberately to the chair he had indicated and dropped heavily into it. He 

proceeded to outline how it was going to be. Rain would return with The Professor and him 

to the lakes, or Rain would remain in The Treeline fist. Rain asked how the food here was, 

and Too Much Sky pointed to a blackboard menu over a counter at one end. Stars waved her 

away and stared hard at Rain. Then Rain outlined how it was going to be. Stars would let 

them pass or join them and return to the plain. Stars said he could not do that. He did not 

want to do that. It would not work anyway. Mountainards never worked like that. That is 

why they worked for Lakards. He wanted to know how much The World Councillor knew 

about the lakes. He was told he knew as much as Stars. The Professor knew exactly what was 

going on. Stars declared that a shame because he did not think the lakes would let him ever 

leave in that case.  

Rain replied that was shame because then the mountains would have to let him leave 

in that case. Stars countered that the lakes would not let the mountains do that and Rain said 

that these mountains did not care. Stars thought these mountains were being very naughty 

then and would be punished severely. He was told if these mountains were punished the 

lakes would be punished too. How was he going to punish the lakes he was asked? He would 

have to wait and see. These mountains had ways. Stars thought it was not about the World 

Councillor at all; it was about Rain as usual. Rain said Stars could be part of it, and put things 

right, make the mountains stronger and weaken the lakes’ power. Stars shook his head; the 

deal was too big; neither of them could make it hold. Rain replied they only had to start; 

others would follow. 

Stars would not do it. He wanted to know where the World Councillor was. The 

Professor was up on the bluff; if he wanted to talk to him he could call. Stars walked to a 

window, could barely make out the bluff in the dark now, replied that The World 

Councillor’s recorder was switched off, as Rain well knew. They had tried all day. He raised 

his recorder and zoomed in on the bluff, enhanced the picture. He could make out a tall man 

in glasses wearing a White Clay cloak and a Lakard hat, behind one of Rain’s team. He asked 

who was with him. Mouthful of Snow was with him. Stars thought he had recognised young 
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Snow; found the number and called him but there was no signal. He tried a couple of things. 

There must have been some transmission interference. He looked suspiciously at Rain and 

sighed, if the satellite had been repositioned, he would just have to reposition it back then, 

would he not? He would have to reset his frequency reception for another satellite, with 

almost as good a reception probably, call that way then re-route the signal, how long would 

that take?   

He sat down and began to unfold his recorder angrily. The room stirred. Rain 

explained that that had sort of been the reason he had called old-time, earlier. Stars asked if 

now he needed a reason. He scanned his screens, assured Rain he could do this as well as he. 

His hands too worked vigorously before and upon the equipment, his face registering a range 

of intense expressions, not unlike a musician. He rattled away at his keyboard, added that he 

would do this once he had changed the codes back, then after another interlude amended 

this to once he had found the codebook, and then after another, once he had overcome the 

virus. Rain strolled over and looked over his shoulder, hands inside his cloak. He thought it 

looked a bit like that one that caused The Shield crash, did it not? 

“Oh for God’s sake!” Stars put down the recorder and folded his arms. 

“You remember where you stored that, don’t you?” 

“Who let you in there? What do you think this is going to gain you? A few more 

hours? We’re not letting you take ‘The Professor’, as you call him. I don’t know why you 

want ‘The Professor’ anyway?” 

“You wouldn’t understand.” 

“Oh here we go again. Probably not, when did I ever? Me, understand A Pure of The 

White Clay? Fat chance. But at least give me the fat chance, anyway? What is the big deal 

here?”  

“The big deal? Okay, let’s back it right up Five Stars. At first I just wanted in, 

properly in, all the way in. That was the big deal. The directorate would have given me that 

much. But since I didn’t get that, I’m out and it’s war. I know how far the corruption runs 

now - and you don’t - and since I’m not part of it, I fight. That’s the deal now. They didn’t 

give me the directorate and nothing is ever going to be good enough now. That’s the way it 

works. This is one Pure that won’t stop. Now it’s to the death. And it’s not because of The 

Salmadri or The Parabatur or the plain or the mountains. It’s because none of it can ever be 

the same again. They’ve gone too far, made too many secret deals and soon everything will 

fall apart. That’s one secret they can’t keep and I won’t.” 
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“I thought I asked about The Professor? Did anyone hear me ask about The 

Professor back there?” 

 “The Professor is actually not what you think. He’s not what he appears. He’s a true 

learner. He takes it personally and understands more. Don’t underestimate him. He was 

never going to be of any use to the lakes but he’s a lot of use to the mountains. It’s better for 

us to forget the lakes and plain now; the mountains can deal for their learning elsewhere. The 

Professor has shown me that. He’s not a Pure, but he’ll soon understand what’s happening in 

Abkr, and that comes close. He saves that much of it for me, and if I win that much, I don’t 

mind losing the rest.”  

“Well thanks for old times.” 

“I used to be content to feed off the situation too and then to freelance and learn 

more that way. That worked up to a point. I thought I would get my chance. But then I 

realised there was no getting to the bottom of it, and there was no need. They wouldn’t give 

me the information I asked for and I couldn’t be bothered to take it anymore. I’ve had 

enough and I have enough. So let’s end it. You let The Professor go or we all go; one way or 

another.”  

“You know Rain; I’ve never been quite sure whether you’re really messed up or just 

too deep for me. Right now I have to say I’m leaning toward the former.” 

“You always were more of a leaner than a learner.” 

“Oh ho, right, so let’s see – you’re going to betray Abkr to the rest of the world 

about a conspiracy you don’t really know enough about but you’re happy to accept certain 

death as a penalty, which you don’t mind too much because some old man from The World 

Council will make something quite personal out of the whole thing? How’s that? And I don’t 

understand Rsit and true learning, although I worked with you for twelve years – but this old 

man, whom you met - yesterday? The day before? He does? He’s the real deal; not quite as 

pure as you perhaps but well, who is? And he’s getting there, right? Any day now, in some 

way now? Have I left anything out of today’s lesson? I don’t think so. Okay so now ask 

yourself, what’s wrong with this picture?” 

“Well you’re in it for a start.” 

“And I don’t want to be in it Rain. But look - if you go down with the old man, you 

lose both ways, don’t you? What sort of deal is that?” 

“One you can’t refuse.” 

“I wouldn’t say that.” 

“So you’re going to let us go?” 
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“I didn’t say that.” 

“Then you’re going to join us?” 

“I never said that either.” 

“Then you better make up your mind soon.” 

“Don’t pressure me, Rain. This isn’t a board game.” 

“You see, even if the old man doesn’t tell The World Council, for some reason, I’ll 

still tell them all I know, and provide some interesting documents to support my story.” 

“Oh really? And how are you going to do that when you’re dead?” 

“By an initiated despatch to a World Council source, that follows the end of the virus 

in three hours from now. They get the information one way or the other.” 

“And who or what is this source?” 

“Come on Stars.” 

“So you’re asking to die? Because that’s what it’ll come down to?” 

“I’m here to do a deal.” 

“Well here’s the deal – die and be happy.” 

“Happy is not in the deal.” 

“Well I’m putting it there, consider that my contribution”. 

“No deal.” 

“You want to die unhappy? I can live with that.” 

“And who is going to kill me?” 

“Well I thought we’d take a volunteer from the audience tonight, I understand there’s 

no shortage.” 

 “Touch me and you die.” 

“What, are you a bomb or something?” 

“Find out.” 

“I think you’re bluffing Rainy.” 

“Then you don’t mind dying.” 

“I never said that.” 

“You don’t have to.” 

“Oh of course not, I’m not The Pure here, am I?” 

“No, but you’re the next best thing.” 

“And I’m happy with that, you see that’s the difference between us – and that’s why 

I’d like to enjoy it, you know, alive.” 

“Well nobody said you have to die.” 
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“You just said this was to the death!” 

“I mean for myself and The Professor” 

“And where does that leave me?” 

“Alive.” 

“Alive but next in line. What consolation is that?” 

“Would you rather be dead?” 

“I might as well be.” 

“Well I can remedy that. Feel free to join us.” 

“But I’ve told you, that’s just what I’m not going to do. You have no chance of 

succeeding and it will just get us all killed.” 

“So live and let live then?” 

“That’s easy for you to say. You’re going to die.” 

“But you said you might as well be dead too.” 

“Well yeah but saying it is better then being it.” 

“So you don’t really believe what you’re saying then?” 

“How can I answer that? The option is death.” 

“At a certain point it’s not an option.” 

“You see that’s where we disagree. For me death is always an option.” 

“But one you don’t want to take.” 

“Of course not. It’s one I’d never take.” 

“Well then it’s not much of an option then.” 

“That’s what I’m saying. Death is not an option.” 

“But you just said it was always an option.” 

“Well it is but not if I have to take it.” 

“No one’s making you.” 

“Yes you are. You’re killing yourself. What option does that leave me?” 

“To live.” 

“Yes but for how long?” 

“That’s up to you.” 

“I wish it were. But I have duties and they mean something to me.” 

“Are you prepared to die for them?” 

“Don’t say that. You know the way those people think.” 

“I’m not one of them.” 
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“No, that’s your big advantage, see. You’ve never really been one of them. But you 

can think like them. I sometimes think I can, but I can’t. Then again when I can’t I probably 

can, if you know what I mean?” 

“Would I tell you?” 

“There has got to be a solution to this. If we can’t solve this in the mountains where 

can we solve it?” 

“Not at the lakes.” 

“And not on the plain.” 

“That doesn’t leave us many options.” 

“No, but we don’t need many, we just need one.” 

“An option or a solution?” 

“An option would be a solution. But you won’t chose.” 

“I chose death.” 

“That’s what I mean, that’s not an option for me.” 

“If you want to do a deal it starts with The Professor.” 

“Then there’s got to be another deal.”  

“Tell me about it.” 

“Why don’t you tell me about it?” 

“Because it’s your deal.” 

“Well I’ve told you my deal, you stay and we take The Professor and well he stays 

and you shut down the despatch.” 

“Why would I do that?” 

“Because you’re going to die otherwise.” 

“Then let’s just cut to the chase.” 

“Oh come on Rain, have a heart. This is a whole country we’re talking about.” 

“I’ve had a heart. Now it’s just me and it’s war.” 

“You think you can beat me and the rest of the country? Think again Rainy!” 

“I’m ready to die.” 

“Well just give in, then. Admit you’re beaten.” 

“In the old days it was how many you took with you.” 

“And look where that got them.” 

“It got us here.” 

“Damn right. It was no solution.” 

“You can never take enough with you, I guess.” 
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“Now you sound like my wife on holidays.” 

“Do I?” 

“One is all you really need to take with you.” 

“Are we talking death?” 

“We’re talking modern times. Convenience stores, hand luggage only. Travel light I 

say.  

“What happened to war?” 

“Forget war, take holidays.” 

“You don’t see a difference?” 

“They can be quite similar actually; if you take your wife. Well, my wife, but then I 

don’t suppose you’d be interested in a holiday with my wife?” 

“In a trade not to die?” 

“Well if you like, yes.” 

“I think I prefer the old ways.” 

“You think you can take everyone with you? What sort of holiday is that?” 

“I don’t want to take everyone, I just want to take enough.” 

“And how many is that?” 

“I don’t know, more than one,” 

“Well you’re taking The Professor, and on a trail bike holiday in the mountains, death 

can’t be far.” 

“Not as far as The World Council.” 

“Oh right, that far. Got you. Okay, so there’s one to be traded for a hold on the 

despatch, is that it?” 

“That’s an interesting thought.” 

“Do we have a deal?” 

“That will depend upon whom we’re talking about?” 

“It can’t be me, obviously. I’ve explained my attitude to self-sacrifice.” 

“Then whom did you have in mind, a volunteer from tonight’s audience?” 

“I didn’t really have anyone in mind. The whole thing is so archaic. Death! Hasn’t 

modern warfare come any further than this?” 

“You mean like offering me a holiday with your wife, or no one dying?” 

“It’s tricky, I know. God knows I don’t look forward to it anymore.” 

“War is war.” 

“Holidays are holidays. Only the weapons change.” 
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“And what weapons do you chose?” 

“Well without my wife I think I’ll throw the floor open to tonight’s audience, you 

never know, know what I mean?” 

They cast looks around the room invitingly, the room looks away, pretends to be engrossed 

in other conversations. 

“Doesn’t look like you’ve got any volunteers after all, does it?” 

“Well you know, just because they’re not voting, doesn’t mean they’re not voting. 

This is the mountains, after all.” 

“Looks like you’re going to have to lead from the front, if you’re up to that.” 

“You think I can’t?” 

“I’m ready to die, are you?” 

“That’s my business.” 

“You’re in a deadly business then, aren’t you?” 

“It’s a living.” 

“Lay a hand on me and you’re out of business.” 

“One hand? You think we should do this one-handed?” 

“Your choice.”  

“Don’t tell me what my choices are. But seeing as you’ve kicked the evening off on 

an old-time note, why don’t we keep it traditional, for old-time’s sake?” 

  

12. 

  

Traditional summoning music burst over the house speakers, a cacophony of pipes, 

horns, and drums; claps and stamping feet supplemented by those of the assembly, 

punctuated with whoops and exultations. The rhythm was urgent, mincing but insistent, 

more of a dance than march. The Professor followed the crowd unobtrusively, through 

double doors into the main chamber. The music had always sounded like a herd of geese 

caught in a traffic jam to him, but on occasions the rollicking tempo was irresistible, the 

soaring nasal screech by turn a comic mockery or strutting bravado above the beat, inviting 

and taunting. There was a time when the accordion was toyed with in the mountains, might 

have found a foothold; alas the moment had passed and they returned to more fugitive 

tunings. Stringed instruments fared little better, appeared as various contrivances, never 

reliable or durable enough to hold their place. Mountainard musicians, needless to say were 

often thought thrilling improvisers, their instruments rarely standard, ever reluctant to 
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acknowledge a score, stopping and starting only to punctuate vigorous disputes between 

themselves and generally an audience already on their feet, if not fleeing.  

The lights were low, the floors lined with padded safety mats, the full-length curtain 

drawn, tastefully contrasted with elaborate floral arrangements. There were no chairs, the 

gathering remained standing, formed a circle and waited for the music to reach its abrupt 

climax. Rain and Stars faced one another, heads bowed. With the cessation of the music they 

raised their heads, eyed one another impassively. Murmuring amongst the crowd ceased. The 

referee, The White Clay Manid, stepped forward to initiate proceedings, announced the 

contestants for the evening, raised a white-gloved hand then let it fall as she backed away. 

Stars drew his short curved sword, an Aplib from inside his cloak, weighed it in his 

hand, tossed it casually from hand to hand, flipped it and caught it by the long ornate hilt, all 

the time watching Rain. He stepped forward in a gracefully sliding step, almost like a skater, 

the sword moving back and forth slowly in his waving hand, like an oar in water. Rain’s head 

dropped to one side, his arms remained inside his cloak. He reluctantly followed the lead 

with a sliding step, one hand rose to his cap. 

“Up or down?” 

“Your choice.” 

Rain tugged his cap over his eyes, Stars left his above. 

“Okay, so if I touch you without dying then you’ll stop the despatch permanently.” 

“Indefinitely.” 

“Well that’s not the same thing.” 

“I didn’t say I would never tell anyone, I said I wouldn’t tell anyone as long as I lived.” 

“There you go again! You’re determined to die and that’s going to spoil this whole 

thing.” 

“I never said when I was going to die.” 

“No, but what choice do you have? You can wait for the old man or show him the 

way. Either way that doesn’t leave a lot of time does it? I mean how much of a life is that?” 

“Not much.” 

“So I’m just helping you out here, aren’t I? I’m just speeding things along a bit” 

“It’s filling in time nicely, I guess.” 

They began to circle one another slowly, warily. Stars was in a reflective mood. 

“Takes you back, really, doesn’t it?” 

“All the way back.” 

“Old habits, old instincts.” 
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“Old lessons, old tricks.” 

“Old scars, old scores.” 

“Old questions, old answers.” 

“Old excuses, old slogans.” 

“Enough of this, I’m starting to feel old!” 

Stars lunged and missed, they exchanged sides to the circle, continued to circle. 

“Looks like you’ve lost a bit of your zip there, Stars.” 

“I’m just getting warmed up. It’s been a while. 

“Too long. Should have done this sooner, should do it more often.” 

“Don’t say that. You’re reminding me of someone again.” 

“I keep sounding like someone else, don’t I?” 

“You’ve noticed it too. I thought it was just me.” 

“It’s war, Stars. Welcome to my war.” 

“I feel like I’ve been here all my life.” 

“Well don’t get comfortable.” 

“Even wars end.” 

“They just take holidays.” 

“Not that you’d notice.” 

“Not that I care.” 

“You’re not really defending yourself much here, are you?” 

“You haven’t touched me yet.” 

With that Stars made another pass, they exchanged positions and circled in the 

opposite direction. 

“If I touch you, it’s going to be too late for defence.” 

“You want to give me some tips on defence, as well as attack?” 

“I’m just saying I don’t have a lot to work with here. I mean this is a fight with one 

sword so far, do you think that’s fair?” 

“You feel at a disadvantage?” 

“Of course I’m at a disadvantage, how am I supposed to defend myself?” 

“I’m not going to attack.” 

“That’s just it. It’s very one-sided. I have to do all the attacking, and I have to defend 

myself as well. It doesn’t get much harder than that with just the one sword, you know” 

“So how many do you want?” 
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“Well you could give me yours, if you’re not using it. I’d at least feel I had a fighting 

chance.” 

“You could just fight yourself for that matter.” 

“At least that way, no-one dies.” 

“I wouldn’t be too sure about that.” 

“Your views on combat are so negative. I’m trying to be even-handed about this.” 

“You think that will even out the contest?” 

“Two fighters, two swords, you can’t get much more old-time that that.” 

“And one death.” 

“How does that get in there? That just spoils the fun as far as I’m concerned.” 

“It’s the old way.” 

“And you wonder why it didn’t last? Frankly the death wish couldn’t come soon 

enough for you, could it? It’s starting to look an option, even to me.” 

“The sword’s getting heavy, isn’t it?” 

“Well like I say, it’s been a while.” 

“And the moves are not quite as you’d like.” 

“You could say that. I mean it wouldn’t hurt you to contribute at least a sword to this 

thing. Think of it as holding your life just a little dearer, maybe just a little longer?” 

“What makes you think I carry a sword?” 

“Oh come on Rain. Everyone knows you’ve got the kitchen sink in there. Have you 

seen the way that thing moves lately? You know, we were wondering how you managed to 

even stand up in that thing. There’s been talk, you know.” 

“Whom?” 

“No names, no pack-drill. But if you spent a little less time in the workshops and a 

little more time on the drill mats, you might realise it’s time to get back to some 

fundamentals.” 

“I thought that’s what I was doing.” 

“And it’s all for your own good as far as I’m concerned.” 

“You don’t even know that I have a sword.” 

“Well I would certainly hope you do.” 

“And if I don’t?” 

“Then for one towing the traditional line on a lot of matters, you’re being pretty 

cavalier about the task at hand. Come on, I’ve shown you mine, time to show me yours.” 

“Mine’s doing a better job right where it is.” 
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“So you do have one!” 

“I might have.” 

“You just said you did.” 

“I said it was doing a better job where it is.” 

“Well where the hell is that then?” 

“I’m not telling you, that’s my defence.” 

“It’s not as good as this one, is it? Probably not as big” 

“You think yours is big?” 

“Well isn’t it?” 

“Compared with some, it might be.” 

“Have you seen bigger?” 

“Why would I tell you that?” 

“To attack me, obviously. That’s your defence.” 

“You’re not even going to know the ones I’ve seen.” 

“And that’s supposed to make me feel bad, is it? You’ve seen more than I have?” 

“I don’t know how many you’ve seen.” 

“Well of the ones I’ve seen, this is outstanding.” 

“I’m not going to comment on that.” 

“Because you know it’s true and now you’re scared.” 

“I have nothing to be scared of.” 

Stars made another unsuccessful lunge, they adopted another reversal and circle.  

“Well I have.” 

“Have what?” 

“Something to be scared of.” 

“Really?” 

“This – I’ve got the biggest sword, haven’t I? Other swords can’t even face it. That’s 

scary” 

“You’re scared of your own sword?” 

“Well it’s the only one fighting here; I’d be a fool not to be. I could get hurt as easily 

as you, when you think about it. Think about it. One sword, two fighters – it’s not a happy 

recipe. Not quite old-time really, is it?” 

“We’ll see. Do you want me to take over?” 

“Do I look stupid?” 

“Scared, more like it.” 
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“Well you’re not helping.” 

“I’m not supposed to, this is war.” 

“Well then why offer?” 

“It was worth a try.” 

“You’d sink to helping me win this, just to die, wouldn’t you?” 

“I’d only be helping myself.” 

“And you think I’m not helping myself?” 

“That remains to be seen.” 

He swiped at Rain, who ducked and they exchange positions. 

“I’m getting closer, you’re getting slower, old man.” 

“Remember, this is Rain Pleases you’re talking to.” 

“I’m trying to forget it. And some of my old moves are coming back now; they’re not 

as old as I thought they were. And they’re getting faster than I remember. Want me to show 

you one?” 

“I’m waiting.” 

“You won’t like it.” 

“You won’t either.” 

“Oh yes I will.” 

“I’m still waiting.” 

“I’m not going to tell you when it’s coming, you know.” 

“Well why did you ask me if I wanted to see it?” 

“Just in case.” 

“In case of what?” 

“I’m not saying, just hoping.” 

“In case I wasn’t ready?” 

“You don’t know what it is yet.” 

“But I’m ready for it.” 

“How can you be ready for it if you don’t know what it is?” 

“Well how different can it be from your other moves?” 

“That’s just it – you don’t know!” 

“I do when you warn me.” 

“Well consider yourself not warned.” 

“I know enough about moves to see one coming.” 

“You think you do.” 
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“You think you do.” 

“I said it first.” 

“I said it second.” 

“First is better than second.” 

“Second fixes first.” 

“Does not.” 

“Does so.” 

“Looks like I’ll have to show you another move then.” 

They flashed past one another, to no effect, continued circling. 

“Does it?” 

“If you like.” 

“Never said I liked.” 

“Never said you didn’t.” 

“I might, I might not.” 

“Well I’m asking.” 

“And I’m not telling.” 

“Silence means consent.” 

“If you say.” 

“Everyone says.” 

“You don’t want to believe everything you hear.” 

“If you say.” 

“I say.” 

“So we’re both saying that then, aren’t we?” 

“We’re saying not everyone says.” 

“Silence means consent?” 

“Yes.” 

“So we agree on something.” 

“I’m not saying that.” 

“But you just said we both said the same thing.” 

“I said yes.” 

“Yes, we agree.” 

“No, just yes.” 

“Well yes to what then?” 

“Yes to something else.” 
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“But you won’t tell me what, will you?” 

“I’m not saying.” 

“You could just say no, you know.” 

“No, what?” 

“What?” 

“What?” 

“What?” 

“What?” 

They closed, four hands on the hilt of the sword, nose to nose. The referee stepped 

forward and blew her whistle, held up a white-gloved hand. She separated the fighters, told 

them that was enough. If they wanted to argue they must go outside, if they were going to 

fight they must start soon, dinner would be served in twenty minutes, and everyone must 

have time to wash their hands. They bounced apart, continued circling. The crowd 

murmured encouragements to each of them. Both paused, breathed deeply, and exercised 

their necks with a rolling of the head. The Referee held up her white hand, and then dropped 

it as she blew her whistle and backed away.  

“He started it!” 

“No I didn’t.” 

“You didn’t do what they said.” 

“I didn’t have to.” 

“Now we all get punished.” 

“That’s not my fault.” 

“Yes it is.” 

“I’m allowed to do what I like.” 

“Not sometimes you’re not.” 

“You’re not the boss of me.” 

“We don’t have to play with you if you’re not nice.” 

“I don’t have to be nice just for you.” 

“You’re never nice for no-one.” 

“Not when no-one’s not nice enough for me to be nice for.” 

“Well you started it” 

“Did not.” 

“Did so, so shut up!” 

“Don’t tell me to shut up!” 
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“Shut up!” 

“Shut up yourself!” 

“I said it first.” 

“Then have this for last!” 

They flashed past each other again, the sword hilt contested. Both lost their balance 

and stumbled backwards. The crowd stirred. 

“There!” 

“Missed.” 

“No I didn’t. I got you then.” 

“Did not.” 

“Did so.” 

“Where then?” 

“Just there – there’s blood!” 

“Where?” 

“Where your hand is.” 

“Which hand?” 

“That one.” 

“This one?” 

“No, other hand. Other hand. Other hand. Other hand. Other, other, other, other, 

other, hold up both hands.” 

“Where then?” 

“Well it’s stopped now. But you can still see the cut.” 

“I already had that.” 

“Did not.” 

“I’ve been meaning to get that mended.” 

“It’s fresh, you can tell.” 

“You think that’s fresh, try this!” 

In a flash Rain spins Stars around and grasps the hilt of the sword. They crash to the 

floor. Stars has fallen on his sword.  

“Oh big bum poo-poo, and wee-wee! Get off me! Dog!” 

“Now we’re even.” 

“That hurt! Look how far it’s gone in.” 

“Hope you die.” 

“And there’s blood.” 
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“Look at it all.” 

“I’ll probably have to go to hospital.” 

“There might not be any ambulances.” 

“Then I’ll get a blue and white paramedic emergency car.” 

“But there might be a traffic jam.” 

“And then they’ll take a detour.” 

“There might not be a detour.” 

“There might be a police escort that goes over the median strip lawns and footpath 

and through the school car park.” 

“And then the big kids might be throwing stones after the match, and it must turn 

around quickly and roll over next to the bins.” 

“And I must get a blood transfusion.” 

“And you get the wrong blood and must get a bad disease that kills you when you go 

to the toilet.” 

“But then I might recover with a new drug secretly being tested in the mountains.” 

“But that must go wrong as well because there must be spies waiting to spoil the 

medicine.” 

“But I’m guarded by infinity Mountainards with double infinity editors and not afraid 

to use them.” 

“And there’s infinity infinity deals not to use them.” 

“And infinity of infinity chances.” 

“And infinity infinities of infinity infinities of reasons.” 

“Infinity of infinities of infinity of infinities of infinity of infinities!” 

“Infinities of infinity of infinities of infinity of infinities of infinity!”  

They pause, gasping. 

“I won, didn’t I?” 

“I’m not the one with a sword sticking out of me.” 

“But I touched you first and you didn’t explode.” 

“But then I killed you.” 

“But you’re not allowed to kill me if I touch you first.” 

“Yes I am.” 

“But that wasn’t what we said.” 

“I said it was to the death.” 

“But you said your death and The Professor’s.” 
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“I said one more death.” 

“That’s not fair, I was trying so hard not to.” 

“That’s war.” 

“Well I’m not dead.” 

“You’re going to be.” 

“I won’t. I’m just badly wounded and bleeding a lot.” 

“He’s dead, isn’t he? He’s going to be dead?” 

Rain turned to the assembly, they solemnly drew near, hushed. Manid stepped 

forward, drew her cloak around her, held one hand high and declared it had been a fair fight 

to the death. 

“But that’s not fair! He said that when I wasn’t ready so that doesn’t count. So I’m 

not dead, I can still talk.” 

“You’re dead Five Stars. You put up a brave fight but you tried not to kill him and so 

he’s the one that lives. You forgot to defend yourself after you cut him and that was a bad 

mistake. Rain still lives! We unanimously declare The Pure Rain Pleases of The White Clay 

the winner” 

There was reluctant applause. Pines could be heard at the back boasting that it had 

been a massacre. The rest tried to ignore him, began to drift away. “Anyone else want to 

stand in the way of Rain Pleases? Who wants to be next?”  

 “It’s not fair, I could have killed him if I wanted to. I want a rematch.” 

“You’re losing too much blood, Stars. We can’t hear you too well.” 

“Well how about an ambulance, can you hear that much?” 

“Somebody make out what he said just then?” 

“Something about bring a bucket and mop.” 

“I’m not even dying for something I believe in, I’m dying for not believing in 

something you believe in, Rain. Doesn’t that make you feel sad?” 

“Yes.” 

“Aren’t you sorry?” 

“Yes.” 

“Then don’t make me die.” 

“It’s too late. 

“That’s because you’re not really alive either Rain, do you know that? I may be dying, 

but you’re already dead.”  

“It feels that way.” 
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“Rain, from now on, no more fights. It’s war between us.”  

“From now on it’s one long holiday between us, Stars.” 

“Don’t say that. Cover my face with my cloak at least. I don’t want to see anyone 

from now on.” 

 

13. 

 

It was clear to The Professor that they would not be spending the night in The 

Treeline fist now. He found himself returning to this much as he struggled to make sense of 

what had happened. He could not decide what exactly Rain’s plans had been, in what ways 

they had succeeded or failed. Rain had promptly departed, distressed or angry with the 

outcome of the fight, paused only briefly for words with Pines then made some opaque 

gestures to Manid, as she made her way towards him through the crowd. She obviously 

wanted a good deal more from him but he turned and ducked out the front door. 

The Walkers wanted to take Stars away in their flyer immediately. But Too Much Sky 

would not permit it. It has her fist for the night and her word was final. The Walkers 

gathered around her, their voices rising; anger unfurling in wagged and jabbing fingers. 

Manid defended Sky. She had done The Walkers and their Five Stars a big favour by 

attending, had given the fight recognition from the council it needed. Five Stars had served 

Lakards and Five Stars had lost for Lakards. The Walkers could not take this tribally. But 

they did, Stars was one of their most valuable scientists and Lakards would never 

compensate them for his loss. They had to save Stars for the good of the tribe, not Lakards. 

Since no ambulance could be summoned in the satellite blackout they would fly him straight 

to the plain themselves. Sky ruled that they could call an ambulance after the blackout, but 

using The Lakard flyer was against the rules. 

A troop of Treelines guarded the main hall. What they lacked in age and confidence 

they made up for in numbers but they were not looking forward to a showdown with six real 

fighters of The Steep Walkers. Manid’s two White Clay guards looked more interested and 

passed quick looks to Pines and Happens. Pines ushered Happens and The Professor 

outside, took them across the floodlit car park and stationed them against a dusty old pickup 

missing a wheel. The Walkers burst out of the fist and marched quickly to their flyer. They 

would call an ambulance from there, since its system did not use the standard satellite. They 

gathered around it waiting, still discussing the outcome of the fight. 
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Manid and her guards came out, headed towards their flyer. The Walkers snarled 

sarcastic farewells and then armed with the news from their call strode impatiently back 

toward the fist, boasting their might. Happens enjoyed their display, mimicked their gestures 

and posture, rehearsed their finger jabbing and wagging, head nodding and shaking, as if a 

new dance. The Professor knew the dance. It had the same calculating, stentorian 

belligerence, the same jackhammer rhetoric, directing black anger with aching precision. He 

had witnessed it in Rain’s performance on the bluff. He knew it from old. It was their real 

weapon. He could see how it invigorated them, primed them for ruthless destruction and he 

looked for cover. Where Rain had been heroic and tragic, a man past his best defying not just 

The Treelines’ fist below, but the whole of the Abk beyond, a solitary figure taking on The 

Gods, The Walkers were just so many young men drunk on their own company, their over-

rated powers, and exceeding an occasion. The first was deeply moving, the second beneath 

contempt.  

Manid paused at her flyer, one of her guards climbed back out to join the other. They 

wanted to see the outcome of The Walkers appeal. Pines’ hands were inside his cloak, his hat 

pulled over his eyes. The Professor had noticed throughout the duel that the small screens in 

his vision relayed Pines’ point of view to the rest of the team and allowed him commentary. 

Similarly, Snow, back up on the bluff could be heard relaying the fight to Milk, who grew 

excited just imagining it. As they had crossed the floodlit car park Pines instructed Snow and 

Milk in this way to find a path and bring the bike down. They had not seen where Rain had 

gone, probably because he did not want them to see. But the feeling was he would go 

somewhere and reset the satellite as quickly as he could, although they could not say why. 

That was just the way Rain did things, after a while they sensed the pattern. But he would 

also need time to calm down; it took time to recover from a big fight like that. Nor could 

they tell The Professor quite what his disguise had accomplished, although there seemed a 

number of possibilities. 

The Walkers reappeared slamming and kicking the front doors, still arguing with Sky 

and her Treelines. The Treelines were being unfriendly and did not deserve respect. The 

Walkers were told to go home, they were no longer welcome. If an ambulance came it was 

welcome to remove Stars. Then The Walkers would wait, they would help to remove Stars 

and follow the ambulance. But Too Much Sky had spoken. The Treelines no longer 

welcomed them and The White Clay stood with the Treelines. At this even Manid dropped 

her hands inside her cloak. She was a small, square lady of around fifty, still with the pursed 
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mouth and flared nostrils of a fighter. In her youth she had fought alongside Rain and 

survived. There could be no higher commendation.  

The Walkers sized up the car park, invited the team of The Pure Rain Pleases to stop 

playing with themselves and go home or make a stand. Pines faced them and said nothing. 

They reluctantly moved toward their flyer, began to sing the traditional Walkers’ farewell 

raucously. As they filed on board, one broke away to charge back across to Manid, arm 

outstretched and finger pointing right in her face. The White Clay had not moved against 

Rain Pleases even when the region asked more than once so there would be moves against 

The White Clay now. The final words were drawn out in a melodramatic shriek, completed 

with a flick of the head. Manid waited; then said quietly, deliberately, that The White Clay 

heard, had seen and now knew. 

The Walker backed away lazily; head cocked, spun on his heel and farewelled with a 

contemptuous flip of the hand. During this exchange Snow and Milk had appeared on the 

bike, the headlight bouncing down a little track from further along, to enter from the other 

end, making their way slowly around from behind The Walkers’ flyer, to pause in the middle 

of the car park. Snow stopped and Milk dismounted. They knew how things stood from the 

screens transmission but Snow had told them that he knew this Walker, Heat Train and must 

speak with him. Happens thought he meant to play with Train, although it was clear to The 

Professor he intended to console Train with some piece of news. At any rate Happens also 

started towards Snow mischievously, his steps still perhaps mimicking the strut of The 

Walkers. Train, Snow and Happens converged when suddenly Train’s arm shot out of his 

cloak with an editor and eliminated Snow and Happens.  

It was the first time The Professor had actually seen an editor in action, although he 

had heard about them, even in the old days. It was a white rod, perhaps five centimetres in 

diameter, twenty-five centimetres long, an elaborate grip of adjustable rings and buttons that 

delivered various invisible charges to a chosen object. There was no brilliant ray of light or 

noise – no especial effort required of the user. Train had delivered his blow with the alacrity 

of one using a remote control to command some domestic appliance. The effect however 

was considerably more dramatic. 

As far as The Professor understood, he had witnessed a kind of implosion. There 

was the briefest of flashes followed by its reverse, a black shimmering shape that slowly 

shrank and grew paler, transparent, finally revealing a complete disappearance. The black 

shape was not gas that enveloped the object; it was the object stripped of reflectance and 

then of stature in a rapid and dancing reduction. Its effect on the immediate surroundings 
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was a sharp compensating jolt as the vacuum filled. But as adjacent bystanders were knocked 

off their feet and objects toppled and rolled, there was a strange ripple in gravity as well, so 

that one floated for an instant, unable to gain traction, or perhaps watched smaller objects 

drifting, only to be then slammed all the harder into the ground or other objects. The effect 

did not perceptibly extend far, perhaps three or four metres, depending on the object 

eliminated. The unusual heaviness or lightness experienced persisted for a time in that 

vicinity, as well as a distinct drop in temperature. The Professor was not aware of any sound, 

certainly no explosion one would normally expect with such a sudden transformation of 

matter, and if anything this made the experience all the more shocking, more counter-

intuitive. It was as if the world’s sound track had been switched off for a moment. There was 

a jolt however when sound returned, not so much an explosion as a kind of heightened 

awareness of all sounds, as if one heard everything for the first time 

The object had not been redistributed in fragments, varied states or basic particles 

within the immediate surroundings, or graded to elsewhere. It was utterly removed, with no 

indication of over how far or long. Local conservation and coherence were seriously violated, 

required some more diverse count. If this started under atoms, then lesser particles chose 

atoms in busy alliance, made and remade the world on condition. To draw the line, add or 

subtract from the dance needed not so much rupture as delicate permutation, an 

improvisation that carried away the delineation, where even light could not follow. All the 

same the sudden black shapes seemed to leave an imprint on the retina, one looked away to 

find white or grey versions before wherever one looked, felt a chill and jarring sensation.  

How an object was selected, the kinds of objects that might be so selected prompted 

further puzzles for The Professor. To select a tree or a stream for example immediately 

raised problems of extent, the object must be independent, self-contained, the selector would 

still require considerable knowledge in somehow establishing extent. What had triggered the 

disappearance ought to have required immense force. Instead the editor seemed to supply no 

more than a switch to re-route the chosen object, rendered it so dark and shorn of gravity it 

was instantly relegated to other realms. Thus a big world shrank and a smaller one grew in no 

time, or so was said. 

Heat Train no more than steadied for a moment as he continued toward The 

Walker’s flyer. But Milk found himself on his hands and knees facing the Walkers’ flyer as 

Train reached him. Train swatted Ornosh’s cap from his head, yet his arrogant gaze 

remained fixed on the flyer. He announced that The World Councillor would come with The 

Walkers now, if nothing else. But as he grabbed Milk’s cloak to wrench him to his feet, 
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Milk’s long legs snaked around his, tripping him up. In an instant Milk was on him, his editor 

drawn, pressing Train’s face into the concrete.  

This happened while The White Clay guards came running, their editors trained upon 

The Walkers’ flyer, Pines and several Treelines joining them. Fiery challenges were 

exchanged and great arcs and hoops of sparks and blackest space flashed between the 

parties, their opposing efforts held in uneasy check. Neither could penetrate, each settled to 

shield. The flyer had its own editor or editors somewhere. Milk’s roar was lost in the others, 

his adolescent face worked red; veins standing out on his forehead as he issued one final 

challenge to Train, declared himself to the surroundings. The Professor was drawn forward 

irresistibly, the excitement too much. Milk swept his editor across the back of Train’s neck 

slowly, ruthlessly. The sickening sound of the spine crunching carried to The Professor. The 

editor had other functions, evidently. 

The Walkers’ flyer began to rise; volleys of coloured lights danced across its 

underside accompanied by warning beeps playing the melody of The Walkers’ song of 

farewell. The shouts died, the black arcs and sparks fell away as the flyer retreated higher. 

The Clays shrugged and grumbled and walked back to their vehicle, one placed a hand on 

Pines’ shoulder, consoled him and told of a Clay fist where Rain’s team would be welcome. 

The Treelines retreated inside, thrilled and anxious. Only Pines and the Professor joined 

Milk, standing over the prone Train, all breathing white jets into the cold night. Pines told 

them The Walkers would not go far, they would wait for the ambulance and either return or 

follow it to the plain. If they returned there would be more fighting if Rain’s team were still 

here. He explained to The Professor that Rain’s team were not a tribe and could have no 

support from The Treelines and The Treelines would not make a gift of it. Without Manid 

present, they would be reluctant to show even The Pure Rain Pleases favour. Without him or 

her, the team was unwelcome. They brought no gifts, could ask no favours. So they would 

not stay in the fist now, that part of the plan was scrapped. 

Pines decided that the three of them would leave the bike and find shelter 

somewhere near, tag a trail for Rain to find them when he returned. They would wait there 

until he returned. First he would apologise to The Treelines and tell them they were leaving. 

Three or four Treelines loitered on the veranda, watching them. Manid’s flyer rose and its 

warning signals also played a tune, although it was not the Clay song of farewell but an 

advertising jingle accompanying the flashing lights that spelt out the flyer’s leasing company 

across the bottom of the craft. 
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While Pines talked with The Treelines the Professor asked Milk if he wanted his 

cloak back. Milk picked up Ornosh’s cap and pulled it back on, said it was too difficult at the 

moment. They must wait for Rain to help. He had calmed a little and The Professor asked 

why he had not just eliminated The Walker? Milk replied elimination was too good for him; 

he would live now only to remember his arms and legs and to tell others of his mistake, if he 

told of anything. The lanky youth maintained a formality, a respect in his reply to The 

Professor, while clearly still seething. He suspected the reply would be more colourful to his 

peers. 

Pines stepped away from the fist and beckoned to them as two Treelines brought a 

stretcher to collect Train. They departed the dull orange of the floodlights in single file, down 

the smooth narrow road into darkness. Pines had an idea where Rain might be, and assured 

The Professor it was only an hour’s gentle walk. With three, the bike would be clumsy. They 

would come back for it when needed. He used his editor to tag certain features of their 

route, also used it to project a kind of radar, or a jet of detecting particles that bounced 

around objects, sped on and around and between them. The surroundings were pictured in a 

series of rapidly assembling screens in their vision. They used a kind of night-vision or 

infrared to see where they were walking, but the small screens modelled other angles, showed 

what lay behind a tree or wall, above or below a ledge for example. Pines would fire off his 

editor when more curious about anything. Milk could enjoy none of this with only Ornosh’s 

cap and his editor was set simply to provide light at his feet. He brought up the rear and 

remained silent throughout. 

Pines and The Professor however conducted conversation by their screens. The 

Professor found he could compose his thoughts and transmit them after mastering a little 

more of the buttons and options before his eyes. He asked what would happen now. Pines 

replied they would continue over The Abk, if that was what The Professor wished. Did Pines 

think Rain had bluffed about the despatch? Pines thought it was possible because Rain 

bluffed at times, but Rain also did things without telling others and knew a lot more than he 

ever told. So if it were a bluff, it was a good one. The Professor asked if there were a 

despatch, would Rain now cancel it. That would depend on how things went with The 

Professor perhaps, Pines opined. And what was to be done about Snow and Happens? Their 

families would be notified, payments made through Plainard companies for services 

rendered. There would be funeral poles and special tributes provided. It would go hard with 

The Stones, because Happens was a grandson of Brnik, a special friend to Rain. Would they 
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recruit new team members? Pines did not know. Rain might already have other teams, he 

concluded sadly. 

They had left the road to follow a narrow ravine cutting through a wooded ridge and 

winding down to a small derelict factory in a freezing mist. A perimeter fence had been 

pushed over in places and they entered to follow rusting railway sidings to a long platform 

that abutted one wall of the crumbling works. It had once processed some ore, to judge from 

the scattered heaps of residue. They sat on the edge of the platform, Milk the coldest, tucked 

his legs up under his cloak and shivered. Pines’ cloak sprang out like a safety bag over the 

two of them and settled into the appearance of a group of old fuel or waste drums, beside 

The Professor. It was warmer that way. Their conversation continued uninterrupted and he 

asked Pines would he always stay in the mountains? The reply was predictable; he had no 

where else to go, to go anywhere else he would lose everything and all he had was his family. 

He had no job to lure him away or support his family by; there was more money to 

be had in making up the numbers here for the mountain councils. It was not enough to 

afford a place at a university on the plain or a passable examination for the civil service, but 

enough to afford a fight. Would there be scholarships one day for the universities down 

there, and civil service enough for Mountainards to hold places? This could only happen 

when the region was assured of its numbers and power; only when its numbers had no other 

use. Yet Rain had not gained more fighters for their cause tonight, and now things would 

only get harder, The Professor pointed out. Pines said it looked that way, but Rain had other 

plans. They left it at that for a while. 

The Professor pondered whether that just meant death. Death had figured 

prominently in the events of the evening and Rain seemed to have firm views on the matter. 

Yet his discussion with The Professor had always been positive, he did not get the 

impression that Rain was prepared to sacrifice himself on their journey, that it would be 

valiant but ultimately futile. There was a game of bluff being played here, but the up-load was 

probably not part of it. Just where it would take them he could not yet see, but he was certain 

Rain would not settle for death in this game. 

Finally he asked Pines what he knew of Rain’s plans and Pines was not sure, but Rain 

had told Pines he was being guided by The Professor and that it was he that held the key. 

The Professor fell silent and the news did not sit easily with him. He had gleaned something 

of this from Rain’s earlier dialogue with Stars, and had been puzzled then. He had assumed 

he was the passenger on this journey, sat second on the bike, but perhaps he had forgotten 

he was in the mountains after all, and appearances there tended to be deceptive.   
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14. 

 

Pines began to explain to The Professor how he could envelope himself fully in his 

cloak and the advantages. It was not only warmer but it checked the body’s appetites and 

wastes, after a while lost all feeling in them. The cloak’s cocoon would still allow vision 

through other sensors and could disguise itself based upon an estimation of the 

environment, offered a number of options displayed as icons on his screen. It had what was 

called responsible fabric, with remarkable elasticity and pigmental versatility. It was a very 

clever cloak, all said. But just as Pines was talking him through the steps, they saw a trail bike 

winding through the trees toward them. There was no light and the rider made straight for 

them. Rain’s face clicked on one of their screens and his voice could be heard. 

He dismounted but left his cap down. He seemed more relaxed and apologised for 

taking so long and the confusion at The Treelines’ fist. He would make it up to them. Pines’ 

cloak resumed the shape of a cloak and Milk stood up, stretched and stamped. Rain 

continued, unphased. To celebrate the night’s victory he would provide the evening’s meal 

and on saying this drew open his cloak to reveal a series of pockets down the lining, removed 

from each a paper wrapping containing deep-fried fingers of peeled potato and fillets of 

boned fish in a rugged batter. The Mountainard’s preferred gastronomic torment was boiling 

to the point of disintegration, but a close second was deep frying, and once sufficient oil or 

fat had been absorbed in preceding dishes, then shallow frying. To accompany the modest 

repast Rain had supplied six cans of “Wytchdoktor-Lyte’, these too found cunning pouches 

along the seam of his cloak apparently. Because Mountainards were susceptible to the effects 

of alcohol, a metabolic flaw shared to a lesser extent with the rest of Abkr, alcohol had been 

strictly forbidden for centuries, since at one point addiction and associated diseases had all 

but devastated them, just when invaders could not.  

As a result alcohol loomed large in their dreams and was occasionally smuggled or 

tolerated at severe penalties. In more recent times, minute quantities were allowed in aerated 

drinks, since the quantities required to reach even an Abkric’s inebriation would correspond 

to a small lake. ‘Wytchdoktor-Lyte’ was one such brew, marketed elsewhere in the world as 

suitable for pre-teen parties with an eye to sophistication, in Abkr they shaped as a reckless 

encounter with the very devil himself. Naturally it was the first priority to ensure generous 

quantities were made available in the northern mountains. 
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Rain dispensed the evening meal perfunctorily, perhaps a little miffed that his cloak 

pockets had not garnered more praise and then asked after Snow and Happens. There was 

an awkward pause then Pines asked if he had not heard at the fist. Rain had heard nothing at 

the fist, he had returned there after attending to some other matters, had found a Treeline 

note on the bike telling him to find his team by their trail. What had happened, he now asked 

gravely. Pines recounted the evening and Rain’s head dropped, then arched back with teeth 

clenched. With his cap over his eyes, his mouth was especially expressive. 

He took out the final two packages and slammed them roughly on the edge of the 

platform. They all looked at them solemnly in silence. Rain then placed two cans beside them 

with more consideration and sighed. He had ridden straight past their tags, swept up in his 

delayed elation at victory, had ended up down in the town at the foot of the mountain. He 

realised his mistake there and since he had paused opposite a shop specialising in these 

removable hot food packages, had taken full advantage of providence. The pockets were a 

recent addition and he welcomed the opportunity of a demonstration, but it seemed he was 

to be robbed of any triumph by a pack of sore losers. He leaned back on the bike and sighed. 

Did he mean The Walkers? Milk asked eventually, tentatively. “Yes!” came with an 

unseen glaring, impatient hiss. The victory meal was then consumed hungrily by all but The 

Professor, who knew well this local delicacy; the esteem in which ‘soggies’ were held when 

accompanied by much vinegar and salt and on this occasion a warm soft drink that did not 

merit description. At various points toasts were drunk to the eliminated comrades, to Milk 

for his first victory, all the sweeter for his refusal to eliminate The Steep Walker Heat Train. 

Milk had done The Smooth Stones proud. And finally of course there was Rain’s victory 

over his great rival and long-standing colleague, The Steep Walker Five Stars. Even he could 

not kill Rain. They drank to them all, vigorously, nervously awaiting the first effects of 

intoxication. None came. They licked the last grains of salt from the wrappers, stared 

forlornly at the two unopened packages, blew long white breaths at one another to detect 

alcohol in, but could not. The Wytchdoktor-Lyte’s spell, if any, was a faint one. 

Rain sighed and confided he had not eaten much all day and the others quickly 

agreed. Rain opined that it would be better to avoid the worst effects of the alcohol by eating 

more if they possibly could. Pines and Milk found this sound advice. Rain believed they had 

let the tribute to Snow and Happens stand long enough, and that by consuming them at that 

point they would greatly improve their team spirit. The three fell hungrily upon the 

remaining packages and cans, toasted again their unbeatable leader and vowed revenge. 
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Once the meal was finished and the remains placed in a suitable receptacle, Rain 

thought it time to reveal more plans. It was indeed to be a team meeting, as young Milk 

ventured. Rain concealed the bike with nearby debris and led them along the platform, under 

a rusted roller door and inside the great empty factory floor, mostly covered with collapsed 

roofing. They picked their way through the scene by night-vision as Rain summarised the 

evening. They had not won the support that would enable them to return The Professor to 

the plain. They had lost potential allies if not made actual enemies. So the plan was now to 

depart Abkr and rejoin the rest of the world from Maferia. Yet Maferia was a pliable buffer 

state and their reception there would surely echo that in Abkr, Rain supplied this obvious 

quibble only to counter that if they could succeed in departing Abkr nothing Maferia had to 

offer would provide much of an obstacle to his current team. The team were much 

heartened by this. 

They had now traversed the extensive wreckage and reached a surviving section that 

extended straight into the surrounding hillside. Rain reached a solid steel casing that sealed 

their passage and kicked it lightly to register a hollow rumble. They had reached an air duct 

to tunnels below. It continued way above them to the surface of the hill. The Tunnels were 

no longer used for mining, was all he would say. But these tunnels, he was certain, were also 

connected to railway tunnels. By clearing away some minor wreckage he quickly found a 

maintenance hatch and a narrow circular shaft with a rusted ladder descending far into the 

darkness. He thought the trains might supply excellent and unexpected transport into one of 

the towns of The White Clay homeland. His father had worked in the mines and Rain was 

confident he understood the organisation of the tunnels enough to drop onto an east-bound 

freight train from one of the maintenance gantries. As if to second his proposal the distant 

echo of a slow shuffling train rose up the shaft. 

The Professor asked what was it the goods trains now removed and Rain laughed 

and said it was mostly rock for other construction and that it was delivered to the towns of 

Bklog and Bklro for further processing. He knew one train returned there around dawn and 

that if they were to descend in the early hours the train journey would take an hour at most. 

Otherwise they faced a long and testing walk through the surrounding mountains, bike or 

not. Rain and Pines had stumbled upon this place on an earlier mission although had no 

reason to test the maintenance shaft then. Pines asked how deep Rain thought the shaft 

might be, and Rain shrugged, supposed perhaps a six or eight hundred metres, no more than 

a kilometre. 
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Pines asked The Professor if he thought he could descend a narrow shaft in freezing 

dark for possibly that far, and The Professor was hard pressed to answer. He wanted to, but 

if he should fail halfway, it would prove disastrous. Rain nodded, could see the plan was 

dangerous. Milk asked if he would regain his cloak in this. Pines wondered about the 

reception that awaited in Rain’s homeland, and told him of the offer The White Clay guard 

had made earlier. Rain was confident he had enough support there. The problems lay in 

arriving and departing. But they needed to discuss this in just real space now, and he thought 

he knew where. 

They retraced their steps a little and he led them to some pre-fabricated cabins set in 

one corner of the factory floor, wrecked or vandalised but one still intact. Inside there was 

light, from some forgotten power source, a table and chairs. They lifted their caps and 

addressed one another in just real space. Rain’s plan now called for Pines and Milk to 

proceed by train disguised as Plainard fighters, by resetting their stripes, and to make their 

way to the recommended fist, pretending to be attending a course there. Rain and The 

Professor would continue by bike over Mount Yndo – Mount Blank, and enter Bklro 

sometime later. There he would contact his family, collect new secrets they would need, and 

recruit. Their exit would depend upon success in these tasks. More details were developed as 

they worked through timings, places and persons. Rain would provide Pines and Milk with a 

screen map for the tunnels; they would descend at four thirty. Pines and Professor would 

depart a little later; they would use a main road so concealment was not to be the tactic. 

This much concluded; Pines and Rain set about combining their cloaks in a 

comfortable cocoon for four. To the observer they would appear no more than a sprawling 

mound of discarded office supplies, even on close inspection. Inside they switched cloaks 

between The Professor and Milk, pulled caps back down and reviewed the evening once 

more. Rain was pleased with Square Milk, admitted he had had reservations, but these had 

been more than answered by the night. He still did not like his name but he respected it. 

Younger fighters chose more unconventional names than his generation, cared less for 

ancient texts and history. This had been happening for some time but still he resisted it. 

Given the choice between a conforming name with little flair for learning and the 

provocative name with a gift, Rain learned to live with troubling names. 

He reflected, more for The Professor’s benefit than the others, that the trend had 

started years ago with a brilliant Plainard fighter who had called himself Crazy Fat Farm. 

Everyone objected to that name, even as they conceded he was so brilliant they must tolerate 

some eccentricity. If only he had chosen Moving Grass or Ripple or Quick Finder, 
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traditional, dignified, modest names; names that meant mountains to the caller. If only he 

had played the game. But Farm became a fighter to fight and the fight started with the name. 

There were many legends about Farm and he remained a great curiosity to Mountainard 

youth. Rain regretted being part of the team that had eventually eliminated him because 

Farm had been a genius and ahead of his time. It was always hard when the word came down 

from above, softly, the discreet euphemism – ‘introduce this man to an editor’. They all knew 

what that meant. It was never good for morale when they had to eliminate one of their own.  

Rain remembered Farm advising young fighters and scientists to make the rules if 

they wanted to win, and winner take all. Farm had been the first Pure, in the new sense, 

strictly before circumstances warranted. But Farm wanted to take them all on, wanted to 

learn everything they asked of him and then some. He wanted to outlearn the rest, win 

against them and win everything. So he joined a Mountainard militia while at university there, 

as one more achievement, one more victory. Soon they feared him because they knew he was 

clever enough and lucky enough to succeed even there. He was a little overweight, true and 

he ‘farmed’ himself out, as Plainards say, but he was never crazy. He simply rose to their 

challenges, learned so much he finally knew too much. He became a threat to those above. 

Like Rain, if only he had just gone away, there might not have been a problem. But Farm 

was not interested in that either, he just wanted to win, felt he could keep on beating them. 

He did not care to live after winning. When he stopped winning that was enough of life for 

Farm. Perhaps he was greedy, or addicted to gambling. Gambling was something Abkrics 

were as susceptible to as alcohol, and similarly prohibited. 

Rain used to think Farm was firstly intensely annoying and then pure evil, a bad 

person who learned nothing else, sent merely to test them. All the same he too had been 

jolted by Farm’s science at the time, excited by his new insights, attitudes. And he a Plainard, 

come to the mountains! That was a lesson Rain had not learned soon enough. For when Rain 

found himself at odds with his superiors, the challenges mounting there, he did not assume 

he had learned the wrong things, forgotten the right ones, become less virtuous for 

questioning the administration. How was he any different from Farm then? The powers were 

wrong, he was right and he had earned the right to call them wrong. They of course saw 

matters to the contrary. And at an earlier age he might have accepted that, moved from Abkr 

and got on with other things.  

But Crazy Fat Farm had set a dangerous example, he had gambled on his knowledge, 

was prepared to take it right to the top, take on the whole of Abkr. It was always going to be 

winner take all with Farm. And the truth is he won, won a number of times and controlled 
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too much until they ambushed him. But everyone knew that story, and Rain nodded to the 

team. Farm had shown the rest could be beaten, and that if they were beaten then they were 

wrong. They understood that as well. And it was a lesson that could not be forgotten or 

forgiven. No wonder they hated him so much, tried to dismiss or suppress his work 

afterwards, even now, only to stir the curiosity of younger generations. 

It was Farm that inspired Rain to take his case to the top, to take them all on as well. 

Rain thought he could do it just once. Unlike Farm, he did not need to keep on winning, if 

he won just this one fight he would be happy to fall back into line and stay there. But he had 

not realised that was impossible. What he learned in the attempt convinced him to become A 

Pure, in the new sense. There were perhaps three or four Pures now in the northern 

mountains and they kept their distance. They all did good business, learned from mistakes 

and felt they were winning enough, enough of the time. None of them wanted to beat 

everyone, win everything, even just once. So none of them had learned just how little they 

won, how much they had lost and how long they had left. But Rain had. 

 

15. 

 

Rain learned he had been denied his promotion at a routine meeting with his review 

board. Upon completion of The Kitchen and certain initial operations, the project moved to 

a new phase. Positions were reassigned, goals more clearly defined, success rewarded. Rain’s 

part had gone well; he had no reason to think he would not be offered the promotion that 

had been proposed on a number of occasions. Previous discussion had outlined his role as 

the director of a new institute in some detail and the formation of the institute was assured. 

So it came as a complete surprise when he was offered only a role in the next stage of the 

space project. He protested immediately but politely. The board contained several old 

colleagues and tribal allies and although he did not say it, they knew he felt betrayed. He was 

allowed a period to consider the offer, to cool down and assess his options. He used the 

period to approach board members privately, to make further enquiries. 

He knew there had always been political appointments in the higher ranks; that the 

lakes and plains wanted to rein in the influence of the mountains. But there was a question of 

technical competence or qualification where he was concerned, as far as he was concerned. 

The institute would have extensive powers, true, but required exacting knowledge in 

electrical engineering, data maths and aeronautics for starters. The institute could not be run 

by policy alone. And yet the board were determined to appoint someone dedicated to policy 
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but bereft of understanding in how it might apply. Predictably, it was someone not from the 

mountains. Rain wanted to know the deal the board had made. He knew the board would 

not have made this choice without getting something in return. 

Tribal members reluctantly agreed to meetings in their comfortable local offices in 

Bklro or the national assembly in Nabasiesh. Rain travelled to and fro on the train, patiently 

consulting his recorder, going over records, calls and background data. Tribal members 

blamed his colleagues and the university, offered him more rewarding jobs elsewhere if he 

withdrew from the space project. Old colleagues, finally cornered at the old university of 

Rsiodmat, blamed the tribe for doing a deal that would net the northern mountains plenty 

yet almost certainly the northern mountains would show little for it. Rain understood the 

politics, had played enough of it in his career and felt he had earned the right not to be 

played with. 

But since he was being played with, he wanted to know all the players. He put out 

feelers at the regional and national councils. He wanted to know whom the board had dealt 

with, what branches of the civil service reached into the matter. Inevitably he was drawn into 

a senseless labyrinth. Lakards endlessly praising him, praising the project, the university, the 

mountains, the northern mountains, especially the northern mountains, and the long work 

and the hard work and the small rewards that must surely lead to greater ones, if there was 

patience, if there was sacrifice, if only they could, they would help of course but could do 

only small things, other things, they would see what they could do, but must not expect 

much, if anything, they had his number did they not? They did, of course they did and at 

least one of their offices would be in touch as soon as anything of note eventuated, one way 

or the other and in the meantime know that they understood and endeavoured upon his 

behalf with unfailing diligence, with every lesson of each day, God willing.  

Rain thought about eliminating the lot of them. He narrowed the players down to 

The Ministry for Transport and Communication, which meant The Parabatur and within 

them one or two old and powerful families, with members in the inner circle of the 

government. The chosen names changed endlessly, but tribal names remained. Yet their 

preferred candidate was a Salmadric, his main qualifications being director of security on the 

sacred island of Mount Uzuk – home to the President and his inner circle - and a board 

membership on a firm producing some of the new fabrics for space vehicles. This was as 

close as Rain could get. They could not be contacted. They were outside the country, on 

leave, in a meeting, ill or recovering, needed time alone, or with their family, perhaps friends 
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but only the tribe, only at the lakes, only by invitation, only when issued personally, by word, 

only for those present. Rain regretted not eliminating them. 

With his remaining time he travelled back up the Tralfa valley on the rattling train, 

along the foot of the Eastern Abk to the north east corner and Bklro. He visited his parents 

and fiancé Dinal. Dinal was a physiotherapist and found time for lunch with him that day. 

She was small and tidy and serious, even about kissing. Then she was angry and frightened 

and would ask her father about the tribe’s other options for him. Rain did not care for other 

options and she told him he had none if not those. To move to a buffer state or beyond was 

better than nothing, may not be permanent, may be more rewarding. Rain needed time to 

think about it, she told him he did not have long. The word had gotten around. Old friends 

and acquaintances stopped him in the street, expressed sympathy and outrage. Rain Pleases 

was deeply respected, the tribe had not done the right thing. Matters would be raised at the 

council. He heard it all again at home and left feeling trapped. 

The train hurried back down the valley crossing and re-crossing The Tralfa in weak 

afternoon sun. The ranges that ran west down the centre of the country were called The 

Abkolin, the little Abk, and the river wheeled west at the foot of them, was then called The 

Madorak and ran down to the lakes. Rsiodmat was situated on the corner of the plunging 

rivers and the train dived beneath the town as it approached and spent much of the journey 

down the Madorak valley underground. Rain alighted near the bottom of the valley, passed 

into the underground complex of the Flight and Space Department. It was run by Central 

Mountainards and it took up most of the first slopes of The Abkolin, which rose gently 

through parkland from the edge of the great central lake that contained the famous island of 

Uzuk, to a widened plateau that housed the department’s small airbase. 

Rain passed through the department’s controls and eventually emerged at the 

terminal above the runway, leaned on a balcony and pondered his prospects. His flight back 

to Maferia had been delayed and he was unhappy at the thought of a return in any case. 

Before him loomed Uzuk against the sinking sun. Its shape a steep lozenge emerging still 

waters. Its height was the equal of the hills surrounding the lake, their curves equally steep. 

Uzuk was the legendary home of the first Lakards, meant rearing dragon, was now the 

official residence of The President and his inner circle. They were housed on the upper, 

gentler slopes, these only accessible through a warren of tunnels, caves and ledges, according 

to official history and school tour pamphlets. The base of the island widened on one side, 

afforded a small wood of majestic conifers and was a popular public park. On the side facing 

Rain the steep cliffs dropped straight into the lake save for a massive grotto known as The 
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Dragon’s Orifice, in official history and school tour pamphlets. This provided the traditional 

access for residents and staff and was the destination of a colourful procession of ceremonial 

barges each year in autumn when they reclaimed their seats, signalled the resumption of the 

national assembly. 

That had been some weeks ago but Rain now looked upon it as the domain of his 

rival, The Salmadric Chargrit, head of security. He had looked through records for pictures 

of him without success. At most he was a blurred figure in backgrounds of official 

ceremonies. Rain stared at the top of the mountain, could make out little behind the trees, 

the ring of flag poles flying the stripes of the Abkric tribes. Further down he could make out 

caves and balconies hung with banners and offerings, celebratory dyes splashed upon cliff 

faces and now fading. But he saw no life. 

He found himself drifting down stairs and corridors, under the runway to other 

railings, looking down to the lake’s edge through park and departmental buildings, across 

roads, fences. He suddenly leapt from a balcony over a high mesh fence onto grass and 

leaves. He stood up, oblivious to witnesses, although there were none, and headed towards 

the lake, crunching through autumn leaves. He crossed wide empty roads and open lawns 

and came to a jetty with a clutch of gaily painted traditional fishermen’s canoes tethered. 

They were strictly for ornamental purposes, in fact were synthetic fibre and of doubtful 

practicality. There was no one around as he tested one, climbed in and untied it, began to 

paddle with an ineffectual implement, perhaps of more use in a kitchen. 

That no one had stopped or questioned him so far was not so unusual, since that side 

of the lake was a restricted area and it was the equivalent of a Sunday, a day of rest, and those 

few on duty at the Department were spread far and wide. What was more unusual was the 

lack of reception he met as he neared The Dragon’s Orifice. The lake was calm and wide at 

that point and it took thirty minutes to enter the immense resonant cave. He pulled down his 

cap and studied the darkness in other ways. To one side was a set of steps rising in a narrow 

twisting passage. He dragged his canoe out of the water and commenced the ascent, editor in 

hand. Soon he found more light and vast reception rooms, emptied of furniture or piled in 

the middle. Apart from a lack of windows, there was little to show it was a cave. He heard 

nothing and found other passages that led out along the cliff face in balconies, under 

overhanging formations or upon ledges fitted with ancient handrails, higher and higher.  

The passage retreated into more caves or tunnels; became well lit and carpeted, 

luxuriously decorated. Still, he found no one. He had decided he would eliminate any guards 

he met, would continue all the way to the President to demonstrate his efficiency and 
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ruthlessness in stark contrast to the inadequacy, incompetence of The Salmadric Chargrit. He 

would humiliate his security, utterly. That would be enough. He would make his point before 

the President, to win or lose all, just this once. Yet frustratingly, no guards appeared. Security 

cameras overt and concealed abounded and Rain made no effort to avoid them. He came 

looking for a fight and he was ready to start it anywhere. He was confident the editor of Rain 

Pleases held many surprises and looked forward to demonstrating, just once.  

Eventually he emerged where the slope of the mountain eased at an ornate wooden 

archway with a gate ajar. Inside there was a perfect garden, shadows lengthened in the late 

afternoon as he scanned shrubbery, paths, pictured the first residence of the inner circle. As 

he approached he was struck by a child’s plastic tricycle and litter near the front door. The 

residence had curved, yellow stucco walls, with black carved flourishes, small high windows 

and heavy orange tiling on the steep roof. No one answered the bell and the front door was 

not locked. Inside it was dim and surprisingly shabby. The furniture was faded and stained, 

not quite old enough to register as antique, much less well cared for, but rather indifferent, 

neglected. The feeling was of a cheap and seedy hotel. He scanned rooms ahead, upstairs and 

downstairs and detected no life. He departed through the rear along an exquisitely tiled 

pathway to the second residence. It was no better, nor livelier. Rain was mystified, but 

thought he heard voices further on, dogs barking, clattering and bashing. He hurried.  

The third and fourth houses were also deserted, in sore need of repairs in places, 

mildewed walls and broken windows, cracked and peeling ceilings. Finally he stood at the 

gate to The President’s retreat, the grounds were extensive, and then a sprawling mansion in 

pale blue with burgundy trim, commanding the peak. And he was certain there was life 

inside. Again the lawn was strewn with litter, empty bottles and cans, wrapping, party hats 

and shoes, items of underwear. The front door was open and he entered editor first. Soft 

music played somewhere, perhaps from a wall screen, bare footsteps pounded down stairs 

and he spun around to watch a naked young woman laughing and reeling then lose her 

balance and crash into the doorway and fall moaning and laughing on the carpet at his feet. 

A naked young man followed wearing a Presidential cap and firing a water-pistol filled with 

an alcoholic drink. He was sexually aroused; laughing so hard he was almost helpless. He 

squirted the woman again and again. She rolled back and forth squealing, quaking with pain 

and delight. A small dog followed, raced around them barking hysterically. 

Rain stood right beside them but went unnoticed. He suddenly had the feeling he 

was a ghost, that he had entered another world. He passed through a dining room with an 

uncleared table, an older woman unconscious on a couch, surrounded by bottles and glasses. 
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A wall screen showed an old and notorious foreign soap opera about a royal family who all 

die of venereal disease in various ingenious circumstances. It had something of a cult flowing 

in Abkr. Rain stopped by a balcony and looked across to the airbase at sunset; they seemed 

roughly on the same level from here. Higher in the mansion he found a hall filled with 

enormous alien paintings of stripes and sometimes squares, for tribes of which the rest of the 

world could only dream. He began to feel as if he were hardly walking at all, as if he might 

pass through walls. As an experiment he walked into one with a thud, crashed to the floor, 

upsetting a vase on an adjacent table. A maid suddenly appeared in a nearby doorway and 

looked at him, puzzled. 

He stood up, his editor at the ready under his cloak. She approached, a coarse young 

face but of kindly mien. She drew close and looked him straight in the eye, her eyes for a 

moment bright red, until he raised his cap.                                                        

“Can… can you see me?” He asked hesitantly, she paused. 

“Well just for a minute, I’ve still got two bedrooms to do,”  

She turned on her heel and led him into a badly used bedroom, promptly kicked off 

her pumps, shed her maid’s costume and flung herself naked on the bed before him. He 

asked what she was doing and she rolled her eyes. She was seeing him and raising him, 

obviously. He explained he had asked only if he were visible. She propped herself up on an 

elbow and studied him, concluded at length he was one of those little mountain moth-men, 

was he not? She placed her index fingers either side of her forehead to imitate antennae with 

a mischievous grin, then slid from the bed and made her way toward a recorder in the 

corner. He introduced himself as an important scientist and fighter of The White Clay. She 

was alien, a tall buxom blonde with her hair pulled back in a bun under a maid’s cap. Her 

name was Penilla and she asked playfully if he was going to eliminate her, throwing one 

buttock toward him at a time as she minced across the room to make a call. She was of the 

opinion that everyone could do with a bit of editing from time to time, especially her. On the 

screen another maid appeared and they switched to their native tongue to share Penilla’s 

discovery of one of those little mountain moth-men in the hall, blindfolded and running into 

the walls, poor thing. She motioned for Rain to join her before the screen and was 

introduced to Janiki. She giggled and thought him an old one. 

Rain asked what had become of The President and Penilla laughed and explained the 

poor old man was eighty-eight and had no use for their services, besides he lived in a famous 

tropical resort for the retired these days. Rain could not believe that was a permanent 

arrangement and was assured he only returned for state occasions and briefly. He learned 
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The President’s family and tribe took advantage of the residence the rest of the time. Penilla 

and her colleagues provided many services for them, at stupendous reward, would quit after 

a year, perhaps. He asked after the inner circle and learned they too spent little time in Abkr, 

as little as in the buffer states, and enjoyed discreet privilege and residence amongst many of 

the other great powers. He asked if there was no security. Penilla answered that depended 

how busy the guards were; sometimes they came to make sure she had performed all of her 

duties. She admitted a little coyly sometimes it was easier to serve them than complete the 

housekeeping. 

She walked back slowly past him, eyed him seductively and brushed against his 

shoulder. She dropped back onto the bed and asked if there was anything else she could help 

him with? Her breasts were like models of Mount Uzuk. He told her he was not a guard and 

that she had helped him enough. She laughed and declared he could have fooled her, did not 

believe that was quite true. Her toe slid gently over his thigh and between the partings of his 

cloak. She asked if he did not have an editor in there he would like to introduce? It looked 

ready to her. Editors needed to be introduced at such times. She took great interest in 

editing. To humour the amusing young alien, Rain knelt upon the bed; then astride her, 

asked whom it was that dared call The Mountainard fighters, ‘moth-men’. Oh just everyone 

she giggled and asked if he was going to ‘cocoon’ her for a while, that sounded hot, if not, 

would he not take off the moth wings before they got down to some serious editing. He tried 

to explain that without his cloak he would lose much of his special powers. She accepted 

this, he thought, somewhat sceptically, her arms linking behind his neck, drawing his face to 

hers, her eyebrows danced, “Whatever you say, Mothie.” 

 

16. 

 

Pines later confided to The Professor that in other versions of the story Rain is 

importuned by three sirens and spends up to a week being friendly with them. Pines’ 

favourite version had one of them in golden underwear that played themes from popular 

screen romances when looked upon. But in the current version he remained with just Penilla, 

only until dawn, a good breakfast with proper mountain tea, fresh fruit and a song of 

pleasure. Then they are interrupted by a call over the house speakers, announcing an 

emergency in room nineteen where Voldra needs help. They run down and around corridors 

to find Voldra in a doorway, pink dressing gown, distress and drawing heavily upon a fired 

aromatic herb inhalant. Her satin gown is drawn tightly around her ample torso, quivers with 
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gestures in recounting her unfortunate discovery only minutes earlier. She winks lewdly at 

Rain, proffers the inhalant. Other young women assemble, dishevelled and panting. 

In the room there is a large half-dressed man slumped across the bed. He is elderly, 

supposedly Salmadric by cloak, but sallow of complexion, stocky of build, overweight 

actually. In other words, he is no Lakard. His face is bright red, perhaps grimacing or smiling. 

He has many medications at hand, is stone cold to the touch, without carotid pulse or pupil 

dilation to a cigarette lighter. Penilla quickly deduces it is a drug induced heart failure, due to 

hypotension brought about by excessive doses of one of the breakaways from the 

methamphetamine jamboree, possibly The Dicystrocols and their ringleader Hoth, in 

combination with a previous and equally reckless flirting with the slothful vixen Gamma 

Blockers, a heady wine distillate mingled there with one from a single malted barley, of 

excellent bouquet, probably two to three fingers. But she is confident no court in its right 

mind is going to hold the ministrations of a group of qualified therapists on a working 

holiday to be a determining factor in the victim’s death by misadventure. Voldra reminds her 

but this is Abkr and Penilla takes her point with a sudden expletive, others nod urgently. 

They all thunder off down the corridor, leaving Rain kneeling by the corpse. 

He notices a recorder, pushed under the bed, opens it with the dead man’s 

fingerprint and accesses the main platform with the dead man’s retina. It is all very 

interesting but he senses it must keep for the moment. He too flees blindly down corridors, 

carrying the opened recorder. He comes upon an ancient lift for which one must press a 

button on the wall and wait many minutes for the platform to be summoned. Curiously he 

does not feel like eliminating anyone this morning, much less like being eliminated. He 

senses new possibilities. He is at peace with the world, except that he is fleeing it. Things just 

look different in the morning and it is amazing the difference sleeping on things can make.  

He feels the score is settled in some way. Chargrit did not defend the mountain 

because Chargrit could not. And Chargrit is humiliated by that, somewhere, sometime. He is 

shown to be unworthy of further office to all and without doubt. It is a shame The President 

is not here to see it, but no doubt he will hear of it sometime, somewhere. If Penilla had 

been the daughter or favourite of Chargrit, Rain could not feel more at ease. Of course she is 

neither of those things but does this make it for the better or worse? He had come to 

confront The President on a matter of life and death after all and settled for a night with an 

alien whore. Looked at that way, the score is not quite so settled. Or, he had ascended all he 

held aloft and supreme only to find it converted to a brothel. That is a troubling 

development certainly. So, had he exacted revenge upon Chargrit and his incompetent 
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security, or merely allowed an alien whore to do to him more dearly that which Chargrit and 

his review board already had, effectively? And done here of all places? Was it the sweetest of 

triumphs or the ultimate ignominy? It seems he cannot do unto her without her doing unto 

him. He sees both sides but sifts more evidence. Can he see Penilla as just the calculating 

instrument of her masters? One cannot see Penilla that way. She has not the diligence for 

one thing. Or has she concealed her spite perfectly, all the while they made interesting 

conversation later in the evening, her refreshing insight into details of housekeeping for the 

single girl of limited resources? As she gratefully accepted his pledge to inspect the 

mechanism for automatically retracting the power cord on the vacuum cleaner? Then this 

morning, suitably exercised, they had played an entertaining round of ‘I spy’ before dressing. 

Was that all etiquette, part of the deal? How much is settled in such things? 

If ultimately humiliated, he feels strangely invigorated, with the exception of a slight 

twinge in his lower back. If the last vestige of dignity has been stripped from him in a sordid 

encounter with a base distraction then it has all been hubris anyway. He sees that now and 

says good riddance. He is freed of rage and guilt, duty and enemies. Has he been fair to 

Dinal? Obviously he has not. But there is no going back there, no pretence at least. That deal 

is off. He sensed that the moment he jumped from the air base balcony. It makes no sense to 

say a split can be amicable or considered in any case. The more one discusses, the less one 

splits. A split can never be fair, by definition. He is sad but he has more to think about. So he 

emerges renewed, purified; ready to do business on new terms. He suspects his position and 

newly acquired assets may place him at a quiet but distinct advantage. 

The lift’s menu is long and fascinating and extends as far as the major railway station 

deep beneath the island. Preceding levels name Ministerial and Lakard tribal club rooms, a 

casino, buffet, terrace café and crèche. Rain descends at a creeping pace to the main 

restaurant, The Clan Destined Room; he understands he can reach the grotto from there. On 

his way through the deserted restaurant he notices a door to one side labelled security. 

Before he realises, he has nudged the door with his editor, the other hand clutching the 

recorder. It is not locked, by a fine irony, the air lock preventing the first of the doors from 

sealing, and then the magnetic catch worn on the buffer door and no longer locking either. 

Inside he finds just another young alien woman slumped before an extensive control panel 

and wall of screens. She rises, stretching and remarks he is early and does she need to sleep? 

He asks where the guards are and she replies where do you think? She has done him a favour 

and now he owes her, ‘Mothie’. 
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Rain locks the door after her and transfers records from the dead man’s recorder to 

his own. Then he attends to the security system. Its record of encounters for the whole of 

the island is too vast to transfer, even with portable drives he musters. He can take only a 

choice fraction. From a combination of the two sources, Rain begins to piece together the 

depth of the corruption, the breadth of the conspiracy. He discovers the secret of Abkr no 

longer belongs just to Abkr, yet is only a greater secret for that. The absence of The 

President and inner circle from their ceremonial seat stands for something far more 

pervasive, a massive shift of power in the government. The contest is no longer between 

regions, tribes or parties, but in new alliances with other groups within other nations, gently 

dividing and ruling Abkr, even as Abkr subtly seeks to divide and rule them. In this way 

Abkr controls more of the world as more of the world controls Abkr. But who swallows 

whom, ultimately? 

The secret to Abkr’s success now lies in preserving the illusion that the secret 

remains strictly within Abkr. Yet it is not a secret shared just between nations now, anymore 

than it had been between regions, tribes or parties within Abkr. It is now a secret of business 

or commerce between willing and able parties, convinced that success cannot be achieved 

otherwise and that their success is enough for all. They are to be the winners because they 

make their own rules. And these parties can be as elusive as any Abkrics ever devised. And 

they now place commerce before politics, politics before science, science before culture, and 

culture before God. So Abkr has joined the world just as vice versa. Rain no more than 

glimpses the network and its manoeuvres on shuffling screens, how it seeps between 

convenient boundaries, blurs the rules and steals the world. That much takes an hour and a 

half and that much is all he can take, for the moment.  

The dead man was not an Abkric, nor strictly from the buffer states. He was a valued 

client or customer, partner or agent, rewarded and cosseted for successful deals. He had 

further contacts and information, new plans for the favoured, more than was healthy, 

perhaps. Rain traces some of the players from the security records of meetings held there; 

from the dead man’s records he traces some of their transactions. Deals extend to education, 

to science. Findings and researchers were smuggled into Abkr, to enhance the illusion of 

constant or accelerating progress in so many directions, equally, to retard the advances of 

rivals over Abkr. In this respect the conspiracy theorists in the rest of the world are right. 

Abkr does spy on the rest of the world. But what the theories miss is that it is the rest of the 

world, or at least a select part of it, that conducts the spying on behalf of Abkr. Because 

Abkr is now their mill too; and they feed it for the output and profit as much if not more 
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than the lakes or the plain. Not all of The Salmadri or Parabatur are in on all of these deals, 

not even most, most of the time. It is unlikely anyone is so privileged or powerful. But there 

are new elites, nonetheless, teams that cross old divisions as easily as they cut across regions 

or national borders. This is disturbing for some, promising for others, silently declares war, 

the Abkric way. 

This comes as a disappointment to Rain, but it does not seem altogether a bad thing. 

It replaces one flawed system with a bigger one, and that at least suggests more room to 

manoeuvre, more opportunities to influence and divert some of the power. The bigger the 

conspiracy the more chaotic the corruption, that is one law that seems to hold here. And so 

the pattern as he sees it is to be of endless disclosures or revelations of corruption, if not 

proved at least alerting others to the need to take similar steps. The steps, claimed as reforms 

of course, insist upon the integrity of appearances, even as they are scrutinised for new 

means of deception. And the cycle begins again, regroups players, teams, never quite gets to 

the bottom of the problem; never quite manages to build a system impervious to deception 

and decay. 

At that time Rain sees no real alternative, knows he cannot beat them, must be 

content with looking for ways to join them. He does not quite know how, but is certain it 

begins with his departure from the control room. He closes the dead man’s recorder and 

hides it inside some outdated equipment stacked away up high. He chooses a quiet moment, 

judged from the wall of screens and shuts the cameras down on the way out, slips back to 

the lift. The grotto route belongs to a different scheme now, already a different world. He 

knew there was no going back, as he watched the security screens, saw blundering guards 

rushing about the upper levels, trying to herd the stampede of spooked maids with their hats. 

He knows when to make his move, but is unsure to where. 

He descends all the way to the railway station. Unfortunately the lift delivers him to 

an obscure passage off the main thoroughfare and his way there is finally blocked by a heavy 

gate. He returns to a higher level that allows him to at least exit from a terrace balcony in a 

dangerous jump down onto the landed side of the island. He rolls several times across the 

manicured grass, is grateful for the cloak. There are paved paths through soaked gardens that 

lead to the famous wood. He knows that further around the island to the north there is an 

entrance to the underground station from outside the mountain, carved into its cliff face and 

supplied with an elaborate wrought iron facade, then just stairs or a lift like anywhere else. 

He looks for a trickle of tourists to betray the entrance but finds none. Several 

wander down by the lakes edge. He is uncertain and wary, wanders instead along a path 
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through the wood, notes the false offerings at the foot of revered trees. From the wood he 

looks west, to the rest of The Lakard’s world, its historical pastiches and rampant eclecticism. 

This takes on new resonance, seems sinister and mocking. It starts to rain and he shelters 

under massive branches, watches as a tour ferry chugs toward the jetty down before him 

with a load of aliens and school children. It strikes him as fitting to depart this way, picking 

his way through the picnic benches, waste bins and fireplaces, treading upon the non-skid 

mats along the old wooden jetty. An old Plainard presses his chip for payment from his little 

booth and respectfully salutes a Mountainard fighter, adds may he learn the lesson of the day. 

Rain awaits the disembarkation, planning his departure, realises he is now A Pure in every 

sense. 

 

17. 

 

Their bike wound carefully through the mountain back roads. There had been light 

snow and the day remained dark and freezing. The bike’s headlight washed across black 

forests, white fallow fields and the glistening treated road. It was not long after dawn and 

warmed by heavy mittens and scarves from inside their cloaks, they rode slowly to avoid the 

worst of the wind chill. The Professor had wanted to bind Ornosh’s cap on with the scarf, 

but Rain insisted it remain prominent, jammed it on after the scarf, explaining it had become 

a badge now and to their advantage. The Professor was aching where not numb by the time 

they joined the main road, followed it east until they reached the signs announcing the great 

tunnels, where traffic was mounted onto flat railway stock. Road transport was generally a 

subservient option in Abkr. But they avoided the rail network, swung off and commenced 

the beetling zigzag up the Mount Blank pass. They were heading north, toward the final 

steep wall  of The Abk. At the top they stopped at a café for tea and warmth. It was brighter 

and whiter and the pass was only at the kindest point on a long ridge, the peak rose away to 

their left, lost in cloud, true to its name. The Abk was just as blank. 

Inside they huddled in a wooden booth, Rain watching everything, saying little. The 

Professor was uncertain whether altitude or cold cost him more. The sparse traffic was all 

commercial at that hour and customers were courteous but brisk. Yet some would catch 

sight of The Professor’s cap, wink or nod as they passed. Rain asked The Professor for his 

recorder, Rain would return it, but in the meantime he needed it for his plans. The Professor 

had stored many new recordings and was anxious. Rain assured him nothing would be 

removed, but perhaps some things would need to be added. The Professor reluctantly 
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agreed, hoping some further explanation would follow. It did not. When Rain was satisfied 

with the recognition they had received in the café, they resumed their journey. 

The descent was just as delicate, falling in behind break lights, anticipating the horns 

to approaching headlights, everything else gone blank. Gradually visibility was restored, they 

dropped beneath cloud, the bends grew gentler, fewer and the road crept east into a narrow 

valley. The sheer wall of The Abk provided an obvious border, disappeared into the cloud, a 

smooth, steep challenge to climbers. The sport was frowned upon in Abkr though, as 

disrespectful to the mountains, childish and self-indulgent as challenge or instruction. 

Mountainards climbed them yes, but only to understand the mountains better, not as private 

amusement.  

The road meandered lower, drew nearer to the river Gri – literally the drain or gutter 

– which gathered on the valley floor and soon fell in spectacular cascades, swelled by other 

tributaries to race down to the northern corner of The Abk and form The Tralfa. Another 

tributary flowed down from the north east and their meeting marked the heartland of The 

White Clay. Three mining towns held the adjacent slopes. In the dark ages they had mined 

salt, later they tried for tin, copper, silver, gold, iron, zinc and coal, anything really. The 

quantities were never great, the enduring legacy was tunnelling expertise, perhaps mania, and 

later railways. The work was extended a little by hydroelectric schemes but with these in 

place, the area stagnated. 

On the northern slope was the oldest and most precarious of towns, Ybklom, 

periodically levelled by massive avalanches, its residents legendary for their courage and 

irrationality. On the eastern slopes, Bklog with extensive railway sidings and maintenance 

facilities, its natives noted for their punctuality, their mordant sense of humour, and on the 

western slopes, to the south of The Gri, Bklro, the youngest of the three, still with some 

working mines and associated processing. Its people noted for their pessimism and anger. 

The railway strictly ended in Bklro, snaked around across ancient steel bridges to Ybklom 

and then Bklog, and then down the Tralfa valley. Bklro was Rain’s home town, and as they 

headed down the valley overtaking vehicles sounded their horns and waved to him. He 

returned the greeting. He sat close behind a minibus with children kneeling against the back 

window, pulling faces and singing faintly. 

The Professor noted how the settlements had crept up the valley, the wide smooth 

road now available. In his day it had still been more of a herd path into wilderness. As the 

southern walls to the valley fell away, they swung off the main road to climb through the 

rugged foothills, now the outskirts of Bklro. And for the first time The Professor was 
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shocked by what he saw. The ramshackle tenements, still owed some vague debt to 

traditional architecture, but here were covered in graffiti, boarded-over windows and doors, 

surrounded by burnt-out cars and strewn garbage. The whole broken-down, grey grubbiness 

beggared belief. This was one of the wealthiest nations in the world yet one could easily have 

been visiting the poorest, could as easily have been a war zone.  

They skirted the town centre which fell away down the slope toward the Tralfa, and 

rode a little south, up toward a scrappy park of old pines around a children’s playground, 

thin patches of snow discernible on the smooth ground of white clay, now registering as a 

dull grey. On the crest of the hill was a traditional fist. This alone maintained respectable 

condition. As the bike pulled up, a delegation appeared on the veranda, lustily singing The 

White Clay’s song of welcome, clapping and stamping. Rain extended both arms from his 

sides, the welcoming gesture, his rider’s gauntlets waggled like pincers. He dismounted, 

turned to check with The Professor who rubbed his face with his scarf, trying to revive 

feeling, and reeled a little as he stood. Rain spun around, performed a skipping, whirling 

dance toward the fist, with rousing encouragement. 

Many of the assembly were older men, friends and relations of Rain, retired fighters 

and scientists who now wore only the traditional cloak and hat, but still called each other by 

their fighter’s names and were honorary members of the fist. Pines and Milk were there, 

wearing their own colours. The fist recognised fighters from The Smooth Stone and Half 

Cloud, although not as members of Rain’s team. After a lot of hugging and back slapping, 

exuberant improvised verses to old war songs and more clapping and stamping, they were 

led inside, shown their rooms and invited to a meal. The Professor stood under a hot shower 

for about twenty minutes, still pale, weak and cold. He hoped he had not caught pneumonia. 

But he was determined to attend the meal, desperate to learn what lay in store. 

The meal was long and boisterous and The Professor was grateful if only for its 

warmth. Discussion roughly fell around the tribe’s popular support for Rain in opposition to 

the local council’s official disapproval. The council was dominated by White Clays, yet they 

had to pretend The Pure Rain Pleases did them no favours. The next few days would see 

intense manoeuvring between them, which was why Rain had predicted that the difficulty 

would be entering or leaving the land of The White Clay. He had chosen a main route into 

the homeland, and a somewhat indirect one, in the hope of attracting an unofficial escort and 

perhaps to deter official intervention. To leave, however, would not be so easy. The council 

might negotiate with the region to surrender them in exchange for a favour; the tribe might 
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refuse and embarrass the council, or strike some other bargain that might allow them to leave 

or not. 

Rain would enter these negotiations in his own way and visit his parents. They were 

permitted to know no more than that. The Professor and the team would stay at the fist. 

They were not hostages in so many words, but so long as they remained in the company of 

White Clay guards, Rain was free to roam. The Professor, Pines and Milk were permitted to 

wander, but not with Rain, not without a White Clay escort. The fist must do this much to 

observe tribal law. Their escort was to be a pretty young fighter who called herself Good To 

Talk To. She sat beside The Professor at the long table, was introduced along with the 

arrangements of their stay. Talk To was twenty-six, petit, short black hair and blue eyes 

behind dainty gold-rimmed glasses, fine features, clear, pale skin. She liked the connections 

available through being a fighter. It was a very effective network across disciplines. She had 

worked in ophthalmology, encryption and reading disabilities and had her sights set on 

developing artificial eyes and reading routines for remote tools. Her father and uncle worked 

on such tools. 

Pines and Milk watched her closely from further along the table, pausing only to note 

each other’s gaze, exchange severe looks, and return to gaze some more. She acknowledged 

neither, listened with interest to The Professor’s discourse on dialect and notation, syntax 

and semantics in reported speech. After the meal she gave him a brief tour of the fist, the 

team tagging along, awkwardly. The Professor elected to rest after that. He was free to use 

the fist’s many screens and recorders, but he needed to sleep. He had forgotten the rigours 

and privations of student life, needed to retreat to something more comforting and familiar, 

if only in his dreams. Yet Pines and Milk were anxious to share with him their journey 

through the mine, at first poked their heads around his door tentatively, then once drawn 

into their story, crept in to sit on the one chair and squat against the wall, while he eased off 

his boots, sat on the side of the bed, stoically. 

They had descended the maintenance hatch as planned, a long broken spiral of 

ladders that eventually joined a series of passages and gantries over railway tunnels as 

predicted, but indicated more than mining activity. The lower they descended the warmer it 

became and dim distant lights confirmed the presence of others as did occasional rumblings 

and voices. At a suitable point they dropped from a gantry onto a small laden train, hardly 

larger than a fairground ride, hopefully bound for the surface. The train travelled slowly so it 

was not difficult to land upon a truck and gain footing, although the contents were covered 

by a heavy, flat lid on which they settled only to be swept from it as the train entered part of 
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the tunnel with a lower ceiling. Luckily they were swept only to the back and onto a lower, 

open truck, in which half a dozen miners travelled.   

Their sudden appearance did not draw much surprise or consternation however. 

Apart from the momentary inconvenience of landing on top of one or two passengers, the 

miners seemed to accept their entrance with equanimity, as just some errant research project. 

Apparently they were not the first to stray into mining activities down there. The miners 

were laconic rather than guarded, indifferent rather than disapproving, somewhat grim 

company. As they made space and found seating, Pines asked what ore they now extracted 

and none could tell him precisely. They found what there was to find and what name it was 

to be given or use put to, was up to other stages in the industry. The miners thought of these 

as their critics. Research was constantly revising metals, elements, chemistry, how their ore 

was to be called or used was up to such powers.  

Failing other uses, the extremely hard stone would probably provide prestigious 

building material. They explained their industry was subsidised, so the first objective was to 

provide employment for current assets and local population and a greater economy stood to 

be inspired by this. Pines wondered whether resources were not finite, whether there was 

anything worthwhile still to be extracted. The miners thought there was only one way to find 

out. They would continue until they could no longer extract anything, or critics could 

categorically rule out any use for their product. Research could eliminate past ores and uses 

but not new or hitherto unknown ones. Often this systematic elimination was the basis of 

great discoveries or breakthroughs, in the industry and many other enterprises in Abkr.  

When the tiny train finally crept to the surface and arrived at the mine station, Pines 

and Milk were ushered into the shift supervisor’s office, where they were asked to fill out 

forms. The forms asked where and how they had joined the train, and whether this had 

involved a collapse of furniture or structure in the mine, any injury or damage to them that 

had been incurred, and whether their research breakthrough would be published in an 

official journal, and whether the shift might then be suitably credited. Pines was more 

comfortable with the paperwork than conversation with the morose supervisor. To cheer the 

supervisor a little, Milk admired the efficiency of the mining machinery, evident in the large, 

clean, square blocks of stone being unloaded outside the window, by equally adept machines. 

The supervisor would only concede that their means got easier as their ends grew harder.  

If there was more to the story The Professor could not remember it. He awoke the 

next morning, recovered enough to revisit the land of The White Clay. He wandered through 

the fist, overheard lecture and debate, crashes upon the safety mats, clunks and clatters in the 
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armaments class. He found Pines and Milk absorbed in dialogue with recorders, thrilled to 

have access to the resources of a proper fist. There they also read confirmation of the death 

of Five Stars. The Professor told Talk To he would like to go out, to stretch his legs, and 

they found Pines and Milk then ready to do the same. They walked through the park on a 

grey and windy day, back down the hill, towards modest shops barricaded over with safety 

grills. Milk fell in with Talk To, regaled her with news he had just learned from the recorder, 

gossip mainly, perhaps just rumour, but interesting all the same. Pine drifted ahead, fell in 

beside The Professor.  

They agreed he was too young for her and she was too young to appreciate the older, 

more experienced fighter, not a university graduate either but still a bit young and sacrificing 

much with a steady girlfriend back in the land of the Half Cloud, studying endysmycology or 

something and sending unlearnably long messages no one could ever finish. No one! And 

the fighter alone and in a dangerous part of the mountains! Probably the most dangerous! 

Whereas Milk was just some lucky Stone kid, had landed one good hit in a scuffle and was 

milking it for all it was worth, anyone could see that. Yes, milking! She was making a big 

mistake. They strode on, Pines indignant. Good To Talk To was a common name among 

female fighters, he explained. Rain’s fiancé had used that name in her time. But once one got 

to know a Good To Talk To, pretty soon the name was more like But First Must Listen To, 

and after a while it was more Can’t Get A Word In, and then it ended up Sorry To Have 

Talked To or Having Trouble Following.  

The Professor tried changing the subject and asked what Pines thought Rain would 

do? Pines thought Rain might trade The Professor to the council if the return was right, 

might trade his team as well for that matter. Rain was an angry man since his mid-life crisis; 

and an unpredictable White Clay in any case. The Professor was amused with the way Pines 

treated the whole episode of Rain’s conversion to A Pure as a mid-life crisis. He wondered 

whether The Half Cloud were given to excessive tact or popular psychology. Pines explained 

The Clay did not tolerate failure, but The Cloud knew how to make the best of it. They were 

subtle. That is why they lived so high in The Abk and had few visitors. But Rain may still be 

waiting to see what The Professor does, Pines supposed, Rain perhaps feared what The 

Professor might do.  

They had reached the gate to a modest ‘kitchen’ or church, built from something like 

cinderblock. Its front yard was a downtrodden slush; a bold hand-drawn poster on the notice 

board, declared ‘God Needs Us More Than We Need Him’. It was a standard Mountainard 

proposition. Typically they remained ready to negotiate their faith, failing that to place their 
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faith in negotiation. It was also a rousing refrain to one of their favourite hymns, essentially a 

long list of the world’s shortcomings, particularly as they affected Mountainards and their 

willingness to promptly remedy these, should God agree to an everlasting favourable 

settlement. This afternoon it appeared one was welcome to attend rehearsals.  

Inside they found a respectful assembly of the aged and infirm, predominantly 

female. On the central platform, ‘the priest’ leaned on a lectern, acted as prompter and 

adjudicator for debate between teams of three adolescents, seated either side. Their excitable 

rhetoric at times threatened to spill into obscenity and violence until reined in by ‘the priest’ 

at other times soared to majestic eloquence, easily the equal of their highest politicians. As 

their voices fell into stresses and rhythms there, acquiring aching tenor, the audience began 

to clap and stomp and exhort them to greater opera, only for the host to once again restrain 

then, retreat from music to reason. None of ‘the priest’s’ decisions proved popular with the 

assembly, whose interest in the debate seemed primarily in the provocation to either violence 

or music. The Professor recognised the oscillation with some feeling, rued surrendering his 

recorder. 

The debate also featured fiery exchanges in citation, drawing on a local version of 

The Origin, in which God creates Man before the world, since man is in God’s image and 

God is before the world. God waits for Man to ask for more, Man waits for God to 

continue. For a long time there is a stand-off in The Void, and they call each other 

unpleasant names across the eternal darkness. Finally God reveals the world, admits it is 

something he has been working on in private, wanted just this one thing to Himself, wonders 

aloud where He went wrong. Man springs upon the world, criticises one or two details but 

on the whole is favourably impressed. God is affronted and creates Woman. Man asks how 

is that supposed to help, does God think this is an improvement? Woman tells Man that he 

just does not get it, does he? Man laughs at Woman and asks get what? Tells her she is 

uninvited and God that now He has spoiled everything. God tells them that He will leave 

them alone for a while, but that He will return. The world echoes with the sound of God’s 

retreating laughter, as rain pours down upon their world. 

The assembly nodded to the finer points of the theology, found it hard to award 

points to either side, looked forward to the singing that would follow. Since the teams fell to 

disputing with one another, and the debate climaxed with all six shouting each other down, 

not without a certain contrapuntal effect, a draw seemed a fair result. While details were 

unfamiliar to The Professor, it was characteristic of Rsit to see God the Father not as the 

aloof tyrant, stern parent of rebellious infants, favoured in earlier creeds, but a more 
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approachable authority, the harried old handyman and finance expert say, the grumbling old 

bank manager on the weekend in the garden shed, unable to find the spare parts for the 

mower perhaps, and with whom the adolescent must haggle over allowance, privileges, 

duties. Typically, Mountainards saw no reason not to advance the relationship thus; maturity 

only enhanced both parties, did it not?   

And to advance one relationship soon invited others. Thus negotiations usually only 

advanced between Father and Son when both parties resorted to The Mother as the effective 

conduit. The Son is confident She knows how to put it to The Old Man, while The Father 

knows She will drive some further fiendish bargain with The Pushy Little Ingrate, the details 

of which He is frankly better off not knowing, probably would not make sense of, anyway. 

Then again, should He indulge The Son, dear boy, in this one little thing, to Her disapproval, 

He would never hear the end of it. So direct negotiations were unwelcome with God, what 

was worse may be unwelcome elsewhere. Omniscience? Actually it was overrated. Only He 

seemed to appreciate the epistemological minefield it now brought. Supreme Power? 

Supreme Power lay in knowing when to defer.  

Thus God is never without His Wife, where His Son is concerned. Man is never 

without His Mother where The Father is concerned. Yet failing Wife and Mother, The 

Father uses The Daughter to check The Son, and vice versa. Daughter then uses Father to 

check Brother, or vice versa, so Son uses Sister to check Father and vice versa. Father knows 

when He’s outnumbered, when He must keep ahead of the competition and so resorts to A 

Wife and Mother. But when A Wife and Mother; then uses Son and/or Husband to check 

Daughter at all costs, Son and/or Daughter to check Husband, when He’s been naughty and 

tells Son straight out, when she cannot find Husband and/or Daughter to do so. Daughter 

then checks Mother with Father and/or Brother, to let her know two can play at this, 

Brother with Mother and/or Father, naturally, and Father with Mother and/or Brother, not 

that the poor old thing deserves that. Son resorts to similar measures given the opportunities, 

if not as effectively.  

Earlier creeds got as far as allowing a Wife to Man, Mother to God’s son, or vice 

versa, but if she had two partners and issue, there was always going to be a custody battle 

there. Anything less hinted at a deeper taboo and many were puzzled by an immaculate 

solution. So Wife and Mother is finally written in for Rsit, or at least tacitly acknowledged, 

may remain The Great Unwritten even Unwriteable in some versions, for being all too 

sayable, even so saying. If She had the last word, was the last word, then it was appropriately 

beyond the letter, there was a certain symmetry there. So the blank eminence perhaps, The 
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Holy Ghost-writer, only to be heard by Him from beneath the bedcovers at daybreak; She, 

berating the household pets their lack of civility, crashing around the kitchen, talk-back radio 

declaring Her latest intelligence, so to speak.  

So Rsit allows God to make Himself a Wife and Mother for His Son and Daughter at 

least, one way or another, and this is only the end of the beginning, for no family can stay in 

this way, as anyone knows, for to stay is not in the family way. So God’s House is soon not 

big enough, certainly not quiet enough. The paths of divine negotiation soon run to an 

infinite cast; carry on to all hours. The neighbours complain of course but since one has not 

heard from them until now, there is no room for neighbours in God’s neighbourhood. What 

are neighbours for, after all?  

The Origin in Rsit thus rapidly assumes a familiar pattern, contains many amusing 

plots and scandals; makes for entertaining reading. After the debate there was much vigorous 

singing, a cathartic release. It was the moment Abkrics in general longed for, where they all 

finally settle on one text; revel in its musical utterance, preferably to the point of complete 

obliteration. There the word at last escaped the letter, was restored to God and full voiced 

meaning, the spirit soared to fleeting, tender communion, to music and muse, from hymn to 

hurt, Him to Her. As they made their way back to the fist in flurries of dancing snow, The 

Professor reflected on the distinctive Mountainard attitude. They bargained all or nothing 

and if their bluff was called, the answer had to be nothing. Not that The Mountainards 

would admit to dealing in nothing, never that. But the deal was always all inclusive and when 

it failed they were simply no longer in negotiation. They no longer played that game rather 

than lose, looked instead for other players or other games.  

So when The Professor thought about the sorry state of Bklro, he wondered how 

much of a bluff that was; what game were they playing now, and with whom? It had certainly 

declined since his day, yet for that was greatly expanded. Was that not curious? Were they 

pretending poverty in the way Lakards pretended to a cosmopolitan architecture? Were they 

hiding a greater poverty of the imagination or embarrassing wealth, in another oblique 

contest with the lakes and plain? What was to be gained in that, way up here, and for whom? 

The perversity of it struck him as authentically Mountainard, but would even they carry 

things this far, just to trump the other regions?  

The Mountainards played for all or nothing, if they played at all, and so if this were a 

game then the stakes were high. Pines had told The Professor, Rain waited to see what The 

Professor would do; that all finally rested on The Professor’s lead. Now he wondered if this 

was what Rain had in mind, perhaps feared his judgement upon the homeland. If they fooled 
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The Professor, had they then fooled the rest of the world? Would this be the basis of some 

further business with the rest of the world? Reflection upon The Mountainard’s paths of 

divine negotiation had only sharpened The Professor’s appreciation of Pine’s role, the 

intermediary, the buffer to The World Council and the rest of the world. He grew more 

suspicious as he paced along in silence; began to feel increasingly manipulated, deceived and 

endangered. But there was no backing away now, no ducking back to Salaneh and The World 

Council. He had to go through with it, play one last game with The White Clay, not to call 

their bluff - most assuredly - but to let them think that they had won everything; that he had 

everything to play for and was capable of losing it. He had not studied The Mountainards the 

whole of his professional life for nothing, not without learning something and not without 

loving the lesson. 

 

18. 

  

The following morning they walked down to the town centre, the sky was blue with 

scudding cloud, a weak sun and sharp wind. A Mountainard town retained many of the 

architectural features of a compound or village, although strict circularity of buildings tended 

to be obscured by successive additions and expansions over the centuries. Here and there the 

town’s walls had been incorporated into further buildings, redirected traffic or inspired new 

limits, only for these too to prove inadequate. Dark passages, alleys and streets twisted and 

dived around little courtyards or gardens with a medieval intricacy or perversity. Steep flights 

of steps often blurred public and private access, defied navigation to the visitor. All was 

usually half swallowed in shadow by overhanging eaves and balconies on upper floors; often 

almost meeting those of an adjacent building. When there was sunlight, it fell in strict bands 

on walls or ground, slid steadily across the cramped architecture.  Even recent buildings 

conformed to tradition in exteriors, although in Bklro it was notable that stone was as 

common as wood as an overt or ostensible building material. The commercial centre, the 

high or main street, while somewhat wider and offering the usual range of goods and 

services, was still austere by Plainard or foreign standards of advertising or ornament. And 

while drab crowds milled along the footpaths and traffic crept along the uneven streets, the 

impression remained of a distinct lack of business, of a town no more than going through 

the motions. 

This time Milk kept The Professor company. Talk To fell in with Pines to ask about 

endysmycology or something. Milk readily confided he was not prepared for a long term 
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relationship with a serious woman; it would be too hard on her. And it could not be a 

woman with a more advanced career than his, because that would be uncomfortable for her 

as well, and there were some tribes where this would be pointed out to the both of them 

quite frequently, by people who specialised in these remarks, even when they were sitting at 

the long table with many respected elders and younger girls who could remember these 

things for other more private occasions and raise them there when they might be making 

better use of their brief time together. 

The Professor replied by asking what he thought of Bklro and Milk replied he 

thought The White Clay lived like this for a purpose. That purpose, he supplied on 

prompting, was to hide their great pride. The Clay did not want others to know how proud 

they were, but people would also know that the mess need not be, and that The Clay 

therefore had some other purpose that was best not shown. Mountainards understood this 

although most thought there were better ways of managing things. That, and everyone knew 

The White Clay were crazy. 

When they reached an intersection on the main street they encountered a news crew, 

recording a story for the local valley broadcaster. Tralfa News was picking up the stock 

pictures of Bklro main street, its depressed economy and citizens, when they recognised The 

Professor. There had been stories about his disappearance, rumours he was in the Northern 

Abk, enlargements of his passport photo, hardly more flattering or recognisable for that, 

interviews with Ornosh and Phid. The reporter was a suave young Plainard man named Pilik, 

with a degree in Mountainard culture, a rich overcoat in his stripes of sky blue and scarlet, 

immaculately groomed and wearing an alien suit that sparkled at certain angles. Milk and 

Pines blocked his path and his recording crew hesitated. But The Professor sensed his 

chance, even suspected it, agreed to an interview. 

“How do you find the homeland of The White Clay?” 

“I find it where I left it.” 

“Do you find it much changed?” 

“I can’t tell, I haven’t seen it all yet.” 

“But of what you have seen, what do you make of it?” 

“I think The White Clay never show much.” 

“Do you not think The White Clay a poor tribe?” 

“They are poor in some things, rich in others.” 

“In what things do you think The White Clay rich? 

“They are rich in learning and spirit.” 
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“But the poor Clay have forgotten how to live, do you not see? They have no hope.” 

“I’m not sure that is what I see.” 

“Everything is filthy, uncared for, worn out. There is nothing for them here anymore 

and still the region cannot pay them enough. The more they give them the more they waste. 

We have an old joke, that in the mountains they kill themselves arguing over nothing. It was 

always so. What exactly have The White Clay learned, do you think?” 

“That their most important resource is still here.” 

“And what resource is that?” 

“The White Clay.” 

“Their soil cannot even support minor ceramics anymore; they have mined that 

beyond reason and economics.” 

“I think they mine it still deeper.” 

“And what use do they find for that?” 

“Nothing.” 

“And nothing comes of nothing.” 

“I think the region wants them to stay and not for nothing.” 

“You think the region needs their numbers? Pays them to stay?” 

“I have heard that.” 

“The region can find greater friends doing without The White Clay, the region looks 

outward.” 

“So The White Clay looks for friends elsewhere as well.” 

“And look what they have to show for it?” Pilik smirked to the camera. 

“They show they are still here.” 

“Just. And that they disgrace themselves.” 

“That the region is disgraced.” 

“That things cannot go on like this.” 

“That the region must die.” 

“The White Clay will die first.” 

“The White Clay have already died.” 

“I don’t understand.” 

“The White Clay do. The White Clay are where friends farewell the region. The 

White Clay look now to being alone.” 

“Alone is death in the mountains.” 

“Alone is already dead in the mountains, I think.” 
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“Already dead is without tribe in the mountains, actually.” 

“As you and I are?” 

“You argue like a White Clay, you are more than their friend, I think.” 

“You argue like a Plainard, you are less than their region, I think.” 

The crowd applauded and remarked that ‘World Council’ as they called him, knew 

how to handle himself on the screen. It was a dubious compliment and their phrasing 

reflected that. But it was the questions that had led The Professor to his insight. He had said 

these things before realising how true they were. The White Clay’s poverty was really their 

way of rejecting the politics of the region and national policy. It had become their way of 

signalling their tribal allegiance above all else. The reason they stayed was not for the region’s 

numbers or money but for The White Clay’s numbers. To be a White Clay was then to show 

contempt for whatever trappings went with region and policy. The White Clay were the 

worst of citizens in order to be the best of tribes. Being a White Clay mattered more than 

anything one could point to in Bklro, but not more than anything one could hear or say. 

That was the game; that was what made them spirits or otherworldly in a sense, already 

beyond the visible world. That was how they pointed to themselves and their assets. 

No one had told him any of this, no one had shown him it, and yet The Professor 

felt certain he understood their game now. It was not so much a game they played with other 

regions as a game they played with themselves. It was the last game they had. He knew if he 

went into any of the sad old tenements, the caged over, grubby little shops or cafes, stark 

classrooms or waiting rooms, there would be no pretence, no arch game of facades. The 

tribe was not secretly living in comfort, embarrassed by their wealth and amused by the irony 

of appearances. Other tribes may resort to this but not The White Clay. The poverty and 

deprivation would be thorough and real. This was one game they played to the death, and 

they would have it no other way. 

As he looked around he met the anxious eyes of the crowd, haunted, suspicious faces 

and knew he could say nothing of his revelation, even as a tremendous surge of triumph 

filled him, left his eyes watering, his throat tight. The first rule was that it could only be 

shown, never spoken. It was not so otherwise. He tore off Ornosh’s cap and threw it high in 

the air and shouted lifelessly “Long live The World Council!” The crowd cheered the same 

way, grasping the deflected glory, the displacement of the toast, and they repeated it equally 

sarcastically. Pines and Milk looked on warily; Talk To nodded to him with curt approval, 

eyes narrowed, unsmiling. That was the way The White Clay did things, he could do them 
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that way and he had never felt more at home in his life, nor more alive. He wanted to laugh 

but he dared not smile. 

Later that day they wandered down upon some new playing fields by The Tralfa, 

where the youth mostly ran or performed gymnastics. The news crew had told them about a 

sports story they were covering. The White Clay’s own anarchic races were famous 

throughout the mountains and although not held that day, drew affectionate recollections 

from all. The contestants to these formed a loose cluster in an open field eventually, after 

persistent bickering and teasing, which continued as they drew closer. The starter, an elder 

with a starter’s pistol, or child’s toy for which he or she must supply the noise by their 

mouth, fired off any number of shots into the air to indicate he or she was ready and that the 

pistol worked. Occasionally, if he or she particularly disliked one or some contestants they 

would run around them firing directly at them, encouraging their opponents. The contestants 

would soon drop into a hunch and then twitch or jerk, trying to draw another into starting 

first. Once one broke, others might stay and cancel the race, might chase and overtake or 

not, only for the leader to abruptly stop, declaring the race won, or runners might depart in 

separate directions sprint for some distance to turn and see where their opponents had gone. 

If opponents had also stopped or slowed, then the race was won by the runner farthest from 

the start, inevitably disputed of course. 

To run while looking over one’s shoulder was essential, and so runners often collided 

with others or obstacles or bystanders determined to thwart a contestant’s progress. Other 

runners simply kept going without looking back to have their efforts declared a draw. Usually 

they were not seen for the rest of the meeting. Then again other races developed with 

runners starting in separate directions only to circle back warily, cajoling one another into a 

pursuit or failing that to rapidly pursue and overtake an opponent before they could stop and 

so cancel or win or change direction. Blinding bursts of speed, constant jogging and extreme 

vigilance were the order of the day, together with lively commentary from contestants and 

spectators and enormous mirth, particularly from visitors. The Professor knew The Clay 

allowed more rules when they thought they could win, resorted to more familiar rules against 

other tribes. They ran scrupulous time trials over established distances for instance, but 

insisted they would only lie if asked about the times. But they also enjoyed pushing the rules 

and being different, fighting while laughing, winning while not competing. 

This day some officials from the plain that had come to persuade the tribe’s youth to 

enter international competitions. At first they approached some skiers, who were exercising 

on mats, but the locals were reluctant, they did not think they could win. They skied well 
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enough, but only cross-country, only to suit their terrain and purposes. Recently other 

Abkrics had skied in international competitions for indifferent results. There was a lesson 

there. The skiers would only ski if they could ski in The Abk, on their own trails in their 

season. That was the only skiing they did and would do. The officials knew there would be 

this problem, but they were anxious to field more international teams in The World Games. 

It was held every four years with a lavish ceremony and many facilities and hosted by wealthy 

nations at enormous expense. Abkr wanted to compete, wanted to be noticed, even if The 

White Clay did not. Most athletes would be recruited from the plains or, relaxing citizenship 

and sponsorship rules, from buffer states and beyond. But funding and policy also insisted 

opportunities be extended to Mountainards, particularly Northern Mountainards.  

The officials had brought inflated balls and marked out playing areas to demonstrate 

other popular games in which Abkr would like to compete. One threw the ball through a 

raised hoop at either end; the other kicked a ball through a frame backed with netting at 

either end. White Clay youth of various ages and sizes gathered, impassively, reluctantly. The 

Professor was amused by their stony, suspicious young faces, and drew closer. Talks To had 

been beside him, asking his opinion of Rain, when she noticed that Pines and Milk had 

drifted away. She turned to find them, a little impatiently, as The Professor listened to the 

Clay youth question the officials closely on the rules. The officials demonstrated skills, threw 

and kicked balls to each other, through the hoop, through the frame. The Clay knew of these 

games.  

The older boys threw at the hoops, kicked at the frames without much success or 

enthusiasm. The officials coaxed that with practice they could become experts, that Clay 

teamwork would build a winning side. The Clay threw and kicked between them, headed and 

balanced and flipped and scooped the balls, as they conferred amongst themselves. The 

officials looked on anxiously, irritably. The White Clay must have the hoops nearer the 

ground for the throwing game, must have just one frame in the middle for the kicking one, 

to be scored from either side. They must be allowed to throw and catch in the kicking ball 

game, to kick and tackle in the throwing ball game. The officials sighed. They tried to explain 

that the rules were non-negotiable; they had to accept the game as it was. 

The Clays replied that if they could not have a say in the rules they would not play. 

They would not win if they played only by the other team’s rules. Even a Plainard knew that. 

And if they did win there was no prize enough. They could not count the balls, hoops and 

frames as gifts. They would only play for the rules, not just by them. The officials said if they 

played the officials and lost, would they accept the rules? The Clays said if the officials won, 
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the officials set the rules. So let us play by the rules, and if you win, you can change the rules, 

the officials suggested. They could see this was the only way they were going to get them to 

play. They were sure once they started to play, they would see things their way. The Clays 

huddled and decided on a team of six or seven of the older, stronger boys. They made the 

further condition that first score wins. The officials sensed a trick, but were confident they 

could demonstrate the game for an adequate period. Then they could leave this sullen grim 

settlement, their duty discharged. There may be many games? The Clays’ spokesboy offered 

in dead pan consolation. The officials were flabby aging Plainards, in unflattering lime green 

and gold tracksuits, could only muster five, but had played the kicking ball game in other 

countries, were strong and skilful, if not quick. They agreed; first score wins. 

The Clay onlookers, perhaps fifty of them, mostly boys, began to sing, not exactly 

their war-cry, but a song that took a very positive view of the benefits of fighting, and 

suggested opposition were foolish to risk so much against a tribe known for being 

unpredictable and would regret not offering sufficient gifts. It was a genial, mocking song 

and The Professor had not heard it before. The game commenced with a whistle from an 

older Plainard who would act as judge, but also clapped and chanted for his team, as best a 

Plainard could. Clays quickly gained possession of the ball and took it toward their target, 

then formed a circle around it, linking arms around each other’s shoulders, dropped to their 

knees and leaned inward, forming a small circular shield and moving the ball with their 

knees, inched further toward the desired frame. The officials tried to break the circle but 

could not, could stand upon it or ride it or slide into the heels of the crawlers. But they could 

not stop its steady progress. The circle held and rolled and pushed until the officials were 

forced back through the frame. 

The Clays rose triumphant and screaming and proceeded to throw and kick all the 

balls they could lay their hands on at the protesting officials, who could only duck. “Death! 

Death to the kicking ball game!” they jeered. More Clays joined in, picking up the frame and 

smashing it, shouting (in vernacular translation) “Fuck The World Games! Death to The 

World Games!” They gathered fragments and charged the news crew who could only shield 

themselves with their equipment. Girls chanted at them “We’re not the world so fuck off! 

Fuck off! The White Clay are already dead, don’t you know? So fuck off! fuck off! The White 

Clay are not really here, can’t you see? So fuck off! Fuck off! We’re not the world! So fuck 

off! Fuck off!” Other Clays grabbed the pole with a hoop and beat the officials’ van until the 

pole was bent and limp and the official’s van sad, as they sang The White Clay song of 

victory. They began to cry “Death to The Plainards” and “Fuck The Plainards!” and “Death 
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to Abkr!” and then “Other Games for The White Clay!” “The White Clay play The White 

Clay way!” They began kicking and catching any ball, heading and throwing them amongst 

themselves as they rushed across the field, screaming “Death to the world!” “Fuck the 

world!” They pushed at one another, called encouragement and abuse, called “Fuck death!” 

and “Death fucks!” interspersed with “The White Clay!” Wheeled and tackled and punched 

one another, then jumped up laughing and bloodstained, threatening each other with “Fuck 

The White Clay! Death to The White Clay!” to then run after the nearest ball.  

They spilled across a busy road and brought traffic to a screeching standstill. Horns 

sounded, angry drivers bounced out to remonstrate, were roundly abused by the horde and 

tore after the juvenile abusers, were passed balls until they began bouncing them deftly off 

walls, trucks, lamp posts, collecting it with one hand and kicking it to another player, to shrill 

applause from further recruits who fell in with the fray as the game swelled and careened 

through the town centre, the cries echoing, “Fuck death!” “The White Clay!” “Death fucks!” 

“The White Clay!” “Other Games!” “The Clay way!” They raced over the top of cars, 

performed somersaults and cartwheels, ducked and weaved the lunges and missiles of others, 

smashing shop windows, knocking people over, spilling stalls of discount goods, garbage, 

women screaming, alarms sounding, children running after them shouting, dogs barking. 

Players loudly declared rules and scores as they played, demonstrated blinding skills for tasks 

no one could agree upon. Some appreciated and applauded, others disputed and disparaged. 

But the game would not stop and for a moment everyone was caught up, thrilled by its 

daring, its novelty, its danger and meaning.   

The Professor could only trot after them at a distance, amused that they grasped the 

post-match ritual of the kicking ball game from the outset, with typical perversity, even in 

this excelled. At one point he came upon a battered lady, perhaps his own age, knocked to 

the ground against a car. He gathered the spilled contents of her shopping bag and helped 

her to her feet. She was dressed in charity rags, with a haggard face, bloodshot eyes and few 

teeth. He helped her to a doorway, sat her down. She shook her head sadly, admitted she was 

not as quick as she used to be, the game had got away from her, she clasped at his sleeve, 

pulled him closer to a forbidding breath. “Are…are…” her hands played upon his sleeve. He 

dared draw nearer. “Are tweeds back?” she asked finally, a weary look in her eyes. He 

straightened and assured her that tweeds had never been away, then glancing after the course 

of the game, made his apologies and hurried after it. 

There was no sign of Talk To, Milk or Pines, but the game was heading in an erratic 

path back up the slopes of the town, vaguely toward the fist, so he sauntered down side 
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streets as a short cut, hoping the game might come back his way. He passed an abandoned 

militia patrol car, its interior speakers describing the game. Overhead a militia flyer swooped, 

its electronic bleeps sending the tribal song of peace, a variant of their song of farewell. He 

found himself at a small park where the slope was steep. Gnarled old pines dotted the bare 

white ground, patched with the brown of dead needles and broken benches coated in thin 

snow. The day began to fade and cool. There were shouts from players higher up drifting 

through the trees and he strode up, enormously amused, strangely elated. Mothers with 

infants on wheels dawdled together, hovering at a safe distance from the spectacle, but alert 

to it. The cries of “White Clays!” and “Fuck The World Games!” rang distantly, there met 

barking, horns, alarms, laughter and rage. Small children trotted past him doggedly, gasping 

and adding their own shrill exaltations, on the back of one, written in what looked like jam, 

was the clumsy inscription ‘Born Angry’. One small boy, perhaps eight or nine, paced past 

him, head working from side to side, chest heaving with triumph and rage, suddenly turned 

and pointed to The Professor, screamed in a hoarse voice “Know! We are a people!” then 

turned on his heel furiously and swaggered on up the hill. 

The Professor was stopped in his tracks. He heard the voice more than saw the child, 

could hear Rain and all The Mountainard fighters in the defiant snarl, the sheer reckless 

assertion of the fight and the life that came with it. He suddenly knew he would never be 

home here, would never be young enough, not now. He had left it too late and The White 

Clay could not wait. He could only watch as the mothers and their little wheels rattled past 

him, could only hear the children’s approaching laughter behind him, the fresh little voices 

daring to call “Fuck Death!” and “Death Fucks World Council!” Something hit him in the 

back and he turned to find a half eaten apple, He stooped to pick it up but could not. He 

dropped to a squat, weeping, heard small feet running and laughter, the cries repeated into 

the distance. 

  

19. 

 

The secret of Abkr now lay before The Professor, just when he was no longer in the 

mood. He returned to the fist and everyone seemed to already know what had happened, 

were displeased by the disappearance of the others but grateful if puzzled with his return. He 

went straight to his room, closed the door carefully and played soft music. They all knew 

what that meant, but discussed it at length anyway. He did not come down for the evening 

meal, would take only biscuits and milk in his room. They knew the signs and were 
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disappointed; his appearance on the afternoon news had seemed promising as well. Now 

they prepared themselves for the worst. 

The Professor no longer cared. Whether The White Clay found partners through The 

World Council, whether The World Council learned the secret of Abkr, now came to 

nought. The World Council would gain no influence through The White Clay, who would 

only be further ostracised by the region for enlisting the rest of the world. The Clays would 

find no lasting reward for their intelligence and The World Council was limited in how they 

might use it against the other great powers, in any case. Neither party was in a strong 

position nor would their alliance significantly strengthen each other. Then again, Abkr might 

well founder on its own mendacity. Rain reported the drift to wider conspiracies elsewhere. 

The Clay demonstrated the collapse of the tribe, inward. One wanted nothing and sucked 

region and so nation slowly down, the other wanted everything, inflated and corrupted 

nation with others; pulled it outward. It was being pulled apart, within and without. Perhaps 

they should just wait, allow fate to take its course.  

But The Professor saw no reason why he should be detained by this. His part was 

done. He could leave the heartbreaking business of detecting world domination to less 

vulnerable researchers. He was leaving by the shortest route and while all else was blank. He 

did not have to betray The White Clay or call their bluff into the bargain. He had won where 

one could never say it, and yet lost where it was plain for all to see. So they were even. The 

White Clay and he now played different games. He took more medication for his fever, his 

cough and his throat and rinsed them down with a glass of charged goat’s milk. Life did not 

get any worse than this, lying on a narrow bed in a barren cell. As he awaited brief oblivion 

he tried to think of a tribal song that might suit his situation. But there were no songs for the 

stranger stranded in a smooth white wilderness.  

Some days later he emerged a little recovered, found his way to the lounge, and 

conversation amongst veterans. There was one who claimed to have served at Eplepe, but 

had not participated in the massacre. He swore no more than a handful had been eliminated, 

when their deal with the rebels fell through. The rebels had agreed to withdraw in secret, in 

return for favours from Abkr. But when the rebels failed to keep their word some had been 

eliminated. Others then exaggerated the numbers eliminated. In those days an editor could 

not even eliminate the trucks and artillery they claimed, in those days was not much more 

than an eraser. The whole thing was blown out of proportion in a scheme to discredit them, 

the old fighter maintained. But who had been discredited? The Mountainards? Abkr? The 
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World Council? The conspiracy spiralled away into paranoia. Yet if the old fighter had been 

there, knew what their weapons were capable of, there was at least a grain of truth to it. 

Where did that leave the secret of world domination? They had advanced weapons 

certainly, but not as damaging as originally claimed, were perhaps less advanced than other 

great nations would have the rest of the world believe, had improved since. So it was not just 

an elaborate bluff, although bluffing was a big part of Abkr’s arsenal. If Abkr were the first 

to use real elimination, others surely followed more discreetly, less directly. So the arms race 

between nations was probably no more unequal in this than at other times, for other 

weapons, only more shrewdly publicised. But if Abkr were even briefly ahead of the rest of 

the world in science, was there some secret to their society worth learning? 

How could the rest of the world hope to learn from something so bound up in its 

geography, history, character and religion? Their ideas on freedom and duty, government and 

representation, marriage and family, religion and learning, were not easily detachable or 

transferable. In the end there seemed little one might apply in isolation with much success. It 

was all of a piece, and what secrets Abkr held would take too long or lose too much in 

translation to be worth emulating. The secret, while not an empty one, was not a useful one. 

It occurred to him a more useful secret, lay elsewhere. The insistence upon a 

common threat to the world from a rival so remote and exotic, so immanent and dangerous, 

the rest of the world must put aside their differences in order to meet it, was one such secret. 

It struck him as both the making of a unified world and its domination. The real secret lay in 

selling the world on a spurious conformity, in the service of a devious minority. It allowed 

grave differences between nations to be falsely diminished, to then nurture pernicious 

ambitions undetected, unsuspected. Domination proceeded under the pretence of resistance. 

But perhaps this was no more than an inversion of the strategist’s axiom that the best 

defence lay in attack. The best wars were those of which the enemy was least aware. 

So what would The Professor finally tell The World Council and the rest of the 

world? How could he summarise the secret? He could say that the world was never 

dominated very much or long, or by many. That the world was made of secrets, of which 

domination was, if not the least, then the least dangerous. He could say that the secret of Rsit 

was to start early, remote and angry, stay small, single and local, trade short, various and 

often. The secret of their politics was simply that corruption and conspiracy are inevitable, 

but so are disclosure and reform, that the vital interventions lie in timing and accident, even 

though domination is never proven and that the world wises up, sooner or later. There had 

to be some winners and more losers, no matter how both tried to disguise it, and nothing 
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could disguise the disguises. Was that tidy enough? More formally, if secrets, then of more 

than domination, if domination then of less than the world, if the world, then of more than 

secrets of domination, domination of secrets. Did that cover it? It covered too much, was 

too empty. It hid too much of Abkr, only because there was too much of Abkr to fit in. 

Summary either eluded him or those he would tell. But there were no comfortable half 

measures where Abkr was concerned, if the whole story was too much, anything less was not 

enough.  

The Professor could tell them all he knew and it would never be enough, for him or 

them. He had re-travelled old routes, relived old triumphs and terrors, tested himself to the 

utmost and found himself wanting, unsatisfied, must now remain so. That is what the secret 

had cost him; that was now part of the secret. The more one learned, the deeper the secret 

became. But he would leave all that here now, bury all he loved about life and all he could 

never hope to be, in the last grudging step. What he would tell Rain was his only unfinished 

business and it would be his trump card. He would play it whenever Rain allowed 

resumption of play. Until then he had his health to worry about, food to be eaten, drinks to 

be savoured. 

He was assigned new escorts, older men who had divided their time between geology 

and engineering, violence and waste removal, the militia and the tribe. They neared 

retirement and now mostly instructed and advised, joked and boasted. They called 

themselves Mud Happy and Safety Frost. They were both short and portly, the usual broad, 

impassive faces, square jaw, quick eyes. They knew The Professor from his first visit, 

remembered the team with the different Oblish woman with great amusement. Just that 

summer, Happy had walked over The Bridge of The Bouncing Oblish Woman. He chuckled 

as he held up two fingers and mimicked a figure bouncing on the end of an elastic line, 

nodded confidentially to The Professor. Frost slapped his knee and rocked with grunting 

laughter. Later conversation grew more earnest and turned to the state of the homeland. The 

Professor asked if they thought Rain would help The Clay, might even save them. They said 

Rain was a White Clay and that what helped them helped him and vice versa. If they were 

going to be saved it would need more than a White Clay. He took their point. It was going to 

take a lot more than one White Clay, and it would take something from them pretty soon. 

They agreed on that and sipped their iced cordials, looked pensive. Happy played a 

song on his recorder by a beautiful young Lakard singer full of sweet sentiment. He admired 

her enough to build a tunnel right under her bedroom. Frost said he would come along to 

inspect that railway line. They both laughed and punched each other’s shoulders. The 
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Professor reflected how much more of a White Clay would he be for failing them with the 

rest of the world? Or how much more than a Clay would he be for helping? Would he do 

any better than the region in this? Would he not just dismantle the tribe by other means, as 

they hid investment of their crooked savings, in some scheme shielded by The World 

Council, or raised loans for tourist resorts, or whatever they had in mind? Which was better, 

to be a dead White Clay or a dying one? Not a White Clay or too much of one? 

They announced it was time to take a walk. They took him out into a thick fog, late 

in the morning. Somewhere Bklro spluttered and rumbled about its lack of business. They 

walked downhill, although it was hard to tell in what direction. They wore their fighters’ 

cloaks, caps down and they saw beyond just real space. The Professor saw nothing under 

Ornosh’s cap, found it prompted dreams. Out of the fog loomed Rain, astride the bike, 

waiting for them. He greeted them quietly, thanked them for the favour. Happy and Frost 

said they could not farewell them properly in case others heard and so hoped it was not really 

a farewell. Rain was sure it was not, and The Professor would still be with White Clays, even 

when he left the homeland. It was an interesting technicality, and a sore temptation for any 

Mountainard to consider and discuss, but for once they wisely decided not to pursue the 

matter. The Professor straddled the bike with some resignation and effort and when he 

looked up Happy and Frost had gone. Rain was not in just real space either and much 

further away than he seemed. They moved away slowly, bumping over a wasteland of reeking 

garbage and debris. 

The headlight played gold upon wispy white, a minimal variant on the colours of The 

Clay. They crept down echoing backstreets, caught the headlights of others, followed or fled 

down hills, over pot holes and over-patched bitumen. As they reached the roar of the 

meeting rivers, there was traffic banked up to cross the narrow old steel bridge, brackets of 

heavy lattice over high stone pylons, lying beside a similar model for the railway. They crept 

up the northern slopes of The Abk, picked their way through more grim housing in Ybklom, 

the cloud thinning with a breeze, revealing a cramped medieval town of narrow streets, 

crumbling buildings and furtive citizens around the massive perimeter walls plastered with 

posters and graffiti.  

Beyond the town they climbed higher, steeper, eased eastward across boggy open 

pasture. The road narrowed to a track and once they passed through the last large 

compound, paying a small toll, they encountered no traffic. From here they began to trace 

the other racing tributary to The Tralfa, high into the pass in the north-east corner. This was 

called The Ros – originally meant a vigorous expulsion of bodily fluid, later modified to fluid 
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of the eye, and featured in many Clay songs of farewell and peace. The Ros bounced down 

amongst massive boulders, the white roar echoing everywhere. Snow grew thicker; the bike 

wriggled its way up ridges, beside disinterested goats, climbed steadily for half an hour as 

ravines opened up beside them, filled with dark forests decked with snow. At last they 

reached one final compound, a small low affair of linked houses in the traditional style. Rain 

sounded the horn as they cleared the last rise and came into view, dipped and skidded across 

the lean stony pasture, pulled up and waited for the battered gates to open, revealing Pines, 

Milk and Talk To.  

 

20. 

 

 

The song of welcome was belted out by an assortment of wild and ragged children, 

their expressions ranging from exhilarated to resentful. The introductions were made to a 

couple of middle-aged couples, swathed in blankets, one wearing a knitted mask and holding 

a pitchfork. They accepted the gift of a trail bike and gauntlets and invited them into the low 

dim dining hall. The rest of the compound were away working, and after providing tea and 

milk arrowroot biscuits made their exit, extolling Rain and wishing all well, telling that they 

could be found in the barn or dairy. 

Once they had departed Rain turned to The Professor and announced it was time for 

explanation. He apologised that he had been unable to guide The Professor more closely on 

their journey, but there had been difficulties he could not share at the time. He would explain 

these, but first he hoped there was now a proper understanding of Abkr. He had shown The 

Professor how things had changed across The Northern Abk, and changed the rest of the 

country. The secret of Abkr’s success and its goals should now be clear. The Professor 

agreed they were, understood the part the northern mountains played, understood the part 

the White Clay played, and would repay the gift of this news, once he returned to the rest of 

the world. Rain nodded deeply and smiled, the others sighed with relief. 

Rain then offered to explain the circumstances of their visit to The Treeline fist in 

more detail, since he felt it did not reflect well upon The White Clay as it stood. He had 

known The Professor’s absence in Salaneh would draw inquiries and that Lakards would 

quickly realise where the two of them had gone and send a party to fetch them. Rain had left 

word with The Smooth Stone of his route, knowing this would reach The Lakards and had 

set about contacting his team in preparation for an encounter at The Treeline fist. His 
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preparations included sealing off communication by re-ordering the satellite link for the 

district and guarding it with a virus. That would buy them time if they needed to make a 

quick escape. He had placed crucial files from his Uzuk adventure on The Professor’s 

recorder while he slept, as a precaution should all else fail. He knew the team the Lakards 

sent would be a hard one and may cost him. He hoped that the information would remain 

undetected there and find its way eventually to a fitting destination. 

He knew he would have to fight, and that his foes might seize the moment to capture 

The Professor. So he created a decoy, kept at some distance to avoid detection and allow 

warning should a move be made upon him. Rain’s team would then have time to make a 

move of their own. It was a gamble, but he thought The Professor would also enjoy visiting 

a fist and learning a little more about the mountain tribes. There was much that night that 

told about the qualities of the Mountainard fighter. The threat of a despatch of the Uzuk files 

to The World Council had only been a bluff. That would have damaged Lakards but not 

necessarily helped the White Clay. Five Stars did not see that because Stars was not a Clay. 

Stars thought like a Lakard, more than he realised. Rain was disappointed in Stars, for not 

joining him and then not killing him. Rain had trained him better than that, so he had no 

regrets about his death. Experience had taught him to mark teacher’s pets the hardest. His 

only thought then had been for The Clay and his team, and he could not face them after the 

fight until he had mended his ways. There were parts of him made vulnerable by too much 

fighting. He had to do that privately and it took him longer than planned. Once repaired, he 

had returned to the fist to find the flyers gone, all peaceful.   

He later borrowed The Professor’s recorder to retrieve the Uzuk files and use them 

in bargaining with the regional council for their departure from the homeland as well as in 

making generous compensation to The Cloud for the death of Snow, to The Stone for the 

death of Happens. In the end enough tribes fell in with The White Clay to allow them to 

leave, on an understanding that further deals with the rest of the world must benefit the 

regional council, not just the Clays. So they were now free to leave Abkr, with the northern 

mountains’ blessing at least. That was all they needed. It had been a delicate negotiation, but 

The White Clay had come through for him and now it was up to Rain to repay the favour. 

He returned The Professor’s recorder and hoped that this explained some troubling points to 

his satisfaction. 

The Professor accepted the recorder and explanation gratefully and asked why Rain 

could not simply have proceeded without him, why he had bothered with The Professor at 

all? Rain looked hurt, The Professor has disproved his view of aliens and the rest of the 
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world, had shown that they and the mountains could understand one another after all. They 

could do business. He had thought this impossible from previous experience and 

observation. The Mountainards had always relied upon Plainards to deal with the outside 

world, had assumed one must be a Plainard to make sense or tolerate the dealings involved. 

But The Professor had shown this was not true. The Professor replied perhaps he was only 

an exception. Rain acknowledged the point but added that if the mountains were to conduct 

their own business with the rest of the world they would need The Professor, at least to help 

them begin. The Professor was Rain’s key to the rest of the world, the secret to a success for 

his tribe and the northern mountains. 

The Professor nodded, a little moved, uneasy. He thought Rain was being too 

cautious, that Rain had understood him so well that he need have no doubts about dealing 

with other aliens. The Professor had shared everything with Rain and had no more secrets. If 

he led them into the world now it could not be for long or far. Rain agreed but wanted just a 

little more, a little longer. Once in the rest of the world he would learn more, certainly, but 

he still felt he needed The Professor just to get there, to get their bearings. It was, after all, a 

big and varied place and one could not know it like the mountains or even just the homeland 

of The Clay. The world would take time, and if The Professor could spare any, Rain would 

repay him. At length The Professor concluded that Rain had shown him the mountains again 

and for that the least he could show Rain was a little more of the world, if only as little as was 

left him.  

Rain was buoyed, assured him he and his team would learn well from his lessons, 

would see that they were furthered, when The Professor could not. They would continue his 

work, if he continued theirs, even briefly. It was an attractive offer but one in which Rain 

perhaps over-estimated The Professor. He had limited resources and interests, even his 

position with The World Council would no doubt come under review shortly. Rain 

understood that, but thought rather it was The Professor that under-estimated himself. 

Together, they would enhance The Professor’s position considerably. The Professor 

wondered if Rain’s grasp of aliens were too limited even to judge him properly. He was after 

all simply the first alien Rain had ever liked. 

Rain protested weakly, thought for a moment and reminded him he had liked Penilla. 

The Professor pointed out they had only spent one night together and that Rain had deserted 

her in a moment of crisis. Rain corrected him, informed that he had subsequently traced her 

through his Uzuk files and that they kept in touch with amusing postcards and recordings. 

She had returned to her country, not as wealthy as she had expected, and now worked as a 
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private nurse for an aged magnate with a severe disability, but she retained her sense of 

humour. It was possible their paths might cross again. The Professor asked to what country 

she had returned and Rain replied Obland. He had not wanted to mention it earlier knowing 

how The Professor felt about Oblish women, and ashamed that Penilla fell short of that high 

standard, he had hoped to raise the matter in a later conversation.  

Pines caught the Professor’s eye and tugged on his ear lobe while glancing to the 

ceiling. Rain caught the exchange and impatiently asked what? When had he ever said Penilla 

was not Oblish? She had always been Oblish; he simply had not mentioned it before. Pines 

and the Professor readily conceded the point, but now Rain was at a loss. He looked around 

at the team who dropped their eyes, shaking his head sadly, confessed that one no sooner 

had a team working well together than everyone wanted to be leader. It was very frustrating; 

he supposed it was something to which a leader must adjust. 

Talk To then wanted to know about Penilla, had only heard about Dinal, looked hard 

into Rain’s eyes and made him groan. Milk remarked that when Talk To had been on the 

team a bit longer she would hear a lot more about Penilla, maybe too much, not all of it 

consistent. Rain vowed that he would never again share with them the secrets of Uzuk 

Island. In future they would have to settle for the stories about the guards on Olpot in 

midsummer. Pine replied that Rain may be already dead, but that did not mean they had to 

believe everything he said. Rain fingered his teacup for a moment and seemed resigned. 

“Well you shouldn’t. You shouldn’t trust me all the time.” 

“We don’t.” 

“But you should know when to trust me.” 

“We do,” 

“Really?” 

“Well, mostly,” 

“Because sometimes you have to joke about things, sometimes you have to be 

frivolous. The world is that way. The serious things are more serious for being able to take a 

break from them. You need that slack to play with. The serious and silly punctuate each 

other, in the same way as the specific and general, literal and metaphorical, factual and 

fictional, poetic and prosaic, public and personal. Why settle for any comfortable half? The 

paths between are many and the terrain can be mountains, but everyone knows they are the 

most rewarding journeys. So some things you don’t understand properly if you can’t laugh at 

them. To look at things in a funny way is sometimes the only way to spot certain things 
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about the world and the telling of it. It might be funny but it can still be a true and only right. 

Or am I being too serious or silly now, just comic or tragic?” 

“Do we need to tell you?” 

“That is why you are such a great team!”  

“Because we have such a great leader!”  

They drank a howling toast with a diet soda called Disrespect: to the team and all its 

leaders, the only kind of team worth leading or following. Then realised they must prepare 

for the climb, which would be on foot from here. It would be steep and slow but they would 

make a hospitality hut on the pass by night fall, if they departed promptly. They cleared away 

the dishes and found their hosts, who were disappointed because the children had gone to 

deliver flasks of tea and sandwiches to those away working. Their parents worked higher up 

the path, mustering wild carrots. But they would call and tell of the team’s approach. They 

would farewell Rain and his team properly at The Bridge of The Bouncing Oblish Woman. 

Rain thanked them and sang a brief merry song for those leaving the country on illicit and 

dangerous business. The hosts were greatly moved. 

Rain and Talk To took up the lead on the path, The Professor followed, Milk and 

Pines brought up the rear. Milk was convinced Rain and Talk To were already too friendly 

together. He had heard things in the night. And he so old and experienced enough to know 

better! Some lessons were never learned or soonest forgotten, but who would tell him and 

how? Pines would not. He saw it was all her fault, she had The Absent Father deal locked in, 

and there was no return there so she dealt with that by farming out her dividends to older 

men, in vulnerable times, dangerous places, like the mountains. He did not envy Rain one bit, 

he said with feeling. He had done the psychology, the transaction was obvious to the 

practised, if not the practice. The older man never saw it coming. He saw The Absent 

Daughter, or His Wasted Youth or Failed Partner in Rematch, maybe. It was very typical of 

the mid-life crisis negotiation. The Professor climbed ahead, lost in thought as usual, his eyes 

fixed on Rain and Talk To.  

Talk To learned of the wayward Oblish, Penilla, whom Rain had rescued from the 

decadent Lakards, together with her band of qualified therapists on a working holiday. They 

were forever grateful. Talk To could see that Rain understood aliens more than he admitted 

and she had every confidence in his leadership once they were in the rest of the world. Rain 

told her he enjoyed leading, when he knew the path, even when it was steep and cold and 

covered in snow. He was used to these things, and only wished the rest of the world felt the 

same. Would Maferia be different? Maferia was dry and flat and the people wizened and 
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mild. The men all dressed as if they had head wounds and would not stand up for themselves 

before God. No wonder He treated them to just deserts. But there would be more to the 

world than Maferia; Maferia was a good place to start. They paused on top a boulder, looked 

down at the valley disappearing in cloud. Talk To ventured that this was still the best place to 

live and to… well, live. Anyone could see that. Rain could see what she meant for a moment; 

then reminded her that they must hurry or they would never get away.  

The Professor kept hard on their heels, his face red and perspiring under Ornosh’s 

cap, pulled well down. Several times he clipped their heels and they stumbled, looked around 

at him, surprised and puzzled by his strange intensity. Rain asked could he see the path 

properly and the Professor replied he knew the path well enough; it was the destination he 

feared. They hurried on until they reached a narrow footbridge of suspended cables, across a 

deep ravine. The roar of The Ros or one of its tributaries rose from far below. There was no 

sign of the farewell committee and it began to snow lightly. Rain and Talk To looked around 

one last time, sighed to one another, The Professor pressing, anxious to cross. Milk and 

Pines still some distance behind, discussed the riot in Bklro and laughed. The bridge was 

slippery and one had to grasp both handrail cables as it began to sway and bounce under the 

advance to the centre. Rain went first, advised that only one should cross at a time to 

minimise the discomfort. Talk To and the Professor jostled for second, The Professor, 

somewhat peeved, allowed her ahead.  

On his turn he scurried, the bridge rolling and rippling languidly, he paused and 

turned as he heard the arrival of the farewell committee, five adults and children on laden 

donkeys. They began to sing, a heavy singsong rhythm. Those departing all held one hand 

high, but would not stop. Milk and Pines followed together, discussing the weather and God, 

crossed as casually as one might ride an escalator. The two sides of the bridge were of 

unequal height, so that the bridge rose higher to meet the visited side, the final few metres 

particularly steep and slippery. The Professor pulled himself up, his breath ragged, his vision 

of no more than his boots. Once off the bridge the path became steps carved or worn into a 

rock wall, arching away into driving sleet now. Again The Professor dogged their heels, 

impatient to pass as the path changed course, wriggled and writhed up the mountain. He 

suddenly brushed past them, throwing out his arms in a rounded rotation, head down, 

shoulders rolling in a motion halfway between marching and swimming. His torso rocked 

and drove his long paces up the steps, two and three at a time.  

Rain called to him to slow and take care, they still had time and a hard climb to go. 

But The Professor had other ideas, so many he had lost count. He would not settle for less 
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than second after coming all this way, and to be second for a second time was worse than the 

first. He wanted to be more than second for just once now and still to be second then and 

forever for the one that mattered most. He had a prize in mind and he flung off Ornosh’s 

cap in a last mad dash. He would not lead far for the race was up to him now and he laughed 

at the mountains although the pain was great. Finally he collapsed at another turn in the path, 

flopped down on the rock, fighting for breath, hands on knees, shaking and sinking, 

watching the others approach, their concerned faces. Some things were not for translation or 

transaction. He closed his eyes and leaned back as the whole world turned. If they spoke he 

could not listen, he hurt everywhere and then slowly it eased, faded and he realised with a 

smile he could still hear the singing, somewhere below.  

 

To farewell the beloved 

Is to face a final affray, 

But it takes more than courage 

To turn your back on The White Clay. 

 

So son takes leave of family 

And they know it’s a better way 

Than digging through the earth for him, 

Digging down in the white clay. 

 

They made him there so purely, 

It was the truest way to pray 

But now he feels it’s unbecoming 

And would do well to get away, 

 

The Ros will cry us a river 

The Gri agrees it’s a raw day 

When there’s one less in the tribe that night 

In the land of the White Clay. 

 

They can speak to us in other tongues, 

They can tell us what to say. 

But their ears can’t take away from us, 
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The tongue of the White Clay. 

  

When one leaves The Homeland, 

The path gets easier to convey. 

By night it’s full of a wet contraband 

It’s the ransom one can’t delay. 

 

One can walk the mountains and Abk, 

Hear the songs and the hearsay 

But one’s as good as dead and waking 

To the tribe that shuns display. 

 

To leave is an uphill struggle, 

Back is downhill all the way.  

You know you’ve nowhere left to go 

When you’re returned to The White Clay. 

 

One is dying to see more of the world, 

It’s a far and farther way. 

But it’s the death of the father, the farther the father, 

It’s the death of the father that drives to dismay. 

 

You think you’ve won a victory, 

You think you’re there to stray, 

But it’s the fathers and the farther land 

That finally must pay. 

It’s the farther and the father land 

That surely won’t stay.  


